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Explorations:
The Intervention Solution

Monitoring and Clarifying
Working by yourself

An insect drowns.

Monitoring and Clarifying
Supported practice

Strategy

Learning goals

Know your vocabular y

Read the text

Discuss and reflect

Vocabular y activity

Know your vocabular y

Read the text

Discuss and reflect

Vocabular y activity

Explorations Strategies for Comprehension

Record...

Strategy

Learning goals

Explorations Strategies for Comprehension

Read the text: A sticky end

Strategy

Lesson Plan menu

Strategy

Before the lesson, revisit the self-assessment tasks completed at the end of the Model
and Supported practice lessons and refer to any notes you made in response to
students’ self-assessments.
Revisit the comprehension strategy with your students. Refer to the definition of the
strategy on the digital version or on the front of the Independent practice card.
Revisit the learning goals for this strategy. Refer to the learning goals on the digital
version or on the front of the Independent practice card. Check that all students
understand the goals of this lesson.
Say: Today, we are going to continue learning about monitoring and clarifying as we read. You will
be practicing by yourselves.
Give each student an appropriately leveled Independent practice card.
If any students have difficulty working independently, support them by using
the following Lesson Plans. If a further level of support is needed, work with the
students using the digital versions of these Lesson Plans.

Learning goals

Explorations Strategies for Comprehension

Set the focus for reading. Say: Read the Jaws! section to find out what this plant does to trap
and kill insects.
Have the students read this section to themselves.

Strategy

Learning goals

Know your vocabular y

Read the text

Discuss and reflect

Vocabular y activity

Explorations Strategies for Comprehension

Record...

Say: Think about what you have read. Let’s talk about how this plant traps and kills insects.
Ask: Were there any ideas that you didn’t understand? Did you understand the drawing of the
plant?
With their partners, have the students discuss and add to their Monitoring and
Clarifying Graphic Organizers.

Roots growing in the ground.

Read the text: Conclusion

Set the focus for reading. Say: Read the conclusion to find out more information about killer
plants.
Have the students read this section to themselves.
Practice using the Monitoring and Clarifying strategy
Say: Think about what you have read.
Ask: What didn’t you understand? What could you do to understand?
With their partners, have the students discuss and add to their Monitoring and
Clarifying Graphic Organizers.

How do plants grow here?

trapped If something is trapped, it is stuck inside
something else and cannot get out.

Think about each
highlighted word. If you
need to, turn to the
back of the card and
check the meanings of
the words.

Think about each
highlighted word. If you
need to, turn to the
back of the card and
check the meanings of
the words.

Plant traps

Incredible
plants

This plant also eats insects. It
has leaves that open and shut.
The leaves snap shut when an
insect lands on them. The insect
is then trapped inside the leaf.

Some plants look incredible.
Other plants can do incredible things.

Know your vocabular y

Read the text

Discuss and reflect

Vocabular y activity

Read
Learning
goals

Self-assessment...

Monitoring and Clarifying

Discuss and reflect

Ask: What have we learned about killer plants? (content)
Focus the discussion on why and how these plants trap and kill insects.
Ask: What have we learned about amazing plants? (concept)
Focus the discussion on what makes these plants amazing.
Ask: What have we learned about the Monitoring and Clarifying strategy? (strategy)
Refer the students to the learning goals on the digital version or on the front of these
Lesson Plans.

Working with the teacher
Just starting

Getting there

Got it!

Working with a partner
Just starting

Getting there

Got it!

Getting there

Got it!
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Strategy

Learning goals

Know your vocabular y

Read the text

Discuss and reflect

Vocabular y activity

Explorations Strategies for Comprehension

Example

Word

Dictionary definition

Example

★
★

★
★
★

How do plants
grow here?
long roots
rocks
sand

long roots

rocks

2. Which parts
did you not
understand about
plants in hot, dry
deserts?
What did you do
to understand
them?

Add to your
Graphic Organizer.

store water for the cactus to use later.

Cactus plants have long roots that grow
close to the surface. These roots help

the plants to absorb as much water as

sand

a cactus plant

Some of these plants have tiny hairs on

their leaves. These hairs trap rainwater.

Conclusion

Plants can grow almost anywhere in

the world. Some plants have ways of

surviving, even in places where other

Conclusion

Finding water
in Death Valley

Start to fill in your
Graphic Organizer.

Many store water in their leaves

Introduction

Cactus plants have thick stems. When
it rains, the stems can collect and

Some plants can grow in places where
long roots

most other plants would die.

clear plastic bag

2. Which parts
did you not
understand about
plants in hot, dry
deserts?
What did you do
to understand
them?

string

What to do

Did you
know?

Place the bag over a leafy branch
and tie it with string. Watch the
water collect in the bag.

Add to your
Graphic Organizer.

• Death Valley is home
to more than 1,000

Death Valley are the
oldest living things on
Earth. They are more
than 2,000 years old.
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Why it works
Plants take up water through
their roots and send it to
their stems and leaves.
Excess water is given off as
water vapor through the
leaves. When the vapor hits
the bag, it cools a little and
turns into water.

4. Which
parts did
you not
understand
in this
section?
What did
you do to
understand
them?

close to the surface. These roots help
the plants to absorb as much water as

Plants can grow almost anywhere in
the world. Some plants have ways of
surviving, even in places where other

4. Which parts did
you not understand
about cactus plants?
What did you do to
understand them?

★
★
★

Incredible
plants

Read the text
Incredible
plants
Some plants look incredible.
Other plants can do incredible things.

Insect-eaters
This plant eats insects. It has leaves
that are shaped like cups. There is
liquid at the bottom of these cups.
When an insect falls into the liquid, it
drowns and the plant uses it for food.

the Venus flytrap

The branches of this tree look
like roots growing up in the air.
This tree grows in very dry
places and can keep a lot of water
in its trunk. Some of these trees
grow for hundreds of years.
the boab tree

How are you doing so far?

Start to fill in your
Graphic Organizer.

Let your teacher know if you are having any problems.
If you don’t have any problems, keep reading.

3. Which parts did
you not understand
about plant traps?
What did you do to
understand them?

Say: Read the paragraphs in order. After you have read each section, ask yourself the questions in
the box and fill in your Graphic Organizer.

Add to your Graphic
Organizer.

Incredible
plants

Say: When you have finished reading the text, fill in your Self-assessment sheet.

Know your vocabulary
Direct the students to the highlighted words (adapted, Death Valley, emergency, excess,
ground water, moisture, species, vapor).
Say: Think about each highlighted word. Ask yourself these questions: Do I know what this word
means? Have I seen or heard this word being used? Is there any part of this word that I know?
Show the students the Know your vocabulary section on the back of the card.
Say: If you need to, you can use this to check your understanding of each word.

★
★
★
★
★

★
★
★

Surviving in
Death Valley

California poppies and joshua trees

Think about each
highlighted word. If you
need to, turn to the
back of the card and
check the meanings of
the words.

Read the text

2. Read the Learning goals again.
How are you doing so far?
Let your teacher know if you are having any problems.
If you don’t have any problems, keep reading.

Surviving in
Death Valley

Finding water
in Death Valley

Say: Read the paragraphs in order. After you have read each section, ask yourself the questions in
the box and fill in your Graphic Organizer.

In an emergency, you
can collect some water from
desert plants.

Q. How do plants survive
in Death Valley?

You will need:

A. Plants that live in Death
Valley have adapted to
1. Which parts
did you not
understand in
this section?
What did you do
to understand
them?

get the water they need. Some
send roots deep down into the

clear plastic bag

ground to find ground water.

Did you
know?

Say: When you have finished reading the text, fill in your Self-assessment sheet.

Place the bag over a leafy branch
and tie it with string. Watch the
water collect in the bag.

• Death Valley is home
to more than 1,000
species of plants.
Some species do not
grow anywhere else.
• The bristlecone pines
that grow on the
mountains surrounding
Death Valley are the
oldest living things on
Earth. They are more
than 2,000 years old.

Self-assessment

string

What to do

Others spread their roots out
just under the surface to collect
whatever moisture is available.
Many store water in their leaves
and stems.

4. Which parts did
you not understand
about upside-down
trees? What did you
do to understand
them?
Add to your Graphic
Organizer.

2. Read the Learning goals again.

3 Independent
practice

Why it works
Plants take up water through
their roots and send it to
their stems and leaves.
Excess water is given off as
water vapor through the
leaves. When the vapor hits
the bag, it cools a little and
turns into water.

4. Which
parts did
you not
understand
in this
section?
What did
you do to
understand
them?
Add to your
Graphic
Organizer.

the pitcher plant

the boab tree

long roots
rocks

In an emergency, you
can collect some water from
desert plants.
You will need:

Self-assessment

3 When you have finished, fill
in your Self-assessment sheet.
You will need the Monitoring and Clarifying:
• Graphic Organizer
• Self-assessment sheet

Monitoring and Clarifying

Self-assessment

Name:
I am learning to monitor and clarify to help me understand what I read.
What to do: Think about how you are doing. Check, draw, or write in the matching box next to each sentence.
Working with the teacher
Just starting

Getting there

Got it!

Working with a partner
Just starting

Getting there

Got it!

Working by myself
Just starting

Getting there

Got it!

I can find the
place where I don’t
understand.

I can explain what is
making me confused.

Monitoring and Clarifying

Graphic Organizer
I can make it easier
to understand by
re-reading slowly,
figuring out what would
make sense, checking
a reference, or asking
for help.

Name:
Title:
Monitoring: What I didn’t understand

Clarifying: What I did to understand

Words
One thing I learned about the Monitoring and Clarifying strategy is
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The General Sherman tree is also extremely
tall and heavy. It is almost 275 feet
(84 meters) high. It weighs as much as
125 semi-trailers and has more wood in
it than any other tree in the world.

get the water they need. Some
ground to find ground water.

clear plastic bag

Others spread their roots out
just under the surface to collect
whatever moisture is available.

possible after heavy rainfall.

a cactus plant

2 Read the text in order.
After you have read each part
of the text, ask yourself the
questions in the box and then
fill in your Graphic Organizer.

send roots deep down into the

store water for the cactus to use later.
Cactus plants have long roots that grow
close to the surface. These roots help
the plants to absorb as much water as

sand

Some of these plants have tiny hairs on
their leaves. These hairs trap rainwater.

Many store water in their leaves

string

What to do

Did you
know?

and stems.

Conclusion

Place the bag over a leafy branch
and tie it with string. Watch the
water collect in the bag.

Conclusion

• Death Valley is home
to more than 1,000
species of plants.
Some species do not
grow anywhere else.

Plants can grow almost anywhere in
the world. Some plants have ways of
surviving, even in places where other
plants would not be able to grow.

• The bristlecone pines
that grow on the
mountains surrounding

After it rains, the plants produce seeds.
The seeds are blown to other parts of the

Death Valley are the
oldest living things on
Earth. They are more
than 2,000 years old.

desert. When it rains again, these seeds
grow very quickly and become new plants.

the boab tree

no boxes GR2-M1_CSP_Monitor-Clarify_IPT_2_HowPlantsGrow.indd 1

Incredible plants is a description about three
Growing old: giant
sequoia
different plants. These plants each have a
special
way of surviving.
What do you already
The giant sequoia trees
in California
are
know about how plants survive?
among the oldest living things on Earth.
One of these trees is called the General
Sherman tree. It has been alive for more
than 2,000 years.

1 Open your card, read the
title, and look at the pictures.

Why it works
Plants take up water through
their roots and send it to
their stems and leaves.
Excess water is given off as
water vapor through the
leaves. When the vapor hits
the bag, it cools a little and
turns into water.

Some plants grow and change in different
and surprising ways.
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Definition of strategy

Learning goals

Resources

When we monitor and clarify, we ask
ourselves: Does what we have read make
sense? Do we understand it?
If the answer is yes, we:
• Keep on reading.
If the answer is no, we:
• Re-read slowly and think about what
we know already;
• Ask ourselves questions;
• Read on and think about what would
make sense;
• Check a reference: a dictionary,
or a website;
• Ask an expert – a friend or a teacher.
(But we only do this when we have
tried everything else and it hasn’t
worked.)

We are learning to monitor and clarify as
we read to help us understand the text.
We will be successful when we can:
• Find the place where we don’t
understand;
• Explain what is making us confused;
• Make it easier to understand by
re-reading slowly, figuring out
what would make sense, checking
a reference, or asking for help.

• Explorations Strategies for
Comprehension for informational
texts Module 1 digital version
• Monitoring and Clarifying
Supported practice card
• Monitoring and Clarifying
Independent practice cards
• Monitoring and Clarifying
Graphic Organizer*
• Monitoring and Clarifying
Self-assessment sheet*
• Monitoring and Clarifying
Vocabulary activities*
• Monitoring and Clarifying
Follow-up activities*

They have amazing lifetimes.

*Printable versions available
on Module 1 CD

Say: When you have finished reading the text, fill in your Self-assessment sheet.

3. Which parts did you not understand in the Did
you know? section?
What did you do to understand them?
Add to your Graphic Organizer.

26/06/12 4:35 PM
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Pages 92–105

The branches of this tree look
like roots growing up in the air.
This tree grows in very dry
places and can keep a lot of water
in its trunk. Some of these trees
grow for hundreds of years.

Valley have adapted to

Cactus plants have thick stems. When
it rains, the stems can collect and

Some plants can grow in places where

Some plants can grow in hot, dry deserts
and still get the water they need.

The branches of this tree look
like roots growing up in the air.
This tree grows in very dry
places and can keep a lot of water
in its trunk. Some of these trees
grow for hundreds of years.

Finding water
in Death Valley

Q. How do plants survive
in Death Valley?
A. Plants that live in Death

Introduction
most other plants would die.
How do these plants get the water they
need to survive?

Plants in hot, dry deserts

The upside-down tree

the pitcher plant

Explorations Strategies for Comprehension for informational texts is aligned with State Standards. Detailed information on these
links can be found in the Teacher Resource Book.

Explorations Strategies for Comprehension for informational texts Module 1
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Grades K–2+

How do plants
grow here?

This plant also eats insects. It
has leaves that open and shut.
The leaves snap shut when an
insect lands on them. The insect
is then trapped inside the leaf.

the Venus flytrap

Insect-eaters

Reading level: N

Direct the students to the text introduction on the front of their cards. Either read
the introduction to the students or have them read to themselves.
Say: Surviving in Death Valley is a report about how some plants survive in a very dry place.
What do you already know about plants that survive in very dry places?
Ask the students to open the cards and to read the title and look at the pictures.

★

The upside-down tree

Growing fast: bamboo

GR2-M1_CSP_Monitor-Clarify_IPT_1_IncrediblePlants.indd 1

Surviving in
Death Valley

Plant traps

Some plants look incredible.
Other plants can do incredible things.

This plant eats insects. It has leaves
that are shaped like cups. There is
liquid at the bottom of these cups.
When an insect falls into the liquid, it
drowns and the plant uses it for food.

Surviving in Death Valley
Activate prior knowledge

★

This plant also eats insects. It
has leaves that open and shut.
The leaves snap shut when an
insect lands on them. The insect
is then trapped inside the leaf.

the Venus flytrap

Bamboo is the fastest-growing
plant in the Explorations
world. Strategies
The giant
for Comprehension for informational texts Module 1
© 2013 EC Licensing Pty Ltd. Published by Okapi Educational Publishing Inc.
timber bamboo
plant is the
fastest-growing type of bamboo.
Some timber bamboo plants can
grow about three feet (one meter)
in 24 hours. After two months,
the plants can reach a height of
180 feet (60 meters). That is as
tall as a three-story building.

Text: Surviving in Death Valley
Text type: Report
Reading level: N
Concept: Amazing plants
Text from: Death Valley
(Explorations series)

★

Start to fill in
your Graphic
Organizer.

The upside-down tree

the pitcher plant
1. Which parts did you
not understand in the
first two paragraphs?
What did you do to
understand them?

GR2-M1_CSP_Monitor-Clarify_IPT_1_IncrediblePlants.indd 2
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Self-assessment
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★
★

Surviving in
Death Valley

Plant traps
This plant also eats insects. It
has leaves that open and shut.
The leaves snap shut when an
insect lands on them. The insect
is then trapped inside the leaf.

Text: Killer plants
Text type: Explanation
Reading level: K
Concept: Amazing plants
Text from: Killer Plants (Explorations series)
Text: How do plants grow here?
Text type: Explanation
Reading level: M
Concept: Amazing plants
Text from: How do Plants Grow
Here? (Explorations series)

★

★

★

Most killer plants grow in places where
the soil is not very good. They need
to feed on insects to survive.
Killer plants have amazing ways of
finding food. They have different ways
to attract and trap animals to eat.

5. Which parts did
you not understand
in the conclusion?
What did you do to
understand them?
Add to your Graphic
Organizer.

★
★

★
★
★

California poppies and joshua trees

Know your vocabulary

★

At the end of each leaf there is a trap
covered with tiny hairs. When an insect
disturbs the hairs, the trap snaps shut like
a set of jaws. The insect is trapped.

26/06/12 10:56 AM
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Direct the students to the highlighted words (drowns, liquid, roots, shaped, snap shut,
trapped, trunk).
Say: Think about each highlighted word. Ask yourself these questions: Do I know what this word
means? Have I seen or heard this word being used? Is there any part of this word that I know?
Show the students the Know your vocabulary section on the back of the card.
Say: If you need to, you can use this to check your understanding of each word.

★
★

Think about each
highlighted word. If you
need to, turn to the
back of the card and
check the meanings of
the words.

Say: Read the paragraphs in order. After you have read each section, ask yourself the questions in
the box and fill in your Graphic Organizer.

Add to your Graphic
Organizer.

plants would not be able to grow.

desert. When it rains again, these seeds

GR2-M1_CSP_Monitor-Clarify_IPT_2_HowPlantsGrow.indd 2

Add to your
Graphic
Organizer.

Reading level: I

Direct the students to the text introduction on the front of their cards. Either read
the introduction to the students or have them read to themselves.
Say: Incredible plants is a description about three different plants. These plants each have a
special way of surviving. What do you already know about how plants survive?
Ask the students to open the cards and to read the title and look at the pictures.

★

This plant lives in shallow lakes, ponds, bogs, ditches, and
dams. It has no roots, and floats just below the surface of the
water. It grows in the shape of a wheel with many spokes.

Some plants trap and kill insects.
They use these insects for food.
They are killer plants.

This plant has leaves that are covered
with tiny red hairs. At the end of the
hairs are drops of sticky liquid. These
drops look like water.
Insects are tricked into trying to drink
the drops. They land on the plant
and get stuck. They are trapped.
GR2-M1_CSP_Monitor-Clarify_SPC_KillerPlants.indd 1

3. Which parts did you not understand in the Did
you know? section?
What did you do to understand them?

26/06/12 4:39 PM

Activate prior knowledge

★

Text: Amazing lifetimes
Text type: Explanation
Reading level: L
Concept: Amazing plants
Text from: Amazing Lifetimes (Explorations series)

Working with a partner

Text: Incredible plants
Text type: Description
Reading level: I
Concept: Amazing plants
Text from: Amazing Plants
(Explorations series)

possible after heavy rainfall.

Conclusion

a cactus plant

Some of these plants have tiny hairs on
their leaves. These hairs trap rainwater.
After it rains, the plants produce seeds.
The seeds are blown to other parts of the
grow very quickly and become new plants.

species of plants.
Some species do not
grow anywhere else.
• The bristlecone pines
that grow on the
mountains surrounding

store water for the cactus to use later.
Cactus plants have long roots that grow

rocks
sand

Plants in hot, dry deserts
Some plants can grow in hot, dry deserts
and still get the water they need.

get the water they need. Some
send roots deep down into the

ground to find ground water.
Others spread their roots out

just under the surface to collect

whatever moisture is available.
and stems.

How do these plants get the water they
need to survive?

In an emergency, you
can collect some water from
desert plants.
You will need:

Valley have adapted to

1. Which parts
did you not
understand in
this section?
What did you do
to understand
them?
Start to fill in
your Graphic
Organizer.

5. Which parts did
you not understand
in the conclusion?
What did you do to
understand them?

Add to your Graphic
Organizer.

plants would not be able to grow.

After it rains, the plants produce seeds.

The seeds are blown to other parts of the
desert. When it rains again, these seeds

grow very quickly and become new plants.

GR2-M1_CSP_Monitor-Clarify_IPT_2_HowPlantsGrow.indd 2

Incredible plants

Vocabulary activity
With their partners, have students choose one of the following words from the text
to complete either the digital version or the printable version of the vocabulary
activity: disturbs, liquid, shallow, surface, trap.

They have amazing lifetimes.

Add to your Graphic Organizer.
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★

Insect-eaters
This plant eats insects. It has leaves
that are shaped like cups. There is
liquid at the bottom of these cups.
When an insect falls into the liquid, it
drowns and the plant uses it for food.

Model the strategy

Some cycads are more than 1,000 years
old, but only six feet (two meters) tall.
This means that these cycads grow an
average of only a quarter of an inch
(two millimeters) each year.

Growing old: giant sequoias
The giant sequoia trees in California are
among the oldest living things on Earth.
One of these trees is called the General
Sherman tree. It has been alive for more
than 2,000 years.
The General Sherman tree is also extremely
tall and heavy. It is almost 275 feet
(84 meters) high. It weighs as much as
125 semi-trailers and has more wood in
it than any other tree in the world.

Conclusion
Some plants grow and change in different
and surprising ways.

Killer plants have ways to attract
insects, then trap and kill them.

2 Supported
practice

Read the text

3. Read the Learning goals again.
How are you doing so far?
Let your teacher know if you are having any problems.
If you don’t have any problems, keep reading.

How do plants
grow here?
1. Which parts
did you not
understand in the
introduction?
What did you do
to understand
them?

2. Read the Learning goals again.
How are you doing so far?

Let your teacher know if you are having any problems.
If you don’t have any problems, keep reading.

Surviving in
Death Valley

A. Plants that live in Death

4. Which parts did
you not understand
about cactus plants?
What did you do to
understand them?
Add to your Graphic
Organizer.

possible after heavy rainfall.

Plants in hot, dry deserts

Some plants can grow in hot, dry deserts

Add to your Graphic
Organizer.

a cactus plant

Think about each
highlighted word. If you
need to, turn to the
back of the card and
check the meanings of
the words.

What to do:
Plant traps

Some plants look incredible.
Other plants can do incredible things.

Some cycads are more than 1,000 years
old, but only six feet (two meters) tall.
This means that these cycads grow an
average of only a quarter of an inch
(two millimeters) each year.

Growing slowly:
lowly: cycads
low
The cycad is the slowest-growing
plant in the world. Cycad plants look like
palm trees. They grow in places where the
weather is warm and wet.

Growing fast: bamboo
Bamboo is the fastest-growing
plant in the world. The giant
timber bamboo plant is the
fastest-growing type of bamboo.
Some timber bamboo plants can
grow about three feet (one meter)
in 24 hours. After two months,
the plants can reach a height of
180 feet (60 meters). That is as
tall as a three-story building.

Monitoring and Clarifying

Direct the students to the highlighted words (absorb, deserts, rainwater, stems, store,
surviving).
Say: Think about each highlighted word. Ask yourself these questions: Do I know what this word
means? Have I seen or heard this word being used? Is there any part of this word that I know?
Show the students the Know your vocabulary section on the back of the card.
Say: If you need to, you can use this to check your understanding of each word.

★
★
★

Incredible plants

plant in the world. Cycad plantsIncredible
look like
plants
palm trees. They grow in places where the
weather is warm and wet.

Amazing lifetimes
Introduction
Some living things have
amazing lifetimes.
Some plants grow very fast and
some grow very slowly. Some
have long lifetimes and grow
very old. During their lifetimes,
some living things change in
different and amazing ways.

1 Model the
strategy

Know your vocabulary
★
★

Plants in hot, dry deserts

Q. How do plants survive
in Death Valley?

Cactus plants have thick stems. When
it rains, the stems can collect and

Some plants can grow in places where

and still get the water they need.

4. Which parts did
you not understand
about upside-down
trees? What did you
do to understand
them?

★

Incredible
plants

Have the students add to their individual Self-assessment sheets.
Ask students if there was anything in the lesson they thought was difficult. Make notes
about student feedback and your own assessment for individual or group follow-up.
Provide feedback to your students. Tell them what they have done well, what they
need to work on next, and what you saw them learning as they applied the strategy.

Working by myself
Just starting

I can find the
place where I don’t
understand.

I can explain what is
making me confused.

I can make it easier
to understand by
re-reading slowly,
figuring out what would
make sense, checking
a reference, or asking
for help.

One thing I learned about the Monitoring and Clarifying strategy is

Think about each
highlighted word. If you
need to, turn to the
back of the card and
check the meanings of
the words.

3. Read the Learning goals again.
How are you doing so far?

Let your teacher know if you are having any problems.
If you don’t have any problems, keep reading.

Introduction

most other plants would die.

How do these plants get the water they
need to survive?

The branches of this tree look
like roots growing up in the air.
This tree grows in very dry
places and can keep a lot of water
in its trunk. Some of these trees
grow for hundreds of years.

★
★

★
★
★

★
I am learning to monitor and clarify to help me understand what I read.
What to do: Think about how you are doing. Check, draw, or write in the matching box next to each sentence.

Conclusion

2. Read the Learning goals again.

★

Self-assessment: Monitoring and Clarifying

Self-assessment

Name:

a cactus plant

Introduction

Text type: Report
Reading level: N
Concept: Amazing plants

How do plants
grow here?

1. Which parts
did you not
understand in the
introduction?
What did you do
to understand
them?

Start to fill in your
Graphic Organizer.

The upside-down tree

the boab tree

How are you doing so far?

Let your teacher know if you are having any problems.
If you don’t have any problems, keep reading.

3. Which parts did
you not understand
about plant traps?
What did you do to
understand them?

Add to your Graphic
Organizer.

the Venus flytrap

Insect-eaters

This plant eats insects. It has leaves
that are shaped like cups. There is
liquid at the bottom of these cups.
When an insect falls into the liquid, it
drowns and the plant uses it for food.

the pitcher plant

1. Which parts did you
not understand in the
first two paragraphs?
What did you do to
understand them?
Start to fill in your
Graphic Organizer.

GR2-M1_CSP_Monitor-Clarify_IPT_1_IncrediblePlants.indd 2

★

Learning goals

Explorations Strategies for Comprehension

long roots
rocks
sand

Plants in hot, dry deserts

a trapped insect

a tree trunk
Monitoring and Clarifying

Direct the students to the text introduction on the front of their cards. Either read
the introduction to the students or have them read to themselves.
Say: How do plants grow here? is an explanation about how some plants manage to grow in
very hot places where we might not expect them to survive. What do you already know about how
plants survive?
Ask the students to open the cards and to read the title and look at the pictures.

★

How do plants
grow here?
Introduction

★ Find the place where I don’t understand;
★ Explain what is making me confused;
★ Make it easier to understand by re-reading slowly, figuring out what would
make sense, checking a reference, or asking for help.

Growing slowly: cycad

trunk The trunk is the main part of a tree. It grows
from the ground up and branches grow out of it.
The cycad is the slowest-growing

Lesson Plans

Monitoring and Clarifying
Reading level: M

★

★
★
★

I am learning to monitor and clarify as I read to help me

the strategy
understand the text. I will be successful when I can:

snap shut When something snaps shut, it suddenly
closes in a fast, sharp movement.

Some plants grow very fast and
some grow very slowly. Some
have long lifetimes and grow
very old. During their lifetimes,
some living things change in
different and amazing ways.

Surviving in Death Valley

Text type: Explanation
Reading level: M
Concept: Amazing plants

★

Strategy

★
★
★

If the answer is no:
★ I re-read slowly and think
about what I know already;
★ I ask myself questions;
★ I read on and think about
what would make sense;
★ I check a reference: a
dictionary or a website;
★ I ask a friend or a teacher.

Learning goals

Amazing lifetimes

Activate prior knowledge

★
★

Leveled texts

Incredible plants

Text type: Description
Reading level: I
Concept: Amazing plants

Monitoring and Clarifying
Independent practice

How do plants grow here?

Revisit the strategy: Monitoring and Clarifying

Learning goals

Explorations Strategies for Comprehension

Read the text: Jaws!

Practice using the Monitoring and Clarifying strategy

Record...

3

Monitoring and Clarifying
Independent practice

Lesson Plan menu

Set the focus for reading. Say: Read A sticky end to find out about how these plants trap
insects.
Have the students read this section to themselves.
Practice using the Monitoring and Clarifying strategy
Say: Think about what you have read. Let’s talk about how these plants trap and kill insects.
Ask: What didn’t you understand? Were you confused about the words sticky liquid? What
could you do to understand these words?
With their partners, have the students discuss and add to their Monitoring and
Clarifying Graphic Organizers.

When I am monitoring and
clarifying, I ask:
★ Does what I have read make
sense? Do I understand it?
If the answer is yes:
★ I keep on reading.

liquid A liquid is something that flows and can be
poured into a container of any shape. Examples of
liquids are water, milk, juice, and soda.

shaped How something is shaped tells us about how
it looks. For example, something could be shaped like a
Model
ball, like a banana, or like a plate.

Monitoring and Clarifying

Some living things have
amazing lifetimes.

3
Research-based Intervention2 for Tier 2 and
ELL students using STEM and Social Studies
content. Key comprehension strategies are
revisited in each set.

Strategy

drowns Animals that live on land must breathe air to
stay alive. If an animal’s face is covered in water or any
other liquid, it cannot breathe air and will drown.

roots The roots of a plant usually grow into the
ground. The roots absorb water and other nutrients to
help the plant grow.

Introduction

Pages 86–91

Know your vocabulary

16/04/15 4:17 PM

Explorations
Develop strategic readers and writers by
providing students with clear understandings
of the structure, features, language, and visual
elements of a variety of informational text types.

TM

Grades K–5+
Pages 106–110

Leveled Bookroom
Collections
A wealth of leveled texts for small-group instruction,
economically packaged to fit your budget.
Also: Bookroom Collections for Spanishlanguage instruction or dual literacy!

NEW &
Expanded

Okapi Educational Publishing wishes to thank the staff, parents, and students of Julian Charter School–Innovation Centre and
Vista la Mesa in La Mesa, CA, and River Springs Charter School in Temecula, CA for their generous contributions to the classroom
photography seen in this catalog. Photos © Okapi Educational Publishing. All Rights Reserved.

Visit our online store or find your rep at myokapi.com
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WorldWise

WorldWise

Grades 3–5 • Levels N–V (30–50)

WorldWise
WorldWise

™

Content-based Learning

Curriculum Links to Next Generation Science,
C3 Social Studies and STEM for Grades 3–5

Program Overview
WorldWise is a high-interest informational literacy program that encourages inquiry and questioning while extending
knowledge in science, social studies, and a range of STEM topics. A stand-alone addition to Flying Start to Literacy™
using the same best-practice instruction and research base, WorldWise creates a powerful and effective learning culture.

WorldWise features:
• Relatable content to engage readers

WorldWise
• Diversity of the world students live in

Content-based Learning

• Graphic devices and striking
photographs to support the content
• Research opportunities with Find
Out More and Think About

Students will develop strategies and
skills to read informational texts across a
range of text types while they learn to
become informational text writers.

WorldWise is versatile for teachers and teaches reading strategies at the same time as teaching science, and social studies
concepts. Lesson Plan Cards for each book establish a reading focus for the text with explicit links to the NGSS and C3
Standards. With any WorldWise text, students are learning standards-linked content as they learn to read.

Why will your students love WorldWise?
• Engaging photography and meaningful graphics
• Varying topics for every interest
• Current events that relate to children’s experiences
while broadening their perspectives
• Field tested by kids just like them!

4

Order today! 866.652.7436 or fax 800.481.5499

WorldWise

Grades 3–5 • Levels N–V (30–50)

Program Components
Student Books
WorldWise provides students with gradually increasing
challenges. At each level—Fluent Plus N–P, Advanced Fluent
Q–S, and Advanced Fluent T–V—24 titles cover natural,
physical, and earth science, as well as social studies topics
relevant to the grade level.
WorldWise texts introduce and revisit themes and concepts
across the reading stages and build on initial concepts with
increasing complexity.

Lesson Plan Cards
WorldWise Lesson Plan Cards support teachers in creating an active
learning environment, in which all students know how to use content
area reading strategies to think within and beyond any given text. Each
card identiﬁes the connection to state standards for informational texts as
well as to one or more of the science or social studies standards. Educators
can easily integrate these other content areas into their literacy block.

Shells on their Backs
Home / Grade 3 Investigations / Shells on their Backs

WorldWise Investigations

Part 1
Asking questions and defining problems

Part 2
Investigate

Part 3
Record data

Part 4
Organise, analyse and Interpret data

Part 5
Present and share

C

W
Web-based
Investigations provide extension activities for
selected titles in the program. Each activity encourages
exploration of content linked to the curriculum outcomes
in a deeper and more hands-on way. Students are
supported with a framework that encourages
investigation and inquiry.

Investigations Framework:
• Frame questions and
deﬁne problems
• Investigate
• Record data
• Organize, analyze, and
interpret data
• Present and share

Complete Package
Grades 3–5, Levels N–V (30–50)*
• 432 Student Books (6 each of 72 titles)
• 72 Lesson Plan Cards (1 for each title)
• 6 Storage Boxes
OK WWN-V

$3972 / $3695
You Save $277

worldwise-reading.com
Visit our online store or find your rep at myokapi.com
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WorldWise

Grades 3–5 • Levels N–V (30–50)

WorldWise
Instruction

WorldWise Lesson Plan Cards:
• provide practical, systematic, and easy-toimplement instructional plans
• integrate oral language, comprehension,
vocabulary development, fluency, and writing
• include ongoing assessment and follow-up
activities

First Reading Session
• Introduce challenging or unfamiliar vocabulary
• Focus on reading strategies specific to the book

Second Reading Session
• Build understanding with Independent and Partner Work
• Reading with teacher support
• Reflecting on reading strategies

Final Reading Session
• Use discussion prompts to encourage collaborative conversations
about the book
• Ask students to return to the text for evidence to support their
responses
• Encourage higher-level thinking with suggestions for questions

Going Beyond the Book
• Encourage students to demonstrate understanding with multiple
types of tasks
• Promote visual literacy by returning to graphics in the book
• Connect reading and writing with teacher modeling and
prompts for student practice
• Use writing templates to write their own informational texts

WorldWise

Assessment

WorldWise

®

Content-based Learning

Air migration

The bar tailed godwit’s
epic flight
The bar-tailed godwit is a large wading bird. It makes
one of the longest migrations in the animal world.

The bar-tailed godwit’s epic flight

Flying from New Zealand

Name …………………………………………

During summer in the Southern Hemisphere (November
to March), bar-tailed godwits feed along the coastline of
New Zealand. As the weather cools, they fly north to the
Arctic region of Alaska to breed. On the way, they stop
on the coastlines of the Yellow Sea in China to rest and
feed on the clams, worms, and insects in the mudflats.
They use their long bills to probe down to the bottom of
the mud.

A web-based assessment tool supports the resource and requires
students to read and comprehend multiple sources of information,
body text, and graphics.

When they arrive in Alaska, in the United States, they are
healthy and well fed. They have flown almost 7,000 miles.

Alaska
China
Yellow
Sea

Six assessments are provided for each grade level, allowing
for a pre- and post-reading test.

Pacific Ocean

Did you know?
The godwit’s feathers
are not waterproof so it
cannot land while it is
flying over the ocean.

Grade………………………………………….

Question1: Why is the bar-tailed godwit’s flight called an epic flight?

Summer in Alaska

The birds feed on millions of insects that are found in
the warm, moist conditions where the snow
is melting.2:
AsWhich countries does the bar-tailed godwit fly to?
Question
they feed, their bodies change. Fifty percent of their body
becomes fat and they exercise their wings to make
2athem
China, Alaska, Australia
bigger. They are preparing for a long-distance flight across
2b China, Australia, New Zealand
the Pacific Ocean.
Non-stop back to New Zealand

Australia
New Zealand

1a Because it makes a long journey of eight days

Because it is a large wading bird
The birds breed and raise their young during the1b
Alaskan
summer. Flocks of over 10,000 bar-tailed godwits nest on
1c The
Because it flies across the Pacific Ocean
grass near pools of melting snow on the coastlines.
female lays eggs in the nest, and they hatch after about
1d Because it flies across countries
three weeks.

2c New Zealand, China, Alaska

During fall, as the temperature drops in Alaska, the bar2d Australia, Yellow Sea, Alaska
tailed godwits set off on an epic journey south. They fly
across the Pacific Ocean to New Zealand. The flight is a
7,000-mile non-stop journey that takes eight days.

8

Question 3: How far does the9bar-tailed godwit fly in the cool weather?
3a 10,000 miles
3b 17,000 miles
3c Around the world
3d 7,000 miles

6

Order today! 866.652.7436 or fax 800.481.5499

WorldWise

Content-based Learning

WorldWise

Grades 3–5 • Levels N–V (30–50)

Close reading
of texts

Instruction with
template

Reading Strategies

Writing using
evidence from
the text

Vocabulary
development

worldwise-reading.com
Visit our online store or find your rep at myokapi.com
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WorldWise

Grades 3–5 • Levels N–V (30–50)

WorldWise
Grade 3

Guided Reading Levels N–P (30–38)*
Texts at this stage:
• Support sustained reading
• Balance conceptual load with less
familiar content
• Employ specialized and technical
language
• Offer a range of text and
language features

Lesson Plan Cards provide direct links to
C3 Social Studies or NGSS, and for
Language Arts State Standards

Grade 3 Boxed Classroom Set
Levels N–P (30–38)*
Includes:
• 144 Student Books (6 copies each of 24 titles)
• 24 Lesson Plan Cards (1 for each title)
• 2 Storage Boxes

OK WWFP7

$1228 / $1175
You Save $53

WorldWise Grade 3 Additional Packages

Item #

Your Price

WW Grade 3 Student Titles (1 copy each of 24 titles)

N-P (30-38)

OK WWFP-AOS

$185

WW Grade 3 Lesson Plan Set (1 copy each of 24 lesson plans)

N-P (30-38)

OK WWFP-AOLP

$175

* Levels indicated by letters are Okapi’s unique measurements, comparable to the Guided Reading levels of Fountas and Pinnell.
Numerical levels in parentheses align with DRA.
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Order today! 866.652.7436 or fax 800.481.5499

Grades 3–5 • Levels N–V (30–50)

Grade Three 6-Packs
Guided Reading Levels N–P (30–38)*

WorldWise

$54.00

Six-packs include: 6 copies of title • Lesson Plan Card

per 6–Pack

Next Generation Science

Animal Parents
N (30)
OK WWFP701-6

The Weather Today
N (30)
OK WWFP702-6

Busy Highways
O (34)
OK WWFP703-6

The Animal Kingdom
P (38)
OK WWFP704-6

Everything Moves
P (38)
OK WWFP705-6

Going, Going, Gone?
P (38)
OK WWFP706-6

Caring for Animals
N (30)
OK WWFP707-6

Looking After Our World
N (30)
OK WWFP708-6

The Coral Reef
O (34)
OK WWFP709-6

Plants: The Key to Life
O (34)
OK WWFP710-6

Keeping Well
P (38)
OK WWFP711-6

Monarch Butterflies:
The Long Migration
P (38)
OK WWFP712-6

Animal Lifetimes
N (30)
OK WWFP713-6

The Land Where I Live
N (30)
OK WWFP714-6

Amazing Animal Survivors
O (34)
OK WWFP715-6

Bicycles by Design
O (34)
OK WWFP716-6

Animals and Their
Ancestors
P (38)
OK WWFP717-6

Finding Our Way
P (38)
OK WWFP718-6

My Neighborhood
N (30)
OK WWFP721-6

What Is Work?
O (34)
OK WWFP722-6

Tell Me a Story
N (30)
OK WWFP723-6

Then and Now: Four
Generations of My Family
O (34)
OK WWFP724-6

C3 Social Studies

New Country, New Life
O (34)
OK WWFP719-6

The Long Journey:
Matthew Henson
P (38)
OK WWFP720-6

worldwise-reading.com
Visit our online store or find your rep at myokapi.com
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WorldWise

Grades 3–5 • Levels N–V (30–50)

WorldWise
Grade 4

Guided Reading Levels Q–S (40)*
Texts at this stage:
• Motivate readers with rich content
• Increase the use of more specialized and technical language
• Encourage drawing inferences
from the text

Lesson Plan Cards provide direct links to
C3 Social Studies or NGSS, and for
Language Arts State Standards

Grade 4 Boxed Classroom Set
Levels Q–S (40)*
Includes:
• 144 Student Books (6 copies each of 24 titles)
• 24 Lesson Plan Cards (1 for each title)
• 2 Storage Boxes

OK WWAF8

$1355 / $1298
You Save $57

WorldWise Grade 4 Additional Packages

Item #

Your Price

WW Grade 4 Student Titles (1 copy each of 24 titles)

Q–S (40)

OK WWAF8-AOS

$208

WW Grade 4 Lesson Plan Set (1 copy each of 24 lesson plans)

Q–S (40)

OK WWAF8-AOLP

$175

* Levels indicated by letters are Okapi’s unique measurements, comparable to the Guided Reading levels of Fountas and Pinnell.
Numerical levels in parentheses align with DRA.
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Grades 3–5 • Levels N–V (30–50)

Grade Four 6-Packs
Guided Reading Levels Q–S (40)*

WorldWise

$59.50

Six-packs include: 6 copies of title • Lesson Plan Card 		

per 6–Pack

Next Generation Science

Don’t Throw It Away!
Q (40)
OK WWAF801-6

That’s a Good Idea!
Q (40)
OK WWAF802-6

From Me to You
R (40)
OK WWAF803-6

Solving Problems:
Canals, Dams, Bridges
R (40)
OK WWAF804-6

It’s All About Energy
S (40)
OK WWAF805-6

Our Moving Earth
S (40)
OK WWAF806-6

Animal Shelters
Q (40)
OK WWAF807-6

Animal Architects
R (40)
OK WWAF808-6

Exploring Caves
R (40)
OK WWAF809-6

Nature’s Rooming House
R (40)
OK WWAF810-6

Shells on Their Backs
R (40)
OK WWAF811-6

Living With the Tides
S (40)
OK WWAF812-6

Awesome Oceans
Q (40)
OK WWAF813-6

Talented Animals
Q (40)
OK WWAF814-6

Wild, Wild Weather
Q (40)
OK WWAF815-6

Adventures in Wild Places
S (40)
OK WWAF816-6

How Animals
Communicate
S (40)
OK WWAF817-6

Our Bodies
S (40)
OK WWAF818-6

Places We Call Home
Q (40)
OK WWAF821-6

What Makes a City?
R (40)
OK WWAF822-6

Against the Odds
S (40)
OK WWAF823-6

Your Rights
S (40)
OK WWAF824-6

C3 Social Studies

Helping Hands
Q (40)
OK WWAF819-6

Heroes
R (40)
OK WWAF820-6

worldwise-reading.com
Visit our online store or find your rep at myokapi.com
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WorldWise

Grades 3–5 • Levels N–V (30–50)

WorldWise
Grade 5

Guided Reading Levels T–V (50)*
Texts at this stage:
• Support active engagement in
reading
• Stimulate critical thinking through
reading closely
• Motivate readers with rich content

Lesson Plan Cards provide direct links to
C3 Social Studies or NGSS, and for
Language Arts State Standards

Grade 5 Boxed Classroom Set
Levels T–V (50)*
Includes:
• 144 Student Books (6 copies each of 24 titles)
• 24 Lesson Plan Cards (1 for each title)
• 2 Storage Boxes

OK WWAF9

$1355 / $1298
You Save $57

WorldWise Grade 5 Boxed Classroom Set

Item #

Your Price

WW Grade 5 Student Titles (1 copy each of 24 titles)

T–V (50)

OK WWAF9-AOS

$208

WW Grade 5 Lesson Plan Set (1 copy each of 24 lesson plans)

T–V (50)

OK WWAF9-AOLP

$175

*Levels indicated by letters are Okapi’s unique measurements, comparable to the Guided Reading levels of Fountas and Pinnell.
Numerical levels in parentheses align with DRA.
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Grades 3–5 • Levels N–V (30–50)

Grade Five 6-Packs
Guided Reading Levels T–V (50)*

WorldWise

$59.50

Six-packs include: 6 copies of title • Lesson Plan Card

per 6-Pack

Next Generation Science

How Do Plants Survive?
U (50)
OK WWAF901-6

The Salmon Stream
U (50)
OK WWAF902-6

Yellowstone:
A Unique Ecosystem
U (50)
OK WWAF903-6

Animals and Us
V (50)
OK WWAF904-6

Saving the Amazon River
V (50)
OK WWAF905-6

The Earth, the Sun,
and the Moon
V (50)
OK WWAF906-6

Guiding Lights
T (50)
OK WWAF907-6

Rock Snot, Cane Toads,
and Other Aliens
T (50)
OK WWAF908-6

Powerful Ideas:
John Muir
U (50)
OK WWAF909-6

Science for the People
U (50)
OK WWAF910-6

Time Detectives
U (50)
OK WWAF911-6

From Hunter-Gatherers
to Farmers
V (50)
OK WWAF912-6

Sharing the Environment
T (50)
OK WWAF913-6

The Wandering Albatross
T (50)
OK WWAF914-6

Wetlands
U (50)
OK WWAF915-6

Climate Change
V (50)
OK WWAF916-6

Deserts
V (50)
OK WWAF917-6

How Water
Shapes the Land
V (50)
OK WWAF918-6

Living Away from It All
T (50)
OK WWAF921-6

News Travels Quickly
U (50)
OK WWAF922-6

Arctic People
T (50)
OK WWAF923-6

High Up
T (50)
OK WWAF924-6

C3 Social Studies

Who Are You?
T (50)
OK WWAF919-6

Money: Where Does it
Come From?
V (50)
OK WWAF920-6

worldwise-reading.com
Visit our online store or find your rep at myokapi.com
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Flying Start to Literacy

Grades K–5 • Levels A–V (1–50)

Flying Start to Literacy

™

The Award-Winning K–5 Literacy Resource

Program Overview
Flying Start to Literacy™ is an award-winning, highly flexible classroom resource that scaffolds students from shared reading to small
group reading and ultimately to independence through best teaching practice and a solid grounding in reading research.

Flying Start to Literacy supports the
systematic development of reading
strategies and skills in beginning
and developing readers:
• key vocabulary acquisition
• high-frequency words
• text complexity
• text types
• phonics and phonemic awareness
• fluency and comprehension
• the links between reading and writing

Lift Off to Literacy is the shared reading component of the program, providing
pre-readers with the conceptual and foundational literacy skills necessary for a
gentle launch into literacy.

• assessment for instruction.
Then, Flying Start to Literacy nurtures students across nine developmental
reading stages (Early Emergent through Advanced Fluent) by its innovative use
of thoughtfully linked pairs of books. Each of these pairs (one each narrative
and informational) are connected by their shared high-frequency words, content
vocabulary, and—especially—the big idea that unites them.
This compelling structure provides
countless opportunities for students
to make connections while thinking
and talking their way purposefully
through texts.

Shown:
Emergent Stage
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Grades K–5 • Levels A–V (1–50)

Flying Start to Literacy

Small-group flexibility! Lesson Plan Cards adapt
easily into four 30-minute instructional sessions
and one review session.

Throughout the program, an instructional path that includes observation, questioning, and scaffolding provides
teachers with a range of formative assessment to both inform and enhance their teaching.
Use Flying Start to Literacy to:
• Develop reading, writing, and language proficiency;
• Augment instruction through small group differentiated reading;
• Support English Language Learners at all developmental reading stages.

College and Career Readiness Standards on every Lesson Plan Card offer assurance
that instructional goals are being met.

Extra support for ELL is offered in every Lesson Plan Card.

ﬂying-start-to-literacy.com
Visit our online store or find your rep at myokapi.com
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Flying Start to Literacy

Grades K–5 • Levels A–V (1–50)

Flying Start to Literacy

™

Small Group Reading Instruction
After Reading

Flying Start to Literacy’s Lesson Plan
Cards:
• provide practical, systematic, and easy-toimplement instructional plans
• integrate oral language, comprehension,
phonemic awareness, phonics, vocabulary
development, fluency, and writing
• include ongoing assessment and follow-up
activities.

Before Reading
• Activate prior knowledge through a variety of
engaging suggestions
• Introduce challenging or unfamiliar vocabulary
• Focus on reading strategies specific to the book

During Reading
• Monitor and support each student’s reading
• Revisit specific reading strategies as needed
• Guide students as they apply these strategies

• Use discussion prompts to encourage collaborative
conversations about the book
• Ask students to return to the text for evidence to
support their responses
• Provide positive feedback on students’ use of the
lesson’s reading strategies

Returning to the Book
• Develop fluency with modeling, paired practice, and
independent re-reading
• Work with words through a variety of suggestions for
building phonemic awareness and reinforcing phonics
• Connect reading and writing with teacher modeling
and prompts for student practice

Synthesizing the Pair
• Discussion prompts encourage students to consider
the pair’s “big idea”
• Reproducible Activity Cards offer creative suggestions
for exploring the topic further
• Blackline Masters provide opportunities for ongoing assessment

Close reading
of texts

Reading Strategies

Monitoring reading
strategies

16

Writing using
evidence from
the text
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Vocabulary
development

Grades K–5 • Levels A–V (1–50)

Flying Start to Literacy

WINNER!
Association of Educational
Publishers Distinguished Achievement Award

“This is a reading program that will be very interesting to students and very manageable to
teachers. The very specific lesson plans, including strategies, phonics elements, etc. will make
it easy to facilitate. The program seems easy to use and stays true to the stated objective. The
lesson plans are nicely structured and the modular approach is convenient.”
—AEP Judges Panel

Complete Resource
Nine Reading Stages, Levels A–V (1–50)*
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

1824 Paired-Text Student Books (6 copies each of 304 titles)
72 Perspectives Texts (6 copies each of 12 titles)
152 Paired-Text Lesson Plan Cards (1 for each pair of titles)
12 Perspectives Lesson Plan Cards (1 for each title)
840 Take-Home Books (6 copies each of 140 titles)
24 Vocabulary Starters
1 Digital Activities CD for the Early Emergent Stage
18 Storage Boxes

Pice without Shared Reading:

OK FSAV-NOSR

With Lift Off to Literacy (shared reading) included:

OK FSA-V

$13,569 / $12,595
You Save $974
$15,399 / $14,350
You Save $1049

*Levels indicated by letters are Okapi’s unique measurements, comparable to the Guided Reading levels of Fountas and Pinnell.
Numerical levels in parentheses align with DRA.

ﬂying-start-to-literacy.com
Visit our online store or find your rep at myokapi.com
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Grades K–5 • Levels A–V (1–50)

Flying Start to Literacy

™

Program Components
Paired Books
Levels A–V
… connect meaningful information and appealing narratives,
and engage learners with content-rich reading.

• Same concepts, vocabulary, and high-frequency words in each pair
• Balance of illustrated fiction and photographic informational texts
• Wide range of text types: narratives, personal
narratives (recounts), procedures, explanations,
and reports

Perspectives
Levels Q–T
Beginning at Grade 4, the paired books are teamed
with Perspectives—creating dynamic concept sets.

Lesson Plan Cards
Shared Reading and Levels A–V
… deliver explicit, systematic instruction with
diagnostic support built in.
• Before, During, and After Reading activities
• Full spectrum of foundational instruction with
ongoing assessment
• Synthesizing activities to reinforce key concepts
in each pair of texts

18
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Vocabulary Starters

Farm Animals

Farm Animals

Developing oral vocabulary

Developing

Getting started

Getting started

Encourage students to sit facing a partner and tell each other
what they know about one or more of the photographs on the
Vocabulary Starter. Ask students to report to the class about
one thing they learned from their partner and one thing they
would like to learn more about.

Introduce the word on
ask: What is this? Can
look at the word. Wha

Vocabulary Starter

Shared Reading and Levels A–B

The Vocabulary Starter Farm
Animals supports the vocabulary
used in the Flying Start Early
Emergent stage books Looking at
You and Animals on the Farm.

… provide direct reading support at the Early
Emergent Stage.

Key vocabulary: cow duck goat horse pig rooster sheep
Flying Start to Literacy Vocabulary Starters support
the development of:
• oral language
• reading
• writing

• Unambiguous, full-color photographs introduce
key vocabulary words

They reflect the vocabulary needs of students in the first few
years of school (key vocabulary) and have direct relevance to
students’ everyday lives and interests. As well, these words
support curriculum, including science and social studies.

• Back of cards provide a variety of suggestions
for introducing and reusing new words

• read as a book;
• opened up into a chart;
• folded to reveal single images one at a time.

This card can be:

Repeat with other wo

Discuss words that can be used to describe each of the
animals on the Vocabulary Starter. Write a list of these words
on the board.

First letters

Mask the key vocabul
using sticky notes. As
beginning of “rooster”?
word say?

What is a baby cow called? What is a male cow called? Repeat
with the other animals on the card. Make a list showing the
terms for the adult and juvenile form of each animal.

Matching words and

Sentence starter

Flying Start to Literacy Vocabulary Starters can be used:
• to introduce new vocabulary;
• as a word bank – displayed opened out on a bulletin board
as a writing resource;
• as a stimulus for discussion, e.g. Where might you see these
animals? Why do these animals live on farms?;
• to support students by linking spoken and written
vocabulary to clear photographs;
• to build confidence using the vocabulary.

Farm Animals

• word shape;
• number of letters;
• first letter (e.g. Who
• other words that sou

Ask: What kind of animals can be farm animals? Could a
donkey be a farm animal? Could a tiger be a farm animal? Why
do farm animals live on farms?

• Sturdy, laminated cards with seven folding panels

Vocabulary Starter

Draw out information

Word lists

Use the Blackline mas
on one side and words
up in the middle. Hav
a designated word. W
he/she turns it over to
word to the picture. C

Students could play a game of “I went to the farm”. To play,
students take it in turns to say: I went to a farm and I saw
a … (name of animal) and it was … (short statement about the
animal). For example: I went to a farm and I saw a sheep, and it
was eating grass. The next student repeats what the first student
said and adds a new sentence about another animal, e.g. Then I
saw a cow and it was being milked. Keep playing to see who can
remember the most animals without making a mistake.

Singing

Sing “Old MacDonald
to change the song. H
words as the song is su

US Farm Animals vocab starter.indd 5-7

cow

horse

rooster

pig

sheep

duck

goat

US Farm Animals vocab starter.indd 8-9,11-14

30/04/14 11:18 AM

Take-Home Books
Levels A–P
… build ﬂuency with opportunities for repeated reading.
• Six copies each of economical black-and-white versions
of 134 of the full-color Student Titles
• Additional home activities for reading and writing
• Involve parents in their child’s learning

Digital Enrichment Activities
Now Available Online!
Levels A–B

NEW

… strengthen foundational skills with a variety of practice activities.
• Support in the Early Emergent Stage (Levels A–B)
• Ideal for modeled practice during whole-group instruction
or for independent learning centers
• Nine activities per title, including Finish the Sentence, Listen
and Read Along, and Match the Picture to the Sound

ﬂying-start-to-literacy.com
Visit our online store or find your rep at myokapi.com
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Grades K–5 • Levels A–V (1–50)

Lift Off to Literacy

Using a Shared Reading Approach
Develop early literacy skills through rhyme,
rhythm, repetition, and highly predictable texts!
Your students will:
• enjoy reading together and revisiting familiar books again and again
• begin to recognize and read high-frequency words
• build knowledge of key vocabulary
• understand conventions of print

Big Books

Can you spy
with your little eye,
fairy tale characters
passing by ?

Eighteen appealing Big Books—stories, rhymes and
informational texts:

Look in and out
and here and there.
Look up and down
and everywhere.

• capture the readers’ attention and ensure group participation
and engagement

Can

• are ideal to introduce early literacy skills and concepts of print

ind?
yo u f

2

3

FS US ITW In the Fairy Tale Woods page.indd 2-3

17/12/15 2:53 PM

• use rhyme, repetition and rhythm in the narrative titles
• introduce science and mathematics concepts in the informational texts

Fruit

Fruit

Developing oral vocabulary

Vocabulary Starter
The Vocabulary Starter Fruit
provides direct support for the
vocabulary used in the Flying Start to
Literacy Early Emergent stage books
I Look At the Fruit and Eating Fruit.

• link to the Vocabulary Starters.

Getting started

Key vocabulary: apple banana orange strawberry
watermelon pineapple lemon
Flying Start to Literacy Vocabulary Starters support the
development of:
• oral language
• reading
• writing

Vocabulary Starters

They reflect the vocabulary needs of students in the first few
years of school (key vocabulary) and have direct relevance to
students’ everyday lives and interests. As well, these words
support the curriculum, including science and social studies.
This card can be:
• read as a book;
• opened up into a chart;
• folded to reveal single images one at a time.
Flying Start to Literacy Vocabulary Starters can be used:

See page 19 for more details

• to introduce new vocabulary;
• as a word bank – display opened out on a notice board
as a writing resource;
• as a stimulus for discussion (e.g. Which fruit do you like?);
• to support students by linking spoken and written
vocabulary with clear photographs;
• to build confidence using vocabulary.

Vocabulary Starter

Ask students to take turns to talk about one of the fruits on
the Vocabulary Starter, saying why they like it and how they
like to eat it. For example: I like bananas. I like to peel them
and eat them like a monkey.

Fruit salad
Have students work with a partner to select four fruits from
the Vocabulary Starter that they would use to make fruit
salad. Encourage students to describe their fruit salad, using
complete sentences. For example: I put strawberries, bananas,
watermelon, and pineapple in my fruit salad.

Best fruit
Say: I am going to put these fruits in order from the one I like
the most to the one I like the least. Model ordering the fruit.
For example: Strawberries are my favorite fruit so they go first.
Apples are great too, but not as nice as strawberries, so they
come next. Have students rank the fruit, using their own
criteria, e.g. biggest to smallest, sweetest to sourest, smallest
seeds to biggest seeds.

My favorite fruit
Have students talk to a partner about words they can use
to describe a fruit on the Vocabulary Starter. For example:
My favorite fruit is red and shiny. It makes a crunchy sound
when I bite it. What is my favorite fruit?

FS US VS Fruit.indd 5-7

Small Books
Small-book versions of the Big Books extend the shared reading experience.
Using the Reading Pen for audio support, students listen and read along.

Activity card

You will need: two copies of the shape cards below, scissors
Cut out the shape cards. Join with a friend. Place all the shape cards
face down. Take turns to turn over two cards. If the shapes match, keep
the pair.

Levels A & B

Returning to the book
Return to the book on multiple occasions, inviting the
students to join in. Encourage them to take increasing
responsibility for reading the text to themselves. Select the
focus for subsequent lessons based on your students’
strengths and needs.

How many shapes can you spy? This informational text invites the
reader to find shapes in the world around them. Readers will love
to look and find the shapes hidden in the illustrations, as they read
along with the rhyming text.

★
include explicit instruction to guide teachers through multiple readings of the text.
Flying Start to Literacy Lesson Plans I Spy Shapes © 2016 EC Licensing Pty Ltd.
© 2016 EC Licensing Pty Ltd. This work is protected by copyright law, and
under international copyright conventions, applicable in the jurisdictions in
which it is published. The trademark “Flying Start to Literacy” and Star
device is a registered trademark of EC Licensing Pty Ltd in the US.
In addition to certain rights under applicable copyright law to copy parts
of this work, the purchaser may make copies of those sections of this work
displaying the footnote: “© 2016 EC Licensing Pty Ltd”, provided that:
(a) the number of copies made does not exceed the number reasonably
required by the purchaser for its teaching purposes; (b) those copies are
only made by means of photocopying and are not further copied or stored
or transmitted by any means; (c) those copies are not sold, hired, lent or
offered for sale, hire or loan; and (d) every copy made clearly shows the
footnote copyright notice.

Developed by
Eleanor Curtain Publishing
Text: Kerrie Shanahan
Consultants: Susan Hill & Lyn Reggett
Designed by Derek Schneider
Printed in China through
Colorcraft Ltd, Hong Kong
Distributed in the USA by
Okapi Educational Publishing Inc.
Phone: 866-652-7436
Fax: 800-481-5499
Email: info@myokapi.com
www.myokapi.com

All other rights reserved.

FS US ITW I Spy Shapes.indd 1-2
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Phonemic awareness

Vocabulary
Oral vocabulary
circle heart rectangle shapes square star triangle

High-frequency words

Second reading of the book
Read the book a second time to the students. Encourage
them to join in as you read. Say: This time when I read the book I
want you to join in with reading the words. I will point to each word
and you help me read them.

Show the front cover of the shared book I Spy Shapes. Say: In
this book we will find lots of shapes in the pictures.

Key concepts
• There are different types of shapes.
• Shapes are all around us.

Invite a student to come to the book and point to the title.
Say: Yes, this is the title of the book. The title is I Spy Shapes.

Links with State Standards
Informational texts
K.RI.6 Name the author and illustrator of a text and define
the role of each in presenting the ideas or information
in a text.
Foundational skills
K.RF.1d Recognize and name all upper- and lowercase
letters of the alphabet.

Introducing the book
Point out different shapes, such as a rectangular book, a
square table, a clock that is round like a circle, and so on.
Say: Look around the room. What shapes can you see?

a are as be for have I of the to was you

Writing
K.W.2 Use a combination of drawing, dictating, and
writing to compose informative/explanatory texts in which
they name what they are writing about and supply some
information about the topic.
Speaking and listening
K.SL.1a Follow agreed-upon rules for discussions.
Language
K.L.4b Use the most frequently occurring inflections and
affixes as a clue to the meaning of an unknown word.

www.flying-start-to-literacy.com

First reading of the book

After reading, say: Can anyone see a square shape that we didn’t
notice last time we looked at this picture? Invite students to point
out the newly discovered shapes. Continue reading the book
in this manner.

Read the book to the students with very few stops along the
way. Read using expression and rhythm to highlight the
rhyming nature of the book.

If appropriate, complete the retelling activity on the inside
back cover of the shared book.

Read pages 2 and 3 to the students. Invite students to point
out shapes they can see in the picture.

Talking about the book

Read pages 4 and 5. Say: There are lots of things in this picture
that are square-shaped. Have a look and find some. Remember a
square has four sides that are all the same length.

Invite students to respond to the book and to talk about
their thinking.

Allow time for the students to study the picture. Choose two
or three students to come to the book one at a time and
point out two or three squares they can see.
27/10/15 3:05 PM

Continue reading the book in this fashion.

• oral language
FS US ITW I Spy Shapes.indd 3-4

• fluency
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• print concepts • modeled writing.
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Introduce each page before reading. For example, on pages 4
and 5, say: This page is all about squares. Let’s read the words. Read
the words slowly so that the students can join in with you.

Turn to the chart on page 16. Say: Let’s explore these shape words.
Point to the word square on the chart. Say: This word says
square. Let’s count the letters in the word – 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6. Ask:
What words sound like square? Draw out that words such as
hair, fair, and stare rhyme with square.
Ask: How many syllables or beats are in this word? Let’s clap the
word. Clap once as you say the word square. Say: Square has
one syllable. Repeat with the other words on the shape chart.

Phonics
Turn to the chart on page 16. Cover the letter “h” at the
beginning of the word heart. Say: This word says heart. What
sound do you hear at the beginning of the word? Let’s all say that
/h/ sound.
Ask: What letter do you expect to see at the beginning of the word
heart? Remember this letter makes the /h/ sound.
After the students make predictions, uncover the letter “h.”
Say: This is the letter “h.” It makes the /h/ sound in the word heart.

Ask: What can you tell me about squares? Circles? Star-shaped
things?
How are rectangles and squares similar? How are they different?
What makes a triangle a triangle?
What new things did you find out about shapes?
What other shapes do you know? Could these shapes have been
in the book?

Extending oral language
Use the last page of the book to review the shapes words.
Draw one heart shape on a chart. Ask: How many hearts can you
see? Write the word heart under the shape. Add two heart
shapes to the chart. Say: How many shapes can you see? I need
to write to show there are more shapes. Watch while I write the word
heart. When there is more than one of something, we often add “s”
to the word. Repeat with the word star.

Fluency
Reread the book. Say: I am going to read the book fluently and
clearly. After I read each page I will choose some students to read
along with me. Read pages 2 and 3, and then choose two
students to reread the text with you. Continue reading the
book in this manner.

Print concepts
Show the students I Spy Shapes and say: Let’s see what we know
about this book. Ask: Where is the front cover? Where is the title?
Where is the name of the author and the illustrator? Where do I begin
reading? Where is the first word on this page?

Writing – Modeled
Cut out a shape such as a circle. Stick the shape onto
a chart. Say: I am going to write about this shape. I will write
a sentence that says This is a circle.
Think aloud as you write. Say: The first word in the sentence
is This. It begins with a capital “T.” I will write it here. Now I need
to write the word is. It is spelled with an “i” then an “s.” I will leave
a gap and then write the word a. Now I need to write the name of the
shape – circle.
Invite a student to come to the chart and point to each word
as they read the sentence. Students could then cut out their
own shape, stick it onto a piece of paper, and write a sentence
about it.

THIS FILE IS NOT ARTWORK - Please use this file for position only

When revisiting the book, there are suggestions for modeling and teaching
speciﬁc foundational skills. These skills include:
• phonics

I Spy Shapes

Early Emergent
reading stage

Set:
In the World

✂

♥
Easy-to-follow Lesson Plan Cards are provided for each Big Book. These plans

• phonemic awareness

Lift Off to Literacy: Using a Shared Reading Approach

Lesson Plan

Shape match

THIS FILE IS NOT ARTWORK - Please use this file for position only

Lesson Plan Cards and
Program Overview

ELL support

Independent practice

Encourage students to talk about the shapes they know. Support students by ensuring they know
the names of the shapes in the book. Look at each shape, name it and talk about its features. Say:
This is a square. A square has four straight sides. Each side is the same length. Use the Flying Start to Literacy
Vocabulary Starter Shapes to discuss shapes. Show and talk about the labeled photographs.

Select students to listen and read along to I Spy Shapes independently. Provide each student
with a small book and a reading pen. Encourage students to listen and read along from
start to finish and then to revisit their favorite pages.

27/10/15 3:06 PM
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The Reading Pens are preloaded with recordings of all 18 Lift Off to
Literacy titles. Touch the tip of the pen to the cover of a small-book
version, then to any page, and hear that page read aloud. The pens:
• are durable, safe and easy to use
• enable readers to listen and follow text, reinforcing key vocabulary
and foundational skills
• encourage listening and reading enjoyment

See the Reading Pen
in action!

• provide encouragement and motivation for students who need additional support
• are excellent support for English Language Learners.

Launch young readers into literacy using a shared reading
approach: the teaching/learning sequence
Introducing the shared book

John McBee
climbed up a tree
to fetch his brand new kite.

The teacher shares the book with the students, talking about the
title, author, and illustrator, and briefly highlighting what the book
will be about. The teacher then reads the book to the students.

When he got there,
he saw a bear
and got a fearsome fright.
2

3

FS US ITW John McBee pages.indd 2-3

17/12/15 2:50 PM

Revisiting the shared book
The teacher and students revisit the book, with the students being encouraged to
join in the reading as the book becomes familiar. Where appropriate, the teacher
focuses on teaching specific foundational skills. The teacher introduces the linking
Vocabulary Starter to open up a conversation and explore the vocabulary and
content related to the book.
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Listening and reading along
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The students work individually with a matching Small Book and a Reading
Pen. Students listen to and follow along with the text. This is an excellent
support for English Language Learners.
THIS
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Reading Pens

See the Reading Pen
in action!

Because of the link between the books in Lift Off to Literacy and the Vocabulary Starters, your students will be familiar with
the content and vocabulary of the matching paired student books at Levels A and B of the Flying Start to Literacy program.
When appropriate, they can move on to this next stage of the Flying Start to Literacy program for explicit reading instruction.
ﬂying-start-to-literacy.com
Visit our online store or find your rep at myokapi.com
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LIFT OFF TO LITERACY IS A WINNER!
Association of American
Publishers PreK–12 Learning

FOR BEST
CLASSROOM
SUPPLEMENTAL

From the judging panel:
“Lift Off to Literacy is well organized and easy to use. I was able to open the box and within
5 minutes, I was using a pen to read a book.
This product is comprehensive, current, and rooted in research. It is clearly created for and
focused on the teaching of reading. It is well designed and organized, [and] uses good
practices, such as shared reading and audio-facilitated reading. It is learner-centered and
aligned to the standards.
Lift Off to Literacy is flawless in its execution. It is visually appealing and learners would be
excited to use it. It delivers an experience that will have a positive learning impact and it is
consistent in its quality and effectiveness.”

—Teachers Panel

Industry Professionals:
“In addition to the commonplace big book/small book collection, it’s great that Lift Off to Literacy
has concise, colorful Lesson Plan Cards that are laminated for durability.
I also found the program overview booklet smartly designed for easy access—brief enough to
invite the reader in yet offering the important information in clear language and organization.”
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Lift Off to Literacy

Packages and Pricing
My Family and Me Set
Includes:
• 6 Big Books
• 6 Lesson Plan Cards
• 4 Reading Pens

• 36 Small Books
• 6 Vocabulary Starters
• 1 Program Guide
$609 / $495

OK LOTL1

You Save $114

In the World Set
Includes:
• 6 Big Books
• 6 Lesson Plan Cards
• 4 Reading Pens

• 36 Small Books
• 6 Vocabulary Starters
• 1 Program Guide
OK LOTL2

$609 / $495
You Save $114

Living Things Set
Includes:
• 6 Big Books
• 6 Lesson Plan Cards
• 4 Reading Pens

• 36 Small Books
• 6 Vocabulary Starters
• 1 Program Guide
OK LOTL3

$609 / $495
You Save $114

Lift Off to Literacy Complete Package
Three Complete Topic Sets:
My Family and Me, In the
World, and Living Things
Includes:
• 18 Big Books (1 each of 18 titles)
• 108 Matching Small Books
(6 each of 18 titles)
(1 each of 18 cards)
• 18 Lesson Plan Cards (1 each of 18 cards)
(1 for each title)
• 18 Vocabulary Starters (1 for each title)
• 12 Reading Pens
• 3 Program Overview Guides

OK LOTL1-3

LOTL1-3 You
$1829
/ $1450
Save
$379
$1829OK
/ $1450

ﬂying-start-to-literacy.com
Visit our online store or find your rep at myokapi.com
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Flying Start to Literacy

™

NEW

Early Emergent Reading Stage

Early Emergent
Titles

Guided Reading Levels A–B (1–2)*
Blackline master

Paired, Connected Texts at
This Stage:

Lesson Plans

Activity card
Shapes all around

Shapes match-up

Shapes

Cut out the cards. Match each picture card to a word card.

Picture cards

Word cards

✂

Look around you. Draw things that are each shape.

Early Emergent
reading stage
Level A (1)

✂

Vocabulary Starter

circle
The children in What Shape Can
You See? show us a range of cakes
made in different shapes.
Running words: 35
Text type: Personal narrative

square
oval

• Establish a full range of concepts
about print

Vocabulary

Key vocabulary

High-frequency words

circle heart oval rectangle
square star triangle

can I see you

star
heart
rectangle

Shapes Around Us presents a
variety of objects that are
different shapes.
Running words: 35
Text type: Report

Vocabulary
Starter

Phonics

• Hearing beats in a word
• Hearing initial sounds in words

Text features

• Questions
• Word bank (page 16)

Reading strategies

• Identifying parts of the book
• Identifying where to begin and stop reading

Common Core State Standards

triangle

• Introduce common stems and
vocabulary

Assessment
Can the student match the word cards to the picture cards?
Can the student use the word cards to make and read simple sentences?
Flying Start to Literacy Lesson Plans What Shape Can You See?/Shapes Around Us © 2013–2014 EC Licensing Pty Ltd.

Flying Start to Literacy Lesson Plans What Shape Can You See?/Shapes Around Us © 2013–2014 EC Licensing Pty Ltd.

© 2013–2014 EC Licensing Pty Ltd. This work is protected by copyright law,
and under international copyright conventions, applicable in the jurisdictions
in which it is published. The trademark “Flying Start to Literacy” and Star
device is a registered trademark of EC Licensing Pty Ltd in the US.

Developed by
Eleanor Curtain Publishing

In addition to certain rights under applicable copyright law to copy parts
of this work, the purchaser may make copies of those sections of this work
displaying the footnote: “© 2013–2014 EC Licensing Pty Ltd”, provided
that: (a) the number of copies made does not exceed the number
reasonably required by the purchaser for its teaching purposes; (b) those
copies are only made by means of photocopying and are not further
copied or stored or transmitted by any means; (c) those copies are not sold,
hired, lent or offered for sale, hire or loan; and (d) every copy made clearly
shows the footnote copyright notice.
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Informational texts
K.RI.5 Identify the front cover, back cover, and title page of
a book.
Foundational skills
K.RF.1a Follow words from left to right, top to bottom, and
page by page.

Lesson Plan L1_What Shape_US.indd 1-3

• Introduce the first 26 highfrequency words

Writing
K.W.2 Use a combination of drawing, dictating, and
writing to compose informative/explanatory texts in which
they name what they are writing about and supply some
information about the topic.
Speaking and listening
K.SL.1a Follow agreed-upon rules for discussions.
Language
K.L.5a Sort common objects into categories to gain a sense
of the concepts the categories represent.

Lesson Plan Cards
include Before, During,
and After Reading
guidance for each book,
plus synthesizing activities
that reinforce the key
concepts of each pair.
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Unique to the Early Emergent
Stage – a Vocabulary Starter is
provided for each pair of titles.
It introduces the written form of
key vocabulary through unambiguous, labeled photographs.
Suggestions for introducing and
reusing vocabulary words are
included on the back of each
Vocabulary Starter.

• Focus on phonemic awareness
and phonics
• Build comprehension and fluency
through a range of reading
strategies.

Vocabulary
Starter

Early Emergent Reading Stage Boxed Classroom Set
Levels A–B (1–2)*
Includes:
• 288 Student Books (6 copies each of 48 titles)
• 24 Lesson Plan Cards (1 for each pair of titles)
• 24 Vocabulary Starters (1 for each pair of titles)
• 144 Take-Home Books (6 copies each of 24 titles)
• 2 Storage Boxes

OK FSEE1

$2081 / $1985
You Save $96

Flying Start to Literacy Early Emergent Reading Stage
Additional Packages

Item #

Your Price

Early Emergent Student Titles
Includes: 48 Student Books (1 copy each of 48 titles)

OK FSEE-AOS

$268

Early Emergent Lesson Plan Set
Includes: 24 Lesson Plan Cards (1 copy each of 24 cards)

OK FSEE-AOLP

$180

Early Emergent Vocabulary Starter Set
Includes: 24 Vocabulary Starter Cards (1 copy each of 24 cards)

OK FSEE-AOVS

$180

OK FSEE 18-ADD

$495

2018-19 New Titles Set
Includes: 72 Student Books (6 copies each of 12 titles, 6 Vocabulary Starters, and 6 Lesson Plan Cards)
Replacements and other packages may be available. Contact your Okapi representative for more details.

*Levels indicated by letters are Okapi’s unique measurements, comparable to the Guided Reading levels of Fountas and Pinnell.
Numerical levels in parentheses align with DRA.
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Grades K–5 • Levels A–V (1–50)

Early Emergent Reading Stage 12- Packs
Twelve-packs include: 6 copies each of 2 titles | Lesson Plan Card | Vocabulary Starter

Guided Reading Level B (2)*

Guided Reading Level A (1)*

My Body / Here I Am!
The Body Vocabulary Starter
OK FSEE125-12

$79 per Package

What Shape Can You See? /
Shapes Around Us
Shapes Vocabulary Starter
OK FSEE127-12

On My Bike / Can You Go Here?
Position Vocabulary Starter
OK FSEE131-12

NEW

At Grandpa’s House / Cakes for Sale
At School Vocabulary Starter
OK FSEE133-12
NEW

I Look at the Fruit / Eating Fruit
Fruit Vocabulary Starter
OK FSEE129-12

What’s at the Beach? / A Day at the Beach
At the Beach Vocabulary Starter
OK FSEE137-12

The Dress-Up Box / Going Shopping
Clothes Vocabulary Starter
OK FSEE135-12

What’s the Weather Today? / I Like the
Weather / The Weather Vocabulary Starter
OK FSEE143-12

Pets at Home / My Pet
Pets Vocabulary Starter
OK FSEE101-12

Hide and Seek / My Birthday
My Family Vocabulary Starter
OK FSEE103-12

Looking at You / Animals on the Farm
Farm Animals Vocabulary Starter
OK FSEE113-12

Look at Me Play / The Playground
Playground Vocabulary Starter
OK FSEE115-12

NEW

Me / Dogs
Doing Things Vocabulary Starter
OK FSEE105-12

In the Garden / Wow! Look at That
Mini Beasts Vocabulary Starter
OK FSEE107-12

In My Neighborhood / People Who Help Me
People Who Help Us Vocabulary Starter
OK FSEE139-12

My Toys / Getting Around
Movers Vocabulary Starter
OK FSEE109-12

NEW

At the Store / Things I Like
Shopping Vocabulary Starter
OK FSEE117-12

A Day at the Zoo / Look at My Dog
Feelings Vocabulary Starter
OK FSEE145-12

Come and Look! / Fish
Colors Vocabulary Starter
OK FSEE119-12

My Family and Me / Can You Do This?
I Like to … Vocabulary Starter
OK FSEE121-12

NEW

Where Are the Animals? /
Animals at the Zoo
Zoo Animals Vocabulary Starter
OK FSEE111-12

Animal Babies / What Can You See?
Baby Animals Vocabulary Starter
OK FSEE141-12

NEW

What Did You Do? / Going Places
Places I Go Vocabulary Starter
OK FSEE123-12

Making Soup / The Vegetable Garden
Vegetables Vocabulary Starter
OK FSEE147-12

ﬂying-start-to-literacy.com
Visit our online store or find your rep at myokapi.com
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Emergent Reading Stage

Guided Reading Levels C–D (3–6)*
Paired, Connected Texts at
This Stage:

Lots of animals have legs.
This zebra has legs.

But some animals
do not have legs.

• Revisit key vocabulary
• Revisit and extend highfrequency words
• Build comprehension and fluency
through a range of reading
strategies

2

3

Plan Card regular
• IntroduceLesson
phonologically
vocabulary (all words with short
vowels).

“I like to dig,” said Turtle.
“I will dig a big nest.
I will dig down,
down,
down.”

Lesson Plan Cards include Before, During,
and After Reading guidance for each book,
plus synthesizing activities that reinforce the
key concepts of each pair.

2

3

Emergent Reading Stage Boxed Classroom Set
Levels C–D (3–6)*
Includes:
• 240 Student Books (6 copies each of 40 titles)
• 20 Lesson Plan Cards (1 for each pair of titles)
• 120 Take-Home Books (6 copies each of 20 titles)
• 2 Storage Boxes

OK FSEM2

$1578 / $1495
You Save $83

Flying Start to Literacy Emergent Reading Stage
Additional Packages

Item #

Your Price

Emergent Student Titles
Includes: 40 Student Books (1 copy each of 40 titles)

OK FSEM-AOS

$224

Emergent Lesson Plan Set
Includes: 20 Lesson Plan Cards (1 copy each of 20 cards)

OK FSEM-AOLP

$150

Replacements and other packages may be available. Contact your Okapi representative for more details.

*Levels indicated by letters are Okapi’s unique measurements, comparable to the Guided Reading levels of Fountas and Pinnell.
Numerical levels in parentheses align with DRA.
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Emergent Reading Stage 12- Packs
Guided Reading Levels C–D (3–6)*
Twelve-packs include: 6 copies each of 2 titles • Lesson Plan Card

$72.50 per Package

Guided Reading Level C (3)*

The Fruit Store /
Bananas Are Best
OK FSEM227-12

Winners / Rabbit and Fox
OK FSEM201-12

In the Forest / Finding Food
OK FSEM203-12

Big Brothers /
Cat and Mouse
OK FSEM205-12

Amazing Animal Parts /
Turtle Is Stuck
OK FSEM231-12

The Fog Came In /
Lost in the Fog
OK FSEM209-12

At Grandpa’s Farm /
A New Farm for Cow
OK FSEM211-12

The Big Box / Pirate Sam
OK FSEM207-12

My Horse / The Car Race
OK FSEM225-12

Guided Reading Level C (4)*

Looking for Animals /
Where Is Frog?
OK FSEM229-12

Guided Reading Level D (6)*

Look at My Clothes /
Where Is My Mother?
OK FSEM233-12

What Do Bats Eat? /
Big Bat’s Lunch
OK FSEM235-12

Ant Nests /
Where Is My Nest?
OK FSEM213-12

Lots of Legs / The Best Legs
OK FSEM215-12

My Camp Journal /
A Monkey in the Camp
OK FSEM217-12

Turtles / A Home for Turtle
OK FSEM237-12

Let’s Do the Monkey Bop /
Little Monkey’s Dance
OK FSEM239-12

What Am I? / Tad Grows Up
OK FSEM219-12

Spiders / A Good Trap
OK FSEM221-12

On the Move /
Grandpa’s Car
OK FSEM223-12

* Levels indicated by letters are Okapi’s unique measurements, comparable to the Guided Reading levels of Fountas and Pinnell.
Numerical levels in parentheses align with DRA.

ﬂying-start-to-literacy.com
Visit our online store or find your rep at myokapi.com
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Early Reading Stage

Guided Reading Levels E–F (8–10)*
Paired, Connected Texts at
This Stage:
• Revisit key vocabulary
• Revisit and extend high-frequency
words
• Carefully introduce new,
phonologically regular vocabulary
• Build comprehension and fluency
through a range of reading
strategies.
Blackline master

2

Lesson Plans

Activity card
Make a poster

Finish the sentences
Write the correct word in each sentence.

I ________ not like to eat worms.

You will need: a large sheet of paper, markers

Early
reading stage

What to do:
Write and draw to show all of the amazing facts you know about caterpillars.

Level F (10)

Amazing Caterpillars provides
information about how some
caterpillars defend themselves
from predators.
Running words: 127
Text type: Report

I do not like _______ eat worms.

I do ________ like to eat worms.

Lesson Plan Cards include Before, During,
and After Reading guidance for each book,
plus synthesizing activities that reinforce the
key concepts of each pair.

Flying Start to Literacy Lesson Plans Amazing Caterpillars / Caterpillars For Lunch © 2014 EC Licensing Pty Ltd.

Can the student accurately complete each sentence?
Can the student spell each high-frequency word correctly?
Flying Start to Literacy Lesson Plans Amazing Caterpillars / Caterpillars For Lunch © 2014 EC Licensing Pty Ltd.

© 2014 EC Licensing Pty Ltd. This work is protected by copyright law, and
under international copyright conventions, applicable in the jurisdictions
in which it is published. The trademark “Flying Start to Literacy” and Star
device is a registered trademark of EC Licensing Pty Ltd in the US.

Developed by Eleanor Curtain Publishing

In addition to certain rights under applicable copyright law to copy parts
of this work, the purchaser may make copies of those sections of this work
displaying the footnote: “© 2014 EC Licensing Pty Ltd”, provided that:
(a) the number of copies made does not exceed the number reasonably
required by the purchaser for its teaching purposes; (b) those copies are
only made by means of photocopying and are not further copied or stored
or transmitted by any means; (c) those copies are not sold, hired, lent or
offered for sale, hire or loan; and (d) every copy made clearly shows the
footnote copyright notice.
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In Caterpillars For Lunch, Bird is tired of eating worms
so he decides to eat caterpillars instead. However, after
the caterpillars taste bad, sting him, or scare him away,
Bird decides that worms are better after all.
Running words: 139
Text type: Narrative

High-frequency words

Key vocabulary

New: away cannot eat keep

animals bad black caterpillars eyes green hide leaf red safe
snake spikes spit/s sting/s taste/s yuk yum

Phonics

• Breaking words into syllables
• Identifying words with the /y/ sound

I do not _________ to eat worms.

Assessment

3

Text features
Amazing Caterpillars
Caterpillars For Lunch

Reading strategies

• Summary chart
• Labeled photographs
• Simple and compound sentences

• Cross-checking using syntax: Does that sound right?
• Rereading to comprehend text

Common Core State Standards
Reading literature
1.RL.3 Describe characters, settings, and major events in a
story, using key details.
Informational texts
1.RI.6 Distinguish between information provided by pictures
or other illustrations and information provided by the words
in a text.
Foundational skills
1.RF.3b Decode regularly spelled one-syllable words.

FS US LP S3L10 Amazing Caterpillars for lunch.indd 1-3

Writing
1.W.2 Write informative/explanatory texts in which they name
a topic, supply some facts about the topic, and provide some
sense of closure.
Speaking and listening
1.SL.1b Build on others’ talk in conversations by responding
to the comments of others through multiple exchanges.
Language
1.L.1g Use frequently occurring conjunctions.

29/04/14 12:47 PM

Early Reading Stage Boxed Classroom Set
Levels E–F (8–10)*
Includes:
• 240 Student Books (6 copies each of 40 titles)
• 20 Lesson Plan Cards (1 for each pair of titles)
• 120 Take-Home Books (6 copies each of 20 titles)
• 2 Storage Boxes

OK FSEA3

$1578 / $1495
You Save $83

Flying Start to Literacy Early Reading Stage
Additional Packages
Item #

Your Price

Early Student Titles
Includes: 40 Student Books (1 copy each of 40 titles)

OK FSEA-AOS

$224

Early Lesson Plan Set
Includes: 20 Lesson Plan Cards (1 copy each of 20 cards)

OK FSEA-AOLP

$150

Replacements and other packages may be available. Contact your Okapi representative for more details.
For Lexile Levels, click on the Correlations tab at our web site, or contact your Okapi representative for further details.
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Early Reading Stage 12- Packs
Guided Reading Levels E–F (8–10)*
Twelve-packs include: 6 copies each of 2 titles • Lesson Plan Card

$72.50 per Package

Guided Reading Level E (8)*

Insects /
Where Are the Grapes?
OK FSEA301-12

Squid /
Big Squid and Little Squid
OK FSEA303-12

The Great Cake Bake-off /
A Cake for Cuddles
OK FSEA325-12

Super Dogs /
Nosey Saves the Day!
OK FSEA327-12

The Plum Tree / My Tree
OK FSEA305-12

When the Sun Comes Up /
When the Sun Is Going Down
OK FSEA307-12

Our Spot /
Where Can We Play?
OK FSEA309-12

Looking After Your Frogs /
Frog’s New Pond
OK FSEA311-12

Charlie and the Crocodiles /
Don’t Eat Me!
OK FSEA329-12

Big Homes, Little Animals /
Tiff Leaves Home!
OK FSEA331-12

Guided Reading Level F (10)*

Bat Rescue /
Sally and the Bats
OK FSEA313-12

Teach Me How / Little Cub
OK FSEA315-12

Keep Safe at the Beach /
Sally’s Beach Rescue
OK FSEA333-12

Amazing Caterpillars /
Caterpillars for Lunch
OK FSEA335-12

The Jump Rope Team /
The Fun Run
OK FSEA317-12

Animals That Need Mud /
Mud, Mud, Mud!
OK FSEA319-12

Keeping Safe /
Looking for Lunch
OK FSEA321-12

Big Ships Need Tugboats /
The Tugboat Team
OK FSEA323-12

Looking After Ostrich Chicks /
Father Ostrich and the
New Chicks
OK FSEA337-12

Rides for Everyone /
At the Fun Park
OK FSEA339-12

* Levels indicated by letters are Okapi’s unique measurements, comparable to the Guided Reading levels of Fountas and Pinnell.
Numerical levels in parentheses align with DRA.

ﬂying-start-to-literacy.com
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Transitional Reading Stage
Guided Reading Levels G–H (12–14)*
Paired, Connected Texts at
This Stage:
• Increase the complexity of
language structures
• Revisit and extend
high-frequency words
• Carefully introduce new,
phonologically regular vocabulary
• Further develop comprehension and
fluency through a range of reading
strategies.
Blackline master

Lesson Plans

Activity card
For and against

My vacation
Draw and write about your vacation.

Transitional
reading stage

Fill in the table.

I went …

Level G (12)

Vacation activity:

Good things about this activity

I liked …

Bad things about this activity

Lesson Plan Cards include Before, During,
and After Reading guidance for each book,
plus synthesizing activities that reinforce the
key concepts of each pair.
but I didn’t like …

Flying Start to Literacy Lesson Plans Summer Vacation / Camping With Dad © 2014 EC Licensing Pty Ltd.
© 2014 EC Licensing Pty Ltd. This work is protected by copyright law, and
under international copyright conventions, applicable in the jurisdictions
in which it is published. The trademark “Flying Start to Literacy” and Star
device is a registered trademark of EC Licensing Pty Ltd in the US.

Assessment

Flying Start to Literacy Lesson Plans Summer Vacation / Camping With Dad © 2014 EC Licensing Pty Ltd.
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offered for sale, hire or loan; and (d) every copy made clearly shows the
footnote copyright notice.
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Camping With Dad tells the story of
a boy’s first camping trip, where he
has a great time, even though he
won’t admit it to his father.
Running words: 329
Text type: Narrative

High-frequency words

Key vocabulary

New: again asked back because
first good just kind only put
try showed want

best campfire camping catch cooked fire fish fishing lake
line match night poles rained school ski/skiing sky sleeping
smoke snow summer stars teacher tent top

Phonics

• Identifying the short /i/ sound as in swim
• Identifying the /ch/ sound as in catch

Text features

because …

Can the student write a simple opinion piece about a vacation experience?
Can the student provide reasons for his/her point of view?

Summer Vacation shares a
classroom conversation about
the good and bad aspects of the
recent summer vacation.
Running words: 237
Text type: Personal narrative–
opinion

Summer Vacation
Camping With Dad

Reading strategies

• Personal opinions
• Compare and contrast: “I liked ... But I didn’t like …”
• First-person narrative
• Dialogue
• Cross-checking using syntax: Does that sound right?
• Connecting events/ideas in the story

Common Core State Standards
Reading literature
1.RL.9 Compare and contrast the adventures and
experiences of characters in stories.
Informational texts
1.RI.2 Identify the main topic and retell key details of a text.
Foundational skills
1.RF.3a Know the spelling-sound correspondences for
common consonant digraphs.

FS US S4 L12 Summer Vacation Camping With Dad.indd 1-3

Writing
1.W.3 Write narratives in which they recount two or more
appropriately sequenced events, include some details
regarding what happened, use temporal words to signal
event order, and provide some sense of closure.
Speaking and listening
1.SL.4 Describe people, places, things, and events with
relevant details, expressing ideas and feelings clearly.
Language
1.L.2d Use conventional spelling for words with common
spelling patterns and for frequently occurring irregular words.

29/04/14 2:07 PM

Transitional Reading Stage Boxed Classroom Set
Levels G–H (12–14)*
Includes:
• 240 Student Books (6 copies each of 40 titles)
• 20 Lesson Plan Cards (1 for each pair of titles)
• 120 Take-Home Books (6 copies each of 20 titles)
• 2 Storage Boxes

OK FSTR4

$1578 / $1495
You Save $83

Flying Start to Literacy Transitional Reading Stage
Additional Packages
Item #

Your Price

Transitional Student Titles
Includes: 40 Student Books (1 copy each of 40 titles)

OK FSTR-AOS

$224

Transitional Lesson Plan Set
Includes: 20 Lesson Plan Cards (1 copy each of 20 cards)

OK FSTR-AOLP

$150

Replacements and other packages may be available. Contact your Okapi representative for more details.
For Lexile Levels, click on the Correlations tab at our web site, or contact your Okapi representative for further details.
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Flying Start to Literacy

Transitional Reading Stage 12- Packs
Guided Reading Levels G–H (12–14)*
Twelve-packs include: 6 copies each of 2 titles • Lesson Plan Card

$72.50 per Package

Guided Reading Level G (12)*

A Frog in a Pond /
Too Cold for Frog
OK FSTR427-12

Hiking /
Maddy and the Prince
OK FSTR405-12

What’s for Breakfast? /
The King’s Breakfast
OK FSTR401-12

The Skating Club /
Elly Goes Skating
OK FSTR403-12

Insect Hunt /
Getting Rid of Insects
OK FSTR425-12

Clever Tails /
The Monkey’s Tail
OK FSTR407-12

Creepers and Climbers /
Growing Watermelons
OK FSTR409-12

Making Friends /
The Blue Crane
OK FSTR411-12

Summer Vacation /
Camping with Dad
OK FSTR429-12

Manta Rays /
The Ray Who Wanted to Fly
OK FSTR431-12

Guided Reading Level H (14)*

Insect Eaters / I’m Hungry
OK FSTR413-12

Animals in Caves /
There’s Gold in That Cave
OK FSTR415-12

Fantastic Bridges /
Jack the Explorer and the
Hidden City
OK FSTR433-12

Caring for a Baby Monkey /
Baby Squirrel Rescue
OK FSTR435-12

The Wreck of the Maitland /
The Great Paddleboat Race
OK FSTR417-12

Sea Otters and the Kelp
Forest / The Luck of the
Sea Otters
OK FSTR419-12

Monsoon Rain /
The Wise Bird
OK FSTR421-12

No More Trash /
The Rock of Killeen
OK FSTR423-12

Hurricane Scrapbook /
Where Is Coco?
OK FSTR437-12

What Do Plants Need? /
The Great PumpkinGrowing Contest
OK FSTR439-12

*Levels indicated by letters are Okapi’s unique measurements, comparable to the Guided Reading levels of Fountas and Pinnell.
Numerical levels in parentheses align with DRA.

ﬂying-start-to-literacy.com
Visit our online store or find your rep at myokapi.com
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Early Fluent Reading Stage
Guided Reading Levels I–J (16–18)*
Features of Paired, Connected
Texts at This Stage:
Amazing
Caterpillars
Cover
A00387

• Titles are in chapter-book formats
to support sustained reading
• Increased conceptual load
• Increased complexity of
language structures
• Less common letter combinations
in the vocabulary
• Comprehension and fluency
through a range of reading
strategies are developed.

Lesson Plan Cards include Before, During,
and After Reading guidance for each book,
plus synthesizing activities that reinforce the
key concepts of each pair.

Early Fluent Reading Stage Boxed Classroom Set
Levels I–J (16–18)*
Includes:
• 240 Student Books (6 copies each of 40 titles)
• 20 Lesson Plan Cards (1 for each pair of titles)
• 120 Take-Home Books (6 copies each of 20 titles)
• 2 Storage Boxes

OK FSEF5

$1674 / $1595
You Save $79

Flying Start to Literacy Early Fluent Reading Stage
Additional Packages
Item #

Your Price

Early Fluent Student Titles
Includes: 40 Student Books (1 copy each of 40 titles)

OK FSEF-AOS

$238

Early Fluent Lesson Plan Set
Includes: 20 Lesson Plan Cards (1 copy each of 20 cards)

OK FSEF-AOLP

$150

Replacements and other packages may be available. Contact your Okapi representative for more details.
For Lexile Levels, click on the Correlations tab at our web site, or contact your Okapi representative for further details.
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Early Fluent Reading Stage 12- Packs
Guided Reading Levels I–J (16–18)*
Twelve-packs include: 6 copies each of 2 titles • Lesson Plan Card

$77 per Package

Guided Reading Level I (16)*

Animal Smells /
Angus Cleans Up
OK FSEF501-12

Motorcycles /
A New Job for Stan
OK FSEF525-12

Sticky and Dangerous Plants
/ Looking After Scotty
OK FSEF503-12

When Lions Hunt /
Rory’s Dance
OK FSEF527-12

Amazing Snakes /
The Snake Olympics
OK FSEF505-12

Ouch! That Hurts /
That’s Not Funny, Charlie!
OK FSEF529-12

Living Near a Volcano /
Volcano Alert!
OK FSEF507-12

Flamingos /
Ruby in the Middle
OK FSEF531-12

Nadif’s New Life /
Gasari’s Herd
OK FSEF509-12

Message Sent / Saving Dad
OK FSEF511-12

Guided Reading Level J (18)*

My Soccer Journal /
The Leaping Lions
OK FSEF513-12

To the Rescue / Super Sam
OK FSEF533-12

Fun Food to Make and Eat /
The Queen’s New Chef
OK FSEF515-12

Surviving in the Frozen Forest /
How Moose Learned to Swim
OK FSEF535-12

Deep in the Sea /
A Deep Sea Adventure
OK FSEF517-12

You Can Make a Difference! /
Save the Sea Otters!
OK FSEF537-12

Cleaning Up Our Wetland /
The Baby Swans
OK FSEF519-12

Desert Elephants /
Brother Elephant
OK FSEF539-12

Ice Swimmers /
The Lucky Fishing Hat
OK FSEF521-12

Robots Today, Robots Tomorrow /
Robots Run Wild
OK FSEF523-12

*Levels indicated by letters are Okapi’s unique measurements, comparable to the Guided Reading levels of Fountas and Pinnell.
Numerical levels in parentheses align with DRA.
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Fluent Reading Stage

Guided Reading Levels K–M (20–28)*
Paired, Connected Texts at
This Stage:
• Support sustained reading with
chapter books
• Increase the conceptual load
• Increase the complexity of
language structures
• Include less common letter
combinations in the vocabulary
• Develop comprehension and
fluency through a range of
reading strategies.

Lesson Plan Cards include Before, During,
and After Reading guidance for each book,
plus synthesizing activities that reinforce the
key concepts of each pair.

Fluent Reading Stage Boxed Classroom Set
Levels K–M (20–28)*
Includes:
• 288 Student Books (6 copies each of 48 titles)
• 24 Lesson Plan Cards (1 for each pair of titles)
• 144 Take-Home Books (6 copies each of 24 titles)
• 2 Storage Boxes

OK FSFL6

$2155 / $2050
You Save $105

Flying Start to Literacy Fluent Reading Stage
Additional Packages

Item #

Your Price

Fluent Student Titles
Includes: 48 Student Books (1 copy each of 48 titles)

OK FSFL-AOS

$307

Fluent Lesson Plan Set
Includes: 24 Lesson Plan Cards (1 copy each of 24 cards)

OK FSFL-AOLP

$180

Replacements and other packages may be available. Contact your Okapi representative for more details.
For Lexile Levels, click on the Correlations tab at our web site, or contact your Okapi representative for further details.
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Fluent Reading Stage 12- Packs
Guided Reading Levels K–M (20–28)*
Twelve-packs include: 6 copies each of 2 titles • Lesson Plan Card
Guided Reading Level K (20)*

$82 per Package

Guided Reading Level L (24)*

Guided Reading Level M (28)*

Amazing Gardens /
The Giant’s Garden
OK FSFL601-12

Basketball Basics /
Alex Stands Tall
OK FSFL625-12

Animals That Store Food
/ A Tale of Two Squirrels
OK FSFL609-12

Meerkats at Work /
Anwar, the Very
Bright Meerkat
OK FSFL633-12

Body Works /
The Mystery Trip
OK FSFL617-12

Polar Bears and the
Arctic Sea Ice /
Atka’s Ice Adventure
OK FSFL641-12

Polar Bears /
A Bear Called Trouble
OK FSFL603-12

Animal Show-offs /
The Too-tight Tutu
OK FSFL627-12

I Am an Inventor /
Gabby’s Fast Ride
OK FSFL611-12

Protect the Oceans:
Act Locally / The
Kingdom of Bloom
OK FSFL635-12

Built by Hand /
Dr. Zardos and the
Mind Stone
OK FSFL619-12

Hummingbirds /
The Kiss of a
Hummingbird’s Wing
OK FSFL643-12

Looking After Tide Pools /
The Smart Little Crab
OK FSFL605-12

Surviving the Flood /
The Great Flood of
Dusty Plains
OK FSFL629-12

The Right Tools for the
Job / Arnold Saves
the Day
OK FSFL613-12

My Faraway Home /
The Last Lighthouse
Keeper
OK FSFL637-12

Living in Space /
Space Camp
OK FSFL621-12

The Great Railroad
Race / The Legend
of Jimmy Drake
OK FSFL645-12

Driver Ants / Killer Ants
OK FSFL607-12

A Long Day at the River /
The Crocodile and
the Plover
OK FSFL631-12

The First Flight /
The Balloon Adventure
OK FSFL615-12

Designed for Speed /
The Sleeping Prince
OK FSFL639-12

Marathon Journal / The
Marathon Man
OK FSFL623-12

Frost / The Smallest
Smudger
OK FSFL647-12

*Levels indicated by letters are Okapi’s unique measurements, comparable to the Guided Reading levels of Fountas and Pinnell.
Numerical levels in parentheses align with DRA.

ﬂying-start-to-literacy.com
Visit our online store or find your rep at myokapi.com
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Fluent Plus Reading Stage
Guided Reading Levels N–P (30–38)*
Paired, Connected Texts at
This Stage:
• Support sustained reading with
chapter books
• Increase the conceptual load with
less familiar content
• Increase the use of more
specialized and technical language
• Provide support (through the
illustrations) for the settings of
the fiction titles
• Increase the range of text and
Blackline master
language features.
Would you like a pet salamander?

Plus

Minus

Lesson Plans

Activity card
A salamander home

Think about what it would be like to have a salamander as a pet. What would be good
about it? What would be bad? What would you find interesting about it? Use this PMI
(plus, minus, and interesting) chart to organize your ideas. Share your chart with a
partner. Explain why you included the points you did.

Use what you know about salamanders to create the perfect home for a
pet salamander. Think about the things a salamander would need in its
home to survive and be happy. Draw and label your salamander and
everything it would need in the vivarium below.

Flying Start to Literacy Lesson Plans Amazing Salamanders / Salamander Surprise! © 2014 EC Licensing Pty Ltd.

© 2014 EC Licensing Pty Ltd. This work is protected by copyright law, and under
international copyright conventions, applicable in the jurisdictions in which it is
published. The trademark “Flying Start to Literacy” and Star device is a registered
trademark of EC Licensing Pty Ltd in the US.

Amazing Salamanders is a report
that describes salamander
characteristics such as habitat,
food, how they stay safe, and
how they grow and change.
Running words: 1,037
Text type: Report

In Salamander Surprise! one girl believes her dog is
the best pet and is jealous when interest is shown
in an “ugly salamander.” But a brave act makes her
realize that all pets are precious.

Content vocabulary

amphibians carnivores gills glands larvae lungs
metamorphosis mucus nervous system nocturnal oxygen
predator prey poison salamanders species vivarium

Phonics

• Identifying “i” making the /e/ sound as in technique, unique
• Identifying “eous” making the “schwa” vowel as in gorgeous
behaviors Earth Europe gorgeous guilty half jealous larvae
laughed neighbor palm technique tongues unique weigh weirdest

Irregularly spelled words

Running words: 1,585
Text type: Narrative

Text structures and features
Amazing Salamanders

• Contents page, introduction, conclusion, glossary
• Fact files, photographs with captions, diagrams with labels

Salamander Surprise!

• First-person narrative with dialogue
• Contents page, chapter headings

Reading strategies

• Using diagrams to confirm information in the text
• Self-correcting to maintain the meaning of the text

Common Core State Standards

Flying Start to Literacy Lesson Plans Amazing Salamanders / Salamander Surprise! © 2014 EC Licensing Pty Ltd.

Can the student use his/her knowledge of a topic to form opinions?
Can the student justify his/her point of view?

Level N (30)

Interesting

Lesson Plan Cards include Before, During,
and After Reading guidance for each book,
plus synthesizing activities that reinforce the
key concepts of each pair.
Assessment

Fluent Plus
reading stage

Developed by Eleanor Curtain Publishing

In addition to certain rights under applicable copyright law to copy parts of this
work, the purchaser may make copies of those sections of this work displaying the
footnote: “© 2014 EC Licensing Pty Ltd”, provided that: (a) the number of copies
made does not exceed the number reasonably required by the purchaser for its
teaching purposes; (b) those copies are only made by means of photocopying and
are not further copied or stored or transmitted by any means; (c) those copies are
not sold, hired, lent or offered for sale, hire or loan; and (d) every copy made clearly
shows the footnote copyright notice.

Text: Kerrie Shanahan
Consultants: Susan Hill and Jenny Feely
Designed by Derek Schneider
Printed and bound in China through
Colorcraft Ltd, Hong Kong
Distributed in the USA by
Okapi Educational Publishing Inc.
Phone: 866-652-7436
Fax: 800-481-5499
Email: info@myokapi.com
www.myokapi.com

All other rights reserved.

www.flying-start-to-literacy.com

Reading literature
3.RL.1 Ask and answer questions to demonstrate
understanding of a text, referring explicitly to the text as the
basis for the answers.
Informational texts
3.RI.4 Determine the meaning of general academic and
domain specific words and phrases in a text relevant to Grade
3 topic or subject matter.
Foundational skills
3.RF.3a Identify and know the meaning of the most common
prefixes and derivational suffixes.

FS S7 L30 US Amazing Salamanders.indd 1-3

Writing
3.W.1a Introduce the topic or text they are writing about,
state an opinion, and create an organizational structure that
lists reasons.
Speaking and listening
3.SL.6 Speak in complete sentences when appropriate to
task and situation in order to provide requested detail or
clarification.
Language
3.L.1c Use abstract nouns.

5/8/14 10:56 AM

Fluent Plus Reading Stage Boxed Classroom Set
Levels N–P (30–38)*
Includes:
• 144 Student Books (6 copies each of 24 titles)
• 12 Lesson Plan Cards (1 for each pair of titles)
• 72 Take-Home Books (6 copies each of 12 titles)
• 1 Storage Box

OK FSFP7

$1157 / $1095
You Save $62

Flying Start to Literacy Fluent Plus Reading Stage
Additional Packages

Item #

Your Price

Fluent Plus Student Titles
Includes: 24 Student Books (1 copy each of 24 titles)

OK FSFP-AOS

$166

Fluent Plus Lesson Plan Set
Includes: 12 Lesson Plan Cards (1 copy each of 12 cards)

OK FSFP-AOLP

$90

Replacements and other packages may be available. Contact your Okapi representative for more details.
For Lexile Levels, click on the Correlations tab at our web site, or contact your Okapi representative for further details.
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Fluent Plus Reading Stage 12- Packs
Guided Reading Levels N–P (30–38)*
Twelve-packs include: 6 copies each of 2 titles • Lesson Plan Card 		

$88 per Package

Guided Reading Level N (30)*

Amazing Salamanders /
Salamander Surprise!
OK FSFP701-12

Corn Crazy /
The Great Corn Invention
OK FSFP703-12

Food Rescue / The King of Waste
OK FSFP705-12

Saving Wild Wolves / Wolf Secret
OK FSFP707-12

Riding the Waves / Wipe-out!
OK FSFP711-12

The Question of Water /
Ming Saves the Day
OK FSFP713-12

Seasons in the Kelp Forest /
Thunder Cave
OK FSFP715-12

Wildfires / A Hard Choice
OK FSFP719-12

We Must Protect Old-Growth Forests
/ Dan’s Trees
OK FSFP721-12

Under the Ice / Professor Valdor
and the Giant Laser
OK FSFP723-12

Guided Reading Level O (34)*

Deadly Venom: Killer or Cure? /
The Stubborn Princess
OK FSFP709-12

Guided Reading Level P (38)*

Incredible Underground Homes /
The Wild Caves
OK FSFP717-12

* Levels indicated by letters are Okapi’s unique measurements, comparable to the Guided Reading levels of Fountas and Pinnell.
Numerical levels in parentheses align with DRA.

flying-start-to-literacy.com
Visit our online store or find your rep at myokapi.com
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Advanced Fluent Reading Stage
Guided Reading Levels Q–V (40–50)*
Concept Sets Build Understanding of Key Issues
Leveled texts partner with Perspectives collections to build and extend students’ understanding of timely concepts.

Issue: Disappearing Rainforests
Paired Texts Lesson Plan:

Sequence
• Exploring Vocabulary
• Establishing Strategy Focus
• Reading with Teacher Support
• Working with a Partner
• Quick Writing
• Talk About the Book
• Vocabulary Reflection
• Strategy Reflection

ENT CO L L A B ORATI ON

STUD EN T I N Q UI RY

STUD

Informational

Narrative

Persuasive

Perspectives Lesson Plan:

Sequence
• Inquiry
• Independent Partner Work
• Thinking and Talking Circles
• Reading Closely
• Writing a Persuasive Argument

Through the teaching and learning model embedded in the Lesson Plans,
students build a metacognitive understanding of their own learning process.
* Levels indicated by letters are Okapi’s unique measurements, comparable to the Guided Reading levels of Fountas and Pinnell.
Numerical levels in parentheses align with DRA.
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Everything you love about Flying Start to Literacy…
At the intermediate grades, we have continued our award-winning formula of pairing a narrative text
with an informational text, both connected by the same big idea.
Informational texts present the big ideas
around a concept. They go beyond
readers’ personal experiences and include
a range of features including primary
sources that support the text.

Visiting the workplace
Shrimp peelers and oyster shuckers
In Louisiana, Hine met
four-year-old Mary who
worked by her mother’s side
shucking two pots of oysters
a day. The dirty, rough
oyster shells cut her hands
and made them bleed.
In South Carolina, Hine
photographed young shrimp
peelers. Some young
workers started work as
early as 5:00 am and worked
Rosie, a seven-year-old oyster shucker
who works all day and has been
shucking oyster for two years.

for four hours before going
to school. Their hands

were sore, swollen, and sometimes bleeding from the
acid in the shrimp shells. At night the workers soaked
their swollen and bloody fingers in water and alum (a
chemical compound) to toughen them up. The acid from

Mickey no longer felt scared going down in the cage each

“Miss Prentice asked about you when I saw her today,”

morning. Still, he couldn’t say he liked the darkness or

Mam said.

the constant creaking of the wooden beams overhead or

“Book learning doesn’t mean much when you’re a miner.

the booming explosions that shook him to the soles of his

It’s experience that counts.”

feet. The blasting explosions always made Mickey think
of his dad, and filled him with dread that the tunnel
where he stood would collapse. But there had been no
cave-ins all week, and he and Zeke were hauling ten
wagons of coal a day. Every night he washed off the coal

the shrimp shells was so strong that it ate through their
leather shoes and their metal buckets.

18

Oyster shuckers, Josie, 6, Bertha 6, and Sophia 10.

▼

Narrative texts reflect the big ideas
through their characters and plots.
They feature plots with subplots,
non-sequential treatment of time,
and a range of literary devices.

FS US Gr5 Lewis Hine Man with a camera pages.indd 18-19

19

21/03/17 11:50 AM

“Your dad always wanted you to get an education.”
Mickey sighed. “Mam, I know how to read, and all the
other drivers make fun of me for it. He doesn’t tell her
that one of them, Joe, calls him School Boy.

dust with soap. When he had been in school, Mickey
only had to wash on Saturday, but now that he worked in
the mine, he had to wash every day.

24

25

Lesson Plans for the pair encourage higher-level
thinking and provide opportunities for students
to write in response both to the text and to their
collaborative conversations.

…plus Perspectives—short, point of view texts exploring
the issues raised by the big ideas in the paired texts.
Extend students’ thinking with additional views of the
issues introduced in the paired texts.

Perspectives contain short texts in a magazinestyle format and include posters, arguments,
discussions, letters, and visual images.

Perspectives Lesson Plans engage and support students
in critical discussions, and in recognizing different points
of view. Performance task cards provide opportunities to
demonstrate comprehension.
ﬂying-start-to-literacy.com
Visit our online store or find your rep at myokapi.com
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Advanced Fluent Reading Stage, Q–S
Guided Reading Levels Q–S (40)*
Paired, Connected Texts at This Stage:
• Support sustained reading with
chapter books
• Increase the use of more specialized
and technical language
• Use literary language
• Encourage drawing inferences
from the text.

Perspectives Texts at this Stage:

Informational

Narrative

Lesson Plan Cards
include Before, During,
and After Reading
guidance for each
book, plus synthesizing
activities that reinforce
the key concepts of
each pair.

• Present issues related to the
paired texts
• Introduce the thinking and talking
circle to promote deep discussion
• Promote close reading.
Persuasive

Perspectives Lesson Plans help you engage and
support students in critical discussions, assist them
in recognizing different points of view, and write
persuasively from their own perspectives.

Flying Start to Literacy Advanced Fluent Q–S
Additional Packages
Item #

Your Price

Advanced Fluent, Q–S Student Titles
Includes: 12 Student Books (1 copy each of 12 titles)

OK FSAF8-AOS

$83

Advanced Fluent, Q–S Perspectives Titles
Includes: 6 Student Books (1 copy each of 6 titles)

OK FSAF8P-AOS

$47

Advanced Fluent, Q–S Lesson Plan Set
Includes: 6 Lesson Plan Cards (1 copy each of 6 cards)

OK FSAF8-AOLP

$45

Advanced Fluent, Q–S Perspectives Lesson Plan Set
Includes: 6 Lesson Plan Cards (1 copy each of 6 cards)

OK FSAF8P-AOLP

$45

Replacements and other packages may be available. Contact your Okapi representative for more details.

For Lexile Levels, click on the Correlations tab at our web site, or contact your Okapi representative for further details.
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Advanced Fluent Reading Stage, Q–S 18-Packs
Guided Reading Levels Q – S (40)*
Eighteen-packs include: 6 copies each of 3 titles • 2 Lesson Plan Cards

$140 per Package

Levels Q–S Concept Sets
Children and Competitive Sports

Level Q

The Cost of Hazardous Adventures

Level Q

Level R

Level R

Level Q–S

Level Q–S

What Makes a Champion? / Swim Like a Fish
Playing Competitive Sports
OK FSAF801-18

First-Time Visitors / Odysseus and the Cyclops
Hazardous Adventures
OK FSAF805-18

Making Animals Work for Us

Level Q

Level Q

Choosing to Live in Dangerous Places

Level S

Level Q–S
Our Active Earth / A New Geyser Erupts
Living in Dangerous Places
OK FSAF809-18

The Importance of Vaccinations

Level R

Level S

Level R

Renewable Energy

Level S

Level S

Level Q–S

Level Q–S

Level Q–S

Hero RATs / Clever Ratty
Putting Animals to Work
OK FSAF803-18

Polio: A Frightening Disease / Dance On!
Preventing Diseases
OK FSAF807-18

Clean Energy / Surviving the Earthquake
The Impact of Climate Change
OK FSAF811-18

Advanced Fluent Reading Stage, Q–S Package
Levels Q–S (40)*
Includes:
• 72 Paired-Text Student Books (6 copies each of 12 titles)
• 6 Paired-Text Lesson Plan Cards (1 for each pair)
• 36 Perspectives Books (6 copies each of 6 titles)
• 6 Perspectives Lesson Plan Cards (1 for each title)
• 1 Storage Box

OK FSAF8

$888 / $850
You Save $38

* Levels indicated by letters are Okapi’s unique measurements, comparable to the Guided Reading levels of Fountas and Pinnell.
Numerical levels in parentheses align with DRA.

ﬂying-start-to-literacy.com
Visit our online store or find your rep at myokapi.com
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Advanced Fluent Reading Stage, T–V
Guided Reading Levels T–V (50)*
Paired, Connected Texts at This Stage:
• Motivate readers with rich content
• Support active engagement in reading
• Integrate reading, writing, listening,
and speaking
• Stimulate critical thinking through
reading closely.

Perspectives Texts at this Stage:
Informational

• Provide essential questions to
promote purposeful reading

Narrative

Lesson Plan Cards
include Before, During,
and After Reading
guidance for each
book, plus synthesizing
activities that reinforce
the key concepts of
each pair.

• Promote recognizing different points
of view
• Include a variety of short,
authentic texts
• Encourage collaborative
conversations

Persuasive

• Extend learning through
performance tasks.

Perspectives Lesson Plans help you engage and
support students in critical discussions, assist them
in recognizing different points of view, and write
persuasively from their own perspectives.

Flying Start to Literacy Advanced Fluent T–V
Additional Packages
Item #

Your Price

Advanced Fluent, T–V Student Titles
Includes: 12 Student Books (1 copy each of 12 titles)

OK FSAF9-AOS

$83

Advanced Fluent, T–V Perspectives Titles
Includes: 6 Student Books (1 copy each of 6 titles)

OK FSAF9P-AOS

$47

Advanced Fluent, T–V Lesson Plan Set
Includes: 6 Lesson Plan Cards (1 copy each of 6 cards)

OK FSAF9-AOLP

$45

Advanced Fluent, T–V Perspectives Lesson Plan Set
Includes: 6 Lesson Plan Cards (1 copy each of 6 cards)

OK FSAF9P-AOLP

$45

Replacements and other packages may be available. Contact your Okapi representative for more details.

For Lexile Levels, click on the Correlations tab at our web site, or contact your Okapi representative for further details.
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Advanced Fluent Reading Stage, T–V 18-Packs
Guided Reading Levels T – V (50)*
Eighteen-packs include: 6 copies each of 3 titles • 2 Lesson Plan Cards

$140 per Package

Levels T–V Concept Sets
Disappearing Rainforests

Level T

Children and Work

Level T

Level U

Living in Extreme Climates

Level U

Level T–V

Level T–V

Animals in Danger / Ahmad’s Journey
Disappearing Rainforests
OK FSAF901-18

Fighting for Children’s Rights / A Dollar a Day
Children and Work
OK FSAF905-18

Protecting the Natural Wonders
of the World

The Power of Photography

Level T

Level T

Level V

Level V

Level T–V

Level U

Living in Harsh Environments / Into the Desert
Living With the Weather
OK FSAF909-18

The Ownership of Archaeological
Treasures

Level U

Level V

Level V

Level T–V

Level T–V

Level T–V

Discovering the Lost World / Exploring Galapagos
Natural Wonders of the World
OK FSAF903-18

The Camera Doesn’t Lie! / The Scoop
Caught on Camera
OK FSAF907-18

The Mystery of the Pyramids / King for a Week
Archaeological Treasures
OK FSAF911-18

Advanced Fluent Reading Stage, T–V Classroom Set
Levels T–V (50)*
Includes:
• 72 Paired-Text Student Books (6 copies each of 12 titles)
• 6 Paired-Text Lesson Plan Cards (1 for each pair)
• 36 Perspectives Books (6 copies each of 6 titles)
• 6 Perspectives Lesson Plan Cards (1 for each title)
• 1 Storage Box

OK FSAF9

$888 / $850
You Save $38

* Levels indicated by letters are Okapi’s unique measurements, comparable to the Guided Reading levels of Fountas and Pinnell.
Numerical levels in parentheses align with DRA.

ﬂying-start-to-literacy.com
Visit our online store or find your rep at myokapi.com
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Teacher Resources Available at Your Fingertips

Accessing
your teacher
support

All of the Flying Start to Literacy support can be accessed from
flyingstarttoliteracy.com/teacher-resources
Once you’ve opened the page for the resource type you want, select the relevant
reading stage to open the downloadable files.

Teacher Support
Scope and Sequence charts to identify reading
strategies and new high-frequency and content
words in each title
Phonics and Phonemic Awareness charts to show
the systematic and explicit sequence, by title, at
each of the reading stages
Reading Across the Curriculum sheets detail the text
type, text features, curriculum links, and key concepts

Assessment materials

Scan the QR code
with your smart
phone to go directly
to the Teacher
Resources page!

Records of Reading Behavior for one of each of the
paired texts at each reading stage.
Assessment Checklists inform instruction and gauge
student mastery of reading behaviors
See page 72 for more instruction
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High-frequency
words

Key
vocabulary

Reading
strategies

Text
Features

Scope and
Sequence

Flying Start to Literacy

Curriculum
Links

Key
Concepts

Reading Across
the Curriculum
Phonics and Phonemic Awareness

Accessing your assessment materials…
Use the assessment materials continually to inform your
instruction and examine reading strategy mastery.

Records of Reading Behavior

Beginning
Often uses
to use the
the strategy
strategy
Observed
Sometimes
Has mastered
behavior of
uses the
the strategy
student
strategy

Reading
strategy

Record of Reading Behaviors

Record
Record of
of Reading
Reading Behaviors
Behaviors analysis
analysis sheet
sheet

A New Job for Stan

Guided reading level I (16)

AA New
New Job
Job for
for Stan
Stan

Read the title to the student. Ask the student to tell you what the book is about.
Name:

Page

4

Date:

Name:
Name:

Guided
Guidedreading
readinglevel
levelII(16)
(16)
Analysis of errors
and self-corrections

Count

Text

Information used

E
Information
Informationsources
sourcesused
used

SC

Everyone at the circus had a job.

Errors
–clown.
What
Bobo
was the –
Errors
Whatdid
didthe
thestudent
studentuse?
use?
Harry was the strong man.
Meaning
Meaning
And Lizzie flew high in the air

Structure
Structure
Visual
Visualcues
cues

on the trapeze.
5

And Stan’s job was to take the circus

Error
MSV

Date:
Date:

SC

MSV
Fluency
Fluency

Reads
Readssmoothly
smoothlyatatan
anappropriate
appropriaterate
rate
Uses
Usesappropriate
appropriatephrasing
phrasing
Reads
Readsexpressively
expressively
Attends
Attendsto
topunctuation
punctuation

posters from town to town on his

6

Self-corrections
Comprehension
Self-corrections–– Record of Reading
motorcycle.
Behaviors analysis sheet
Comprehension
What
Stan loved did
his motorcycle
and use?
Whatriding
didthe
thestudent
student
use? Job for Stan Guided
A New
readingstudent
level I (16)
After
he loved his job. But Stan wanted a
Afterthe
the studenthas
hasfinished
finishedreading,
reading,have
havehim/her
him/her
Meaning
Name:
Date:
talk
job in theMeaning
big top – just like his friends.
talkabout
aboutthe
thebook.
book.IfIfappropriate,
appropriate,prompt
promptthe
thestudent
student
Structure
Fluency questions below.
Information sources used by using
Every day,
Stan did stunts
Structure
by usingthe
the questions below.
Visual
cues
on his motorcycle.
rode
Reads smoothly at an appropriate rate
Errors – What did the student use?
VisualHe
cues
Uses appropriate phrasing
up ramps and did handstands
Meaning
What
was Stan’s
What
Stan’soriginal
originaljob
jobatatthe
thecircus?
circus?What
Whatisis
Readswas
expressively
Structure
and flips on his motorcycle.
Attends job?
to punctuation
his
Accuracy rate
Visual cues
hisnew
new job?(Literal)
(Literal)

Accuracy rate

And every day he got

Self-corrections –
What did the student use?

a little better.

Level
Levelof
of
But when Stan showed his motorcycle
Errors
%
difficulty
Meaning
Errors
%
difficulty
stunts to the ringmaster, she shook
100 words

11
her head.
22
33
44

99
99
98
98
97
97
96
96

higher level
questioning

Why
Comprehension
Whywas
wasStan
Stanunhappy?
unhappy?Why
Whydid
didhe
heleave
leavethe
thecircus?
circus?
After the student has finished reading, have him/her
(Inferential)
(Inferential)
talk about the book. If appropriate, prompt the student

Do
all
have
by
using
questions below.
Do
allthecircuses
circuses
haveaamotorcycle
motorcycleact?
act?(Critical)
(Critical)

Structure

Easy
Visual cues
Easy

What was Stan’s original job at the circus? What is

Total rate
Accuracy

Level of
difficulty

his new job? (Literal)
Planning
Planning
Why was Stan unhappy? Why did he leave the circus?

(Inferential)
Focus
What
student
Focus Do all circuses have a motorcycle
Whatthe
the(Critical)
studentneeds
needsto
tolearn
learn
act?
1 level I (16) ©992015 EC Licensing
Easy Pty Ltd
Flying Start to Literacy A New Job for Stan Guided reading
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Grades K–5 • Levels A–V (1–50)

Flying Start to Literacy

™

Packages and Pricing
Lift Off to Literacy

Early Reading Stage
Activity card

Levels E–F (8–10)*

Lesson Plan

Shape match
You will need: two copies of the shape cards below, scissors
Cut out the shape cards. Join with a friend. Place all the shape cards
face down. Take turns to turn over two cards. If the shapes match, keep
the pair.

Early Emergent
reading stage

THIS FILE IS NOT ARTWORK - Please use this file for position only

Includes:
• 18 Big Books

Lift Off to Literacy: Using a Shared Reading Approach

Levels A & B
Set:
In the World

✂

reader to find shapes in the world around them. Readers will love
to look and find the shapes hidden in the illustrations, as they read
along with the rhyming text.

♥

circle heart rectangle shapes square star triangle

High-frequency words
a are as be for have I of the to was you

Key concepts
• There are different types of shapes.
• Shapes are all around us.

only

positio
file for
use this

position only

this file for position

only
use this
K - Please
ARTWOR
IS NOT
THIS FILE

• 108 Small Books
(6 each of 18 titles)

RK - Please

27/10/15 3:05 PM

file for

FS US ITW I Spy Shapes.indd 1-2

position

Writing
K.W.2 Use a combination of drawing, dictating, and
writing to compose informative/explanatory texts in which
they name what they are writing about and supply some
information about the topic.
Speaking and listening
K.SL.1a Follow agreed-upon rules for discussions.
Language
K.L.4b Use the most frequently occurring inflections and
affixes as a clue to the meaning of an unknown word.

- Please use

Informational texts
K.RI.6 Name the author and illustrator of a text and define
the role of each in presenting the ideas or information
in a text.
Foundational skills
K.RF.1d Recognize and name all upper- and lowercase
letters of the alphabet.

n only

Links with State Standards

www.flying-start-to-literacy.com

- Please use this file for

Text: Kerrie Shanahan
Consultants: Susan Hill & Lyn Reggett
Designed by Derek Schneider
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Email: info@myokapi.com
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In addition to certain rights under applicable copyright law to copy parts
of this work, the purchaser may make copies of those sections of this work
displaying the footnote: “© 2016 EC Licensing Pty Ltd”, provided that:
(a) the number of copies made does not exceed the number reasonably
required by the purchaser for its teaching purposes; (b) those copies are
only made by means of photocopying and are not further copied or stored
or transmitted by any means; (c) those copies are not sold, hired, lent or
offered for sale, hire or loan; and (d) every copy made clearly shows the
footnote copyright notice.
All other rights reserved.
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Oral vocabulary

THIS FILE IS NOT ARTWORK

★

• 18 Lesson Plan Cards
(1 for each title)

Vocabulary

• 20 Lesson Plan Cards
(1 for each pair of titles)
• 120 Take-Home Books
(6 copies each of 20 titles)
• 2 Storage Boxes

• 12 Reading Pens
• 3 Program Guides
Boxed Classroom Set Price:

Includes:
• 240 Student Books
(6 copies each of 40 titles)

OK LOTL1-3

$1829 / $1450

Boxed Classroom Set Price:

OK FSEA3

$1578 / $1495

You Save $379

Early Emergent Reading
Stage

You Save $83

Transitional Reading Stage
Levels G–H (12–14)*

Levels A–B (1–2)*

Includes:
• 240 Student Books
(6 copies each of 40 titles)

Includes:
• 288 Student Books
(6 copies each of 48 titles)

• 20 Lesson Plan Cards
(1 for each pair of titles)

• 24 Lesson Plan Cards
(1 for each pair of titles)

• 120 Take-Home Books
(6 copies each of 20 titles)

• 24 Vocabulary Starters
(1 for each pair of titles)
• 144 Take-Home Books ( 6 copies each of 24 titles)

• 2 Storage Boxes

• 2 Storage Boxes

Boxed Classroom Set Price:

Boxed Classroom Set Price:

OK FSEE1

OK FSTR4

You Save $83

$2081
/ $1985
You Save
$96

Emergent Reading Stage

Early Fluent Reading Stage

Levels C–D (3–6)*

Levels I–J (16–18)*

Includes:
• 240 Student Books
(6 copies each of 40 titles)

Includes:
• 240 Student Books
(6 copies each of 40 titles)

• 20 Lesson Plan Cards
(1 for each pair of titles)

• 20 Lesson Plan Cards
(1 for each pair of titles)

• 120 Take-Home Books
(6 copies each of 20 titles)
• 2 Storage Boxes

• 120 Take-Home Books
(6 copies each of 20 titles)

Boxed Classroom Set Price:

$1578 / $1495

• 2 Storage Boxes
OK FSEM2

$1578 / $1495
You Save $83

Boxed Classroom Set Price:

OK FSEF5

$1674 / $1595
You Save $79

* Levels indicated by letters are Okapi’s unique measurements, comparable to the Guided Reading levels of Fountas and Pinnell.
Numerical levels in parentheses align with DRA.
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Flying Start to Literacy

Fluent Reading Stage

Advanced Fluent Reading Stage, Q–S

Levels K–M (20–28)*

Levels Q–S (40)*

Includes:
• 288 Student Books
(6 copies each of 48 titles)

Includes:
• 72 Paired-Text Student Books
(6 copies each of 12 titles)

• 24 Lesson Plan Cards
(1 for each pair of titles)

• 6 Paired-Text Lesson Plan Cards
(1 for each pair)

• 144 Take-Home Books
(6 copies each of 24 titles)

• 36 Perspectives Books (6 copies each of 6 titles)
• 6 Perspectives Lesson Plan Cards (1 for each title)

• 2 Storage Boxes
Boxed Classroom Set Price:

• 1 Storage Box

$2155 / $2050

OK FSFL6

Boxed Classroom Set Price:

You Save $105

OK FSAF8

$888 / $850
You Save $38

Fluent Plus Reading Stage

Advanced Fluent Reading Stage, T–V

Levels N–P (30–38)*

Levels T–V (50)*

Includes:
• 144 Student Books
(6 copies each of 24 titles)

Includes:
• 72 Paired-Text Student Books
(6 copies each of 12 titles)

• 12 Lesson Plan Cards
(1 for each pair of titles)

• 6 Paired-Text Lesson
Plan Cards (1 for each pair)

• 72 Take-Home Books
(6 copies each of 12 titles)

• 36 Perspectives Books (6 copies each of 6 titles)
• 6 Perspectives Lesson Plan Cards (1 for each title)

• 1 Storage Box
Boxed Classroom Set Price:

OK FSFP7

$1157 / $1095
You Save $62

• 1 Storage Box
Boxed Classroom Set Price:

OK FSAF9

$888 / $850
You Save $38

Complete Resource
All Nine Reading Stages
Levels A–V (1–50)*
Includes:
• 1824 Paired Texts Student Books (6 copies each of 304 titles)
• 72 Perspectives Texts (6 copies each of 12 titles)
• 152 Paired Texts Lesson Plan Cards (1 for each pair of titles)
• 12 Perspectives Lesson Plan Cards
• 840 Take-Home Books (6 copies each of 140 titles)
• 24 Vocabulary Starters
• 18 Storage Boxes
Price WITHOUT Shared Reading:

OK FSAV-NOSR

$13,569 / $12,595
You Save $974

Price WITH Shared Reading:

OK FSA-V

$15,399 / $14,350
You Save $1049

* Levels indicated by letters are Okapi’s unique measurements, comparable to the Guided Reading levels of Fountas and Pinnell.
Numerical levels in parentheses align with DRA.

ﬂying-start-to-literacy.com
Visit our online store or find your rep at myokapi.com
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Despegando hacia la lectura

Grades K–5 • Levels A–V (1–50)

Despegando hacia la lectura

™

Program Overview

Despegando hacia la lectura is a comprehensive, Spanish-language, early literacy resource that can
be fully implemented as a stand-alone early literacy program. Combine it with its English language
counterpart—the award-winning Flying Start to LiteracyTM—for rigorous dual-literacy instruction.

Combine Despegando hacia la lectura
with Flying Start to Literacy for a
content-rich new choice for duallanguage programs
What is unique about Despegando
hacia la lectura?

4. Pusimos clips
en el papel para
mantenerlo en su lugar.

• Supports language development
among all learners with emphasis
on key vocabulary
• Scaffolds both English and Spanish
learners toward reading and language
proficiencies in their primary as well
as secondary language
• Delivers in Spanish all teacher talk
and instructions by the teacher to
the students.
Throughout the program, an instructional
path that includes observation,
questioning, and scaffolding provides
teachers with a range of formative
assessment to both inform and enhance
their teaching.

3. Colocamos el papel negro
para cubrir una hoja de la planta
para que dejara de recibir luz solar.

5. Pusimos cinta adhesiva
al papel para
que no pudiera entrar
nada de luz.

12

13

Connected, paired
books (fiction and
informational) share
concepts and content
vocabulary.

Las calabazas crecieron más
y más.
–Le llevaré la calabaza más grande
al rey –
dijo el hermano menor.

El rey vio cada una de las calabazas.
Y entonces vio la
calabaza del hermano menor.
–¿Quién cultivó esta calabaza? –
preguntó el rey.
12

13

Use Despegando hacia la lectura to:
• Provide foundations for reading,
writing, and language proficiency
in the primary grades
• Augment instruction through small
group differentiated reading

Take-Home Books (one from each pair)
include activities to encourage reading
and writing practice as well as parental
involvement.

Despegando hacia la lectura has been carefully
crafted with meticulous attention paid to the unique
issues relating to phonics and phonemic awareness
for Spanish-language learners. It reflects the core
structure of the Spanish language.
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Lesson Plans

eta de actividades

Hojas para fotocopiar

amos carteles

hoja grande de papel, dibuja un pantano.

Early Fluent
reading stage
Level J (18)

Utiliza el libro
como ayuda para completar esta actividad. Recorta cada
descripción de eventos que ves a continuación y pégalas según corresponda en el diagrama.

✂

, dibuja o haz símbolos en las señales que ves a
ación para informar a las personas acerca de lo que deben
que no deben hacer cuando visitan un pantano.

En La limpieza de nuestro pantano,
se narran las experiencias de un
grupo de niños mientras limpian
el pantano local.

las señales y pégalas en tu dibujo.

Running words: 469
Text type: Personal narrative

Content vocabulary

Phonics

Los cisnes dejan el pantano.

Los polluelos de cisne es un relato acerca de un par de cisnes que
encuentran el lugar perfecto para construir un nido, poner
sus huevos y ver cómo los polluelos salen del cascarón. Sin
embargo, deben ser cuidadosos al proteger a sus nuevos
polluelos, dado que hay un zorro al acecho en los arbustos.

✂

Los polluelos rompen el cascarón.

pico aves arbustos limpiar limpio limpias patos huevos
plumas flores zorro zorros ranas hierbas hábitat salieron
insectos nido/nidos pelícanos contaminada/contaminado
proteger protegerse juncos raíces semillas refugiarse verano
basura árboles agua plantas acuáticas nenúfares maleza
pantano ala/alas invierno polluelos

Las plumas de los cisnes se vuelven blancas.

Early Fluent
reading stage

1. En una hoja grande de papel, dibuja un pantano.

Early Fluent
reading stage

Level J (18)

2. Piensa en cómo deben comportarse las personas cuando visitan
un pantano para que este se mantenga limpio.

Level J (18)

3. Escribe, dibuja o haz símbolos en las señales que ves a
Los cisnes llegan al pantano.
Los cisnes dejan el pantano.
continuación para informar a las personas acerca de lo que deben
y de lo que no deben hacer cuando visitan un pantano.

3. Escribe, dibuja o haz símbolos en las señales que ves a
continuación para informar a las personas acerca de lo que deben
y de lo que no deben hacer cuando visitan un pantano.

En La limpieza de nuestro pantano,
Los polluelos de cisne es un relato acerca de un par de cisnes que
4.seRecorta
señales
en tueldibujo.
narran laslas
experiencias
de y
unpégalas
encuentran
lugar perfecto para construir un nido, poner
grupo de niños mientras limpian
sus huevos y ver cómo los polluelos salen del cascarón. Sin
el pantano local.
embargo, deben ser cuidadosos al proteger a sus nuevos
polluelos, dado que hay un zorro al acecho en los arbustos.
Running words: 469

Los cisnes hacen
un nido.
Lostucisnes
4. Recorta
las señales y pégalas en
dibujo.ponen huevos.

✂

Los polluelos rompen el cascarón.

Invierno

✂

Las plumas de los cisnes se vuelven blancas.

Invierno

Text features

za de nuestro pantano / Los polluelos de cisne © 2015 EC Licensing Pty Ltd.
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Running words: 469
Text type: Personal narrativ

Running words: 583
Text type: Narrative

Content vocabulary

pico aves arbustos limpiar limpio limpias patos huevos
plumas flores zorro zorros ranas hierbas hábitat salieron
insectos nido/nidos pelícanos contaminada/contaminado
proteger protegerse juncos raíces semillas refugiarse verano
basura árboles agua plantas acuáticas nenúfares maleza
pantano ala/alas invierno polluelos

Content vocabulary

Phonics

• Identifying the diphthong “ua” as in acuáticas

Phonics

• Identifying the hard sound of “c” – /k/ spelled “ca”, “co”, “cu”
as in blanco; soft sound /s/ spelled “ce” and “ci” as in cisne

La limpieza de nuestro pantano
Los polluelos de cisne

• Photographic summary of events; labeled sections

Reading strategies

• Recognizing the sequence of events in a personal narrative
• Summarizing the plot

• Illustrations support and extend the text

Text features

Common Core State Standards

de derechos de autor de
hos de autor, se aplica

En La limpieza de nuestro pantan
se narran las experiencias de
grupo de niños mientras limp
el pantano local.

Text type: Personal narrative

• Identifying the diphthong “ua” as in acuáticas
• Identifying the hard sound of “c” – /k/ spelled “ca”, “co”, “cu”
as in blanco; soft sound /s/ spelled “ce” and “ci” as in cisne

Reading literature
2.RL.5 Describe the overall structure of a story, including
how the beginning introduces the story and the ending
concludes the action.
Informational texts
2.RI.1 Ask and answer such questions as who, what, where,
when, why, and how to demonstrate understanding of key
details in a text.
Foundational skills
2.RF.3a Distinguish long and short vowels when reading
regularly spelled one-syllable words.

Less

Hagamos carteles

1. En
hoja
grande
depara
papel,
dibuja un
Utiliza el libro Los polluelos
deuna
cisne
como
ayuda
completar
estapantano.
actividad. Recorta cada
descripción de eventos que ves a continuación y pégalas según corresponda en el diagrama.
2. Piensa en cómo deben comportarse las personas cuando visitan
un pantano para que este se mantenga limpio.

Los cisnes ponen huevos.

Running words: 583
Text type: Narrative

Tarjeta
de actividades
Lesson
Plans

Hojas
para
Tarjeta
de fotocopiar
actividades

Close
ElHagamos
ciclo reading
de vida
carteles
de un cisne
of texts

El ciclo de vida de un cisne

en cómo deben comportarse las personas cuando visitan
ano para que este se mantenga limpio.

Despegando hacia la lectura

Writing
2.W.8 Recall information from experiences or gather
information from provided sources to answer a question.
Speaking and listening
2.SL.1b Build on others’ talk in conversations by linking
their comments to the remarks of others.
Language
2.L.6 Use words and phrases acquired through
conversations, reading and being read to, and responding to
texts, including using adjectives and adverbs to describe.

Verano
Evaluación

© 2015 EC Licensing Pty Ltd. Este trabajo está protegido por la ley de derechos de autor de
los EE. UU., y en virtud de las convenciones internacionales de derechos de autor, se aplica
en las jurisdicciones en las que se publica.

¿Puede el estudiante encontrar información en el texto?
¿Puede el estudiante ordenar los eventos?

9/10/14 12:36 PM

Desarrollado por
Eleanor Curtain Publishing

¿Puede el estudiante encontrar información en el texto?Texto: Kerrie Shanahan y Lyn Reggett
Consultora: Susan Hill y Jenny Feely
¿Puede el estudiante ordenar los eventos?
Diseñado por Derek Schneider
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como fotocopias y no se vuelvan a copiar, almacenar o transmitir a través de ningún otro
medio; (c) las copias no se vendan, se alquilen, se presten o se ofrezcan a la venta, como
alquiler o como préstamo, y (d) cada copia realizada muestre en forma clara la nota al pie
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Reading strategies

• Recognizing the sequence of events in a personal narrative
• Summarizing the plot

La limpieza de nuestro pan
Los polluelos de cisne

• Illustrations support and extend the text

Reading strategies

Common Core State Standards

Reading literature
Writing
2.RL.5 Describe the overall structure of a story, including
2.W.8 Recall information from experiences or gather
Despegando hacia la lectura Lesson Plans La limpieza de nuestro pantano / Los polluelos de cisne © 2015 EC Licensing Pty Ltd.
how the beginning introduces the story and the ending
information from provided sources to answer a question.
concludes the action.
Speaking
and listening
Desarrollado por
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los EE.Informational
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en las jurisdicciones en las que se publica.
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Evaluación

• Photographic summary of events; labeled sections

Common Core State Standards

Verano

www.flying-start-to-literacy.com

Text features

La limpieza de nuestro pantano
Los polluelos de cisne

Reading literature
2.RL.5 Describe the overall structure of a story, includ
how the beginning introduces the story and the endin
concludes the action.
Informational texts
2.RI.1 Ask and answer such questions as who, what, wh
when, why, and how to demonstrate understanding of k
details in a text.
Foundational skills
2.RF.3a Distinguish long and short vowels when read
regularly spelled one-syllable words.
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Reading Strategies

Writing using
evidence from
the text

Monitoring reading
strategies

Animales
de granja

Animales
Animalesde
degranja
granja

Vocabulary
development

Lesson Plan Cards deliver explicit and systematic
small group literacy instruction, with built-in
diagnostic support. Synthesizing activities
reinforce the key concepts in each pair of texts.

Developing oral vocabulary

Developing reading vocabulary

Developing writing vocabulary

Getting started

Getting started

Writing sentences

Encourage students to sit facing a partner and tell each other
what they know about one or more of the photographs on the
Vocabulary Starter. Ask students to report to the class about
one thing they learned from their partner and one thing they
would like to learn more about.

Introduce the word on each card. Point to the photograph and
ask: ¿Qué es esto? ¿Puedes ver la palabra “vaca”? Ask students
to look at the word. What do you notice about this word?

Use the words from the Vocabulary Starter as a writing resource.

Blackline master: Animales de granja

Vocabulary Starter

The Vocabulary Starter Animales
de granja supports the vocabulary
used in the Despegando hacia la
lectura Early Emergent stage books
Te miro and Animales de la granja.

Key vocabulary: vaca pato cabra caballo cerdo gallo oveja
Despegando hacia la lectura Vocabulary Starters support
the development of:
• oral language
• reading
• writing
They reflect the vocabulary needs of students in the first few
years of school (key vocabulary) and have direct relevance to
students’ everyday lives and interests. As well, these words
support curriculum, including science and social studies.

vaca

This card can be:

• read as a book;
• opened up into a chart;
• folded to reveal single images one at a time.
Despegando hacia la lectura Vocabulary Starters can be used:

FS B2 SPANISH Farm Animals VS.indd 8-9,11-14

• to introduce new vocabulary;
• as a word bank – displayed opened out on a bulletin board
as a writing resource;
• as a stimulus for discussion, (e.g. ¿Dónde puedes ver estos
animales? ¿Por qué estos animales viven en granjas?);
• to support students by linking spoken and written
vocabulary to clear photographs;
• to build confidence using the vocabulary.

Vocabulary Starter

Word lists
Ask: ¿Qué tipo de animales pueden ser animales de granja? ¿Un
burro podría ser un animal de granja? ¿Un tigre podría ser un
animal de granja? ¿Por qué los animales de granja viven en granjas?
Discuss words that can be used to describe each of the
animals on the Vocabulary Starter. Write a list of these words
on the board.

Animales
de granja

¿Cómo se llama una vaca bebé? ¿Cómo se llama una vaca

macho? Repeat with the other animals on the card. Make
caballo
a list showing the terms for the adult and juvenile form of gallo
each animal.

Sentence starter

Students could play a game of “Fui a la granja”. To play,
students take it in turns to say: Fui a una granja y vi un/una...
(nombre del animal), y estaba... (breve enunciado sobre el
animal). For example: Fui a una granja y vi una oveja, y estaba
comiendo pasto. The next student repeats what the first student
said and adds a new sentence about another animal, e.g. Luego
vi una vaca, y estaba siendo ordeñada. Keep playing to see who
can remember the most animals without making a mistake.

Vocabulary Starters provide
direct reading support at the
Early Emergent Stage.
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Vocabulary Starter

Draw out information about:
• word shape;
• number of letters;
• first letter (e.g. ¿El nombre de quién tiene la misma inicial?);
• other words that sound like the word.
Repeat with other words.

Have students make a model farm using plasticine, craft
sticks, and plastic farm animals. Encourage students to add
labels and write signs for their farm. Take photographs of the
farms and use these to make a class book. Students can work
in pairs to write the text for the book.

gallo

Spelling

First letters
Mask the key vocabulary words on the Vocabulary Starter using
sticky notes. Ask: ¿Qué letra esperas ver al principio de la palabra
“gallo”? Unmask to check. Ask: ¿Qué dice esta palabra?

Animales de granja

Vocabulary
Matching words
and pictures

Starter
cerdo

Themaster
Vocabulary
Startertwo-sided
Animales cards with pictures
Use the Blackline
to make
granja supports the vocabulary
on one side anddewords
on the other. Place the cards word-side
used in the Despegando hacia la
up in the middle.
Have
students
take
turns
lectura
Early
Emergent
stage
booksto find and read
a designated word.
When
the student
has read the word card
Te miro
and Animales
de la granja.
he/she turns it over to check he/she has matched the correct
Key vocabulary: vaca pato cabra caballo cerdo gallo oveja
word to the picture. Continue until all pictures are revealed.

Singing

vaca

Despegando hacia la lectura Vocabulary Starters support

Sing “El viejo MacDonald
tenía
the development
of: una granja”. Change the
animal card to •change
the song. Have students take turns
oral language
pointing to the•words
readingas the song is sung.
• writing

They reflect the vocabulary needs of students in the first few
years of school (key vocabulary) and have direct relevance to
students’ everyday lives and interests. As well, these words
support curriculum, including science and social studies.
This card can be:
• read as a book;
• opened up into a chart;
• folded to reveal single images one at a time.
Despegando hacia la lectura Vocabulary Starters can be used:
• to introduce new vocabulary;
• as a word bank – displayed opened out on a bulletin board
as a writing resource;
• as a stimulus for discussion, (e.g. ¿Dónde puedes ver estos
animales? ¿Por qué estos animales viven en granjas?);
• to support students by linking spoken and written
vocabulary to clear photographs;
• to build confidence using the vocabulary.

caballo

Have students write about and draw farm animals. Encourage
the students to refer to the Vocabulary Starter to support
their writing.

Students could play the game “Bingo de animales de granja”
in small groups. To play, each student should write two of
the words from the Vocabulary Starter on a piece of paper.
Encourage students to check their spelling against the
Vocabulary Starter. Shuffle the picture cards (made from the
Blackline master) and turn over the first card. Any student
who has written the turned-over word on their paper checks
Getting started
it off. The first student to check off both words wins. For the
Encourage students to sit facing a partner and tell each other
next
write
different
words.
what
theygame
know students
about one must
or more
of the
photographs
on the

Developing oral vocabulary

oveja

Vocabulary Starter. Ask students to report to the class about
a word
oneMake
thing they
learned from their partner and one thing they
would
like to students
learn morecould
about. play the game “Forma una palabra”.
In pairs,

Put lists
letter tiles or magnetic letters in a cloth bag. Students take
Word
turns
a letterpueden
fromser
the
bag. The
first ¿Un
student to make
Ask:
¿Quéto
tipotake
de animales
animales
de granja?
one
of the
words
from
the Vocabulary
Starter
burro
podría
ser un
animal
de granja?
¿Un tigre podría
ser un wins.
animal de granja? ¿Por qué los animales de granja viven en granjas?
Discuss words that can be used to describe each of the
animals on the Vocabulary Starter. Write a list of these words
on the board.
¿Cómo se llama una vaca bebé? ¿Cómo se llama una vaca
macho? Repeat with the other animals on the card. Make
a list showing the terms for the adult and juvenile form of
each animal.

Sentence starter
Students could play a game of “Fui a la granja”. To play,
students take it in turns to say: Fui a una granja y vi un/una...
(nombre del animal), y estaba... (breve enunciado sobre el
animal). For example: Fui a una granja y vi una oveja, y estaba
comiendo pasto. The next student repeats what the first student
said and adds a new sentence about another animal, e.g. Luego
vi una vaca, y estaba siendo ordeñada. Keep playing to see who
can remember the most animals without making a mistake.

pato

oveja

cerdo

Developing reading vocabulary

pato

Getting started

cabra

Introduce the word on each card. Point to the photograph and
ask: ¿Qué es esto? ¿Puedes ver la palabra “vaca”? Ask students
to look at the word. What do you notice about this word?
Draw out information about:
• word shape;
• number of letters;
• first letter (e.g. ¿El nombre de quién tiene la misma inicial?);
• other words that sound like the word.
Repeat with other words.

First letters

Copy this blackline master at 140%.
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Mask the key vocabulary words on the Vocabulary Starter using
sticky notes. Ask: ¿Qué letra esperas ver al principio de la palabra
“gallo”? Unmask to check. Ask: ¿Qué dice esta palabra?

Matching words and pictures
Use the Blackline master to make two-sided cards with pictures
on one side and words on the other. Place the cards word-side
up in the middle. Have students take turns to find and read
a designated word. When the student has read the word card
he/she turns it over to check he/she has matched the correct
word to the picture. Continue until all pictures are revealed.

Singing
Sing “El viejo MacDonald tenía una granja”. Change the
animal card to change the song. Have students take turns
pointing to the words as the song is sung.

Developing writing vocabulary

cabra

Writing sentences

Blackline master: Animales de granja

© 2015 EC Licensing Pty Ltd. Este trabajo está protegido por la ley de derechos de autor de los EE. UU.,
y en virtud de las convenciones internacionales de derechos de autor, se aplica en las jurisdicciones
en las que se publica.

Quienes compren este libro pueden tener ciertos derechos para copiar partes de él según la ley vigente sobre
derechos de autor. Los compradores deben realizar las averiguaciones necesarias en la jurisdicción en que lo
usarán para determinar si tienen esos derechos y su alcance. Todos los demás derechos reservados.
es una marca comercial de EC Licensing Pty Ltd en los EE.UU.

vaca

Use the words from the Vocabulary Starter as a writing resource.

caballo

Have students write about and draw farm animals. Encourage
the students to refer to the Vocabulary
Starter to support
15/08/14 12:07 PM
their writing.
Desarrollado
por
Have students make a model farm using
plasticine,
craft
Eleanor Curtain Publishing
sticks, and plastic farm animals. Encourage
students to add
Diseñado por Derek Schneider
Impresophotographs
en China
labels and write signs for their farm. Take
of the
por Colorcraft Ltd, Hong Kong
farms and use these to make a class book.
Students
work
Distribuido
en los EE.can
UU. por
Okapi Educational Publishing Inc.
in pairs to write the text for the book.Teléfono:
866-652-7436

Spelling

Fax: 800-481-5499
Correo electrónico: info@myokapi.com
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Students could play the game “Bingo www.flyingstarttoliteracy.com
de animales de granja”
in small groups. To play, each student should write two of
the words from the Vocabulary Starter on a piece of paper.
Encourage students to check their spelling against the
Vocabulary Starter. Shuffle the picture cards (made from the
Blackline master) and turn over the first card. Any student
who has written the turned-over word on their paper checks
it off. The first student to check off both words wins. For the
next game students must write different words.

gallo

pato

oveja

cerdo

© 2015 EC Licensing Pty Ltd. Este trabajo está protegido por la
y en virtud de las convenciones internacionales de derechos de a
en las que se publica.

Quienes compren este libro pueden tener ciertos derechos para c
derechos de autor. Los compradores deben realizar las averiguac
usarán para determinar si tienen esos derechos y su alcance. Tod

15/08/14 12:07 PM

cabra

In pairs, students could play the game “Forma una palabra”.
Put letter tiles or magnetic letters in a cloth bag. Students take
turns to take a letter from the bag. The first student to make
one of the words from the Vocabulary Starter wins.

Desarrollado por
Eleanor Curtain Publishing

Copy this blackline master at 140%.
Despegando hacia la lectura Vocabulary Starter Animales de granja © 2015 EC Licensing Pty Ltd.
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Complete Resource
All Nine Reading Stages
Levels A–V (1–50)*
Includes:
• 1824 Paired Texts Student Books (6 copies each of 304 titles)
• 72 Perspectivas Texts (6 copies each of 12 titles)
• 152 Paired Texts Lesson Plan Cards (1 for each pair of titles)
• 12 Perspectivas Lesson Plan Cards
• 840 Take-Home Books (6 copies each of 140 titles)
• 24 Vocabulary Starters
• 18 Storage Boxes
Without Despegando hacia la lectura Shared Reading included:

OK DHAV-NOSR

$13,569 / $12,595
You Save $974

With Despegando hacia la lectura Shared Reading included:

OK DHA-V

$15,399 / $14,350
You Save $1049

* Levels indicated by letters are Okapi’s unique measurements, comparable to the Guided Reading levels of Fountas and Pinnell.
Numerical levels in parentheses align with DRA.

despegando-hacia-la-lectura.com
Visit our online store or find your rep at myokapi.com

es una marca comercial de EC Licensing Pty Ltd en
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Grades K–5 • Levels A–V (1–50)

Despegando hacia la lectura

Despegando hacia la lectura

™

Un enfoque de lectura compartida
Develop early literacy skills through rhyme,
rhythm, repetition, and highly predictable texts!
Your students will:
• enjoy reading together and revisiting familiar books again and again
• begin to recognize and read high-frequency words
• build knowledge of key vocabulary
• understand conventions of print

Big Books
Eighteen new Big Books—stories, rhymes and informational texts.
These appealing shared reading texts:
• capture the readers’ attention and ensure group participation
and engagement
• are ideal to introduce early literacy skills and concepts of print
• use rhyme, repetition and rhythm in the narrative titles

Me gusta...

Me gusta...

Vocabulary Starter
The Vocabulary Starter Me gusta...
supports the vocabulary used in the
Despegando hacia la lectura Early
Emergent stage books ¿Puedes hacer
esto? and Mi familia y yo.

• introduce science and mathematics concepts in the informational texts

Key vocabulary: atrapar cocinar bailar patear pintar
montar patinar

Despegando hacia la lectura Vocabulary Starters suppo
the development of:

• link to the Vocabulary Starters.

• oral language
• reading
• writing

They reflect the vocabulary needs of students in the first
years of school (key vocabulary) and have direct relevanc
students’ everyday lives and interests. As well, these word
support curriculum, including science and social studies.

Vocabulary Starters

This card can be:
• read as a book;
• opened up into a chart;
• folded to reveal single images one at a time.

Despegando hacia la lectura Vocabulary Starters can be u

• to introduce new vocabulary;
• as a word bank – displayed opened out on a bulletin bo
as a writing resource;
• as a stimulus for discussion, e.g. ¿Qué actividades les gu
hacer? ¿Cuándo hacen estas actividades?;
• to support students by linking spoken and written
vocabulary to clear photographs;
• to build confidence using the vocabulary.

Vocabulary Starter

See page 49 for more details
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Small Books
Small-book versions of the Big Books extend the shared reading experience.
Using the Reading Pen for audio support, students listen and read along.

Tarjeta de actividades

Despegando hacia la lectura
Un enfoque de lectura compartida

Lesson Plan

Escondidos en el bosque
Necesitas: crayones
Dibuja tus personajes favoritos en el bosque.

Early Emergent
reading stage
Levels A & B
Un enfoque de lectura compartida

Despegando hacia la lectura

Set:
In the World

Shared Book

Student Version

THIS FILE IS NOT ARTWORK - Please use this file for position only

Lesson Plan Cards and
Program Overview

Vocabulary
Starter

In this rhyming puzzle book, readers will meet their favorite
fairy tale characters in the fairy tale woods. They will delight
in helping each character find the things they need to complete
their fairy tale.

Easy-to-follow Lesson Plan Cards are provided for each Big Book. These plans
include explicit instruction to guide teachers through multiple readings of the text.

Vocabulary
Oral vocabulary
abajo adentro afuera arriba bosque explorar lugar planta de frijol personajes triste

High-frequency words
a al allá aquí con de el en es la lo los muy no para por que qué son su todo tú y

Key concepts
• There are many fairy tale characters.
• We can hide in different places and positions.

When revisiting the book, there are suggestions for modeling and teaching
speciﬁc foundational skills. These skills include:
• phonemic awareness

• phonics

• fluency

• print concepts • modeled writing.
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• oral language

Links with State Standards

Despegando hacia la lectura Lesson Plans En el bosque de los cuentos © 2017 EC Licensing Pty Ltd.
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Reading literature
K.RL.2 With prompting and support, retell familiar stories,
including key details.
Foundational skills
K.RF.2a Recognize and produce rhyming words.

Writing
K.W.5 With guidance and support from adults, respond
to questions and suggestions from peers and add details
to strengthen writing as needed.
Speaking and listening
K.SL.1a Follow agreed-upon rules for discussions.
Language
K.L.1e Use the most frequently occurring prepositions.

www.flying-start-to-literacy.com

9/13/16 11:35 AM

Grades K–5 • Levels A–V (1–50)

Despegando hacia la lectura

Reading Pens
The Reading Pens are preloaded with recordings of all 18 Despegando
hacia la lectura titles. Touch the tip of the pen to the cover of a small-book
version, then to any page, and hear that page read aloud. The pens:
• are durable, safe and easy to use
• enable readers to listen and follow text, reinforcing key
vocabulary and foundational skills

See the Reading Pen
in action!

• encourage listening and reading enjoyment
• provide encouragement and motivation for students who need additional support
• are excellent support for English Language Learners.

Launch young readers into literacy using a shared reading
approach: the teaching/learning sequence
Introducing the shared book
The teacher shares the book with the students, talking about the
title, author, and illustrator, and briefly highlighting what the book
will be about. The teacher then reads the book to the students.

Revisiting the shared book
The teacher and students revisit the book, with the students being encouraged to
join in the reading as the book becomes familiar. Where appropriate, the teacher
focuses on teaching specific foundational skills. The teacher introduces the linking
Vocabulary Starter to open up a conversation and explore the vocabulary and
content related to the book.

Listening and reading along
The students work individually with a matching Small Book and a Reading
Pen. Students listen to and follow along with the text. This is an excellent
support for English Language Learners.
For English-language counterparts, see Lift Off to Literacy on pages 22–25.

See the Reading Pen
in action!

Because of the link between the books in Despegando Shared Reading and the Vocabulary Starters, your students will be
familiar with the content and vocabulary of the matching paired student books at Levels A and B of the Despegando hacia
la lectura program. When appropriate, they can move on to this next stage of the program for explicit reading instruction.
despegando-hacia-la-lectura.com
Visit our online store or find your rep at myokapi.com
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Grades K–5 • Levels A–V (1–50)

Despegando hacia la lectura™
Un enfoque de lectura compartida

Each topic set includes:
• 6 Big Books • 36 Small Books • 6 Lesson Plan Cards • 6 Vocabulary Starters • 4 Reading Pens
• 1 Program Guide • 1 Classroom Storage Box
$495 per Set
Mi familia y yo

René el ronchoso
•
•
•
•

1
6
1
1

Big Book
Small Books
Lesson Plan Card
Vocabulary Starter

En el mundo

Compartimos la fruta
•
•
•
•

La tienda de campaña
•
•
•
•

1
6
1
1

Big Book
Small Books
Lesson Plan Card
Vocabulary Starter

Mi perro Ciclón
•
•
•
•

1
6
1
1

Big Book
Small Books
Lesson Plan Card
Vocabulary Starter
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1
6
1
1

Big Book
Small Books
Lesson Plan Card
Vocabulary Starter

Veo ﬁguras
•
•
•
•

¡Ay caramba!
•
•
•
•

1
6
1
1

Big Book
Small Books
Lesson Plan Card
Vocabulary Starter

Las cosas favoritas
de la abuela
•
•
•
•

1
6
1
1

Big Book
Small Books
Lesson Plan Card
Vocabulary Starter

Seres vivos

1
6
1
1

Big Book
Small Books
Lesson Plan Card
Vocabulary Starter

En el bosque
de los cuentos
•
•
•
•

1
6
1
1

Big Book
Small Books
Lesson Plan Card
Vocabulary Starter

¡Qué alboroto!
•
•
•
•

1
6
1
1

Big Book
Small Books
Lesson Plan Card
Vocabulary Starter

La carretera
•
•
•
•

1
6
1
1

Big Book
Small Books
Lesson Plan Card
Vocabulary Starter

¿Cuál es la mejor
mascota?
•
•
•
•

El pequeño Mariano
•
•
•
•

1
6
1
1

Big Book
Small Books
Lesson Plan Card
Vocabulary Starter

1
6
1
1

1
6
1
1

Big Book
Small Books
Lesson Plan Card
Vocabulary Starter

Order today! 866.652.7436 or fax 800.481.5499

•
•
•
•

El oso goloso
•
•
•
•

1
6
1
1

La gran aventura
de Ramona
•
•
•
•

Big Book
Small Books
Lesson Plan Card
Vocabulary Starter

Un espantapájaros
divertido

Big Book
Small Books
Lesson Plan Card
Vocabulary Starter

Leti Lechuga
y su oruga
•
•
•
•

1
6
1
1

Big Book
Small Books
Lesson Plan Card
Vocabulary Starter

1
6
1
1

Big Book
Small Books
Lesson Plan Card
Vocabulary Starter

¿Qué animal
vive aquí?
•
•
•
•

1
6
1
1

Big Book
Small Books
Lesson Plan Card
Vocabulary Starter

¿Qué hacen los animales
en el zoológico?
•
•
•
•

1
6
1
1

Big Book
Small Books
Lesson Plan Card
Vocabulary Starter

Grades K–5 • Levels A–V (1–50)
Activity card
Activity card
Activity card
Shape match
Activity card
Shape match
Activity card
Shape match

Tarjeta de actividades
Shape match

Despegando hacia la lectura

Lift Off to Literacy: Using a Shared Reading Approach

Lesson Plan
Lesson Plan
Lesson Plan
Lesson Plan
Lesson Plan

Lift Off to Literacy: Using a Shared Reading Approach

Lift Off to Literacy: Using a Shared Reading Approach

Lift Off to Literacy: Using a Shared Reading Approach

Lift Off to Literacy: Using a Shared Reading Approach

You will need: two copies of the shape cards below, scissors

Levels A & B

Levels A & B Set:
In the World
Set:
In the World

Set:
In the World

Un enfoque de lectura compartida

Shared Book

Despegando hacia la lectura

♥♥
♥
♥
♥ ★★

THIS FILE IS NOT ARTWORK - Please use this file for position only

reading stage

THIS FILE IS NOT ARTWORK - Please use this file for position only

✂

✂

THIS FILE IS NOT ARTWORK - Please use this file for position only

Necesitas: crayonesface down. Take turns to turn over two cards. If the shapes match, keep
Early Emergent

Early Emergent
Set:
reading stage Levels A & B In the World

Early Emergent
Set:
reading stage Levels A & B In the World

Early Emergent
Set:
reading stage Levels A & B In the World

THIS FILE IS NOT ARTWORK - Please use this file for position only

face down. Take turns to turn over two cards. If the shapes match, keep
Cut ✂
out the the
shape
cards. Join with a friend. Place all the shape cards
pair.

THIS FILE IS NOT ARTWORK - Please use this file for position only

the pair.
You will need: two copies
of the shape cards below, scissors

face down. Take turns to turn over two cards. If the shapes match, keep
Escondidos
en Cut
el✂
bosque
out copies
the the
shape
cards.
Join
with below,
a friend.
Place all the shape cards
pair.
You will need:
two
of the
shape
cards
scissors

pair.
Dibuja tus personajesthe
favoritos
en el bosque.

Early Emergent
reading stageLevels A & B

Lesson Plan

THIS FILE IS NOT ARTWORK - Please use this file for position only

Early Emergent
Despegando hacia la lectura reading
stage

Cut out
shape
Joincards
with abelow,
friend.scissors
Place all the shape cards
You will need:
twothe
copies
of cards.
the shape
Un enfoque de lectura compartida
face down. Take turns to turn over two cards. If the shapes match, keep
Cut two
out the
shape
cards.
Joincards
with a
friend.scissors
Place all the shape cards
the
pair.
You will need:
copies
of the
shape
below,

face down. Take turns to turn over two cards. If the shapes match, keep
Shape match
Cut✂
out the shape cards. Join with a friend. Place all the shape cards

How many shapes can you spy? This informational text invites the
reader to find shapes in the world around them. Readers will love
How many shapes
informational
invites
the
to can
lookyou
andspy?
findThis
the shapes
hidden text
in the
illustrations,
as they read
reader to find shapes
thethe
world
around
them. Readers will love
alongin
with
rhyming
text.
to look and find the shapes hidden in the illustrations, as they read
Vocabulary
Student
Version
Oral vocabulary
along with the rhyming
text.
High-frequency
circle heartStarter
rectangle
shapes squarewords
star triangle

Vocabulary

a are as be for have I of the to was you
In this rhyming puzzle book, readersVocabulary
will meet theirOral
favorite
vocabulary
High-frequency
circle
heart rectangle
shapes squarewords
star triangle
fairy tale characters in the fairy tale woods. They will
delight
Oralthey
vocabulary
in helping each character
find the things
need to complete a are as be for have I of the to was you
Vocabulary
High-frequency
Key concepts
circle heart rectangle
shapes squarewords
star triangle
their fairy tale.
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Flying Start to Literacy Lesson Plans I Spy Shapes © 2016 EC Licensing Pty Ltd.
© 2016Lesson
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by copyright
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Plans
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Shapes
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a are as be for have I of the• toThere
was are
youdifferent types of shapes.
Oral vocabulary
High-frequency
Key concepts
circle heart rectangle
shapes square words
star triangle
• Shapes are all around us.
a are as be for have I of the•toThere
was you
are different types of shapes.
Vocabulary High-frequency words Key concepts
• Shapes are all around us.
was you
Oral vocabularya are as be for have I of the •to There
are different types of shapes.
concepts
Linksde
with
State
Standards
• planta
Shapes
are
all around
us.
abajo adentro afuera arriba bosqueKey
explorar
lugar
frijol
personajes
triste
• There are different types of shapes.
concepts
High-frequencyKey
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Linksarewith
State
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us.Standards
Informational texts
Writing
a al allá aquí con de• elThere
en es
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noshapes.
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areladifferent
K.RI.6 Name the author and illustrator of a text and define K.W.2 Use a combination of drawing, dictating, and
Links
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arewith
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us.Standards
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writing to compose informative/explanatory texts in which
Informationalthe
texts
Writing
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in aauthor
text. and illustrator of a text and define K.W.2 Use a combination
they name what
they aredictating,
writing about
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of drawing,
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information
about the topic. texts in which
writing to compose
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anddefine
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Shown: En el mundo Set

Despegando Shared Reading
Item #
Mi familia y yo Set
Includes: 6 Big Books, 36 Small Books, 6 Lesson Plan Cards, 6 Vocabulary Starters,
4 Reading Pens, 1 Program Guide, and 1 Classroom Storage Unit.

OK DLC1

Your Price

$609 / $495
You Save $114

En el mundo Set
Includes: 6 Big Books, 36 Small Books, 6 Lesson Plan Cards, 6 Vocabulary Starters,
4 Reading Pens, 1 Program Guide, and 1 Classroom Storage Unit.

OK DLC2

$609 / $495
You Save $114

Seres vivos Set
Includes: 6 Big Books, 36 Small Books, 6 Lesson Plan Cards, 6 Vocabulary Starters,
4 Reading Pens, 1 Program Guide, and 1 Classroom Storage Unit.

OK DLC3

$609 / $495
You Save $114

Despegando Shared Reading
Three Complete Topic Sets: Mi familia y yo, En el mundo, and Seres vivos
Includes:
• 18 Big Books (1 each of 18 titles)
• 108 matching Small Books (6 each of 18 titles)
• 18 Lesson Plan Cards (1 each of 18 cards)
• 18 Vocabulary Starters (1 for each title)
• 12 Reading Pens
• 3 Program Overview Guides

OK DLC1-3

$1829 / $1450
You Save $379

despegando-hacia-la-lectura.com
Visit our online store or find your rep at myokapi.com
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Grades K–5 • Levels A–V (1–50)

Despegando hacia la lectura

™

NEW

Early Emergent Reading Stage

Early Emergent
Titles

Guided Reading Levels A–B (1–2)*
Hojas para fotocopiar

Paired, Connected Texts at
This Stage:

Tarjetas de imágenes

Las formas a nuestro alrededor
Mira a tu alrededor. Dibuja las cosas que tienen cada forma.

Tarjetas de palabras

Early Emergent
reading stage
Level A (1)

✂

✂

¿Puedes ver el corazón?

Lesson Plans

Tarjeta de actividades

Coincidencia de formas
Recorta las tarjetas. Haz coincidir cada tarjeta con imagen con una de las palabras.

círculo
cuadrado
óvalo

• Establish a full range of concepts
about print

Los niños en ¿Qué forma puedes
ver? nos muestran una variedad
de pasteles hechos en diferentes
formas.
Running words: 28
Text type: Personal narrative

Las formas a nuestro alrededor
presenta varios objetos de
diferentes formas.
Running words: 28
Text type: Report

Vocabulary

Key vocabulary

High-frequency words
el la puedes ver

estrella
corazón
rectángulo

Vocabulary
Starter

círculo corazón cuadrado estrella
óvalo rectángulo triángulo

Phonics

• Hearing beats in a word
• Hearing initial sounds in words

Text features

• Questions
• Word bank (page 16)

Reading strategies

• Identifying parts of the book
• Identifying where to begin and stop reading

Common Core State Standards

triángulo

• Introduce common stems and
vocabulary

Evaluación
¿Puede el estudiante hacer coincidir las tarjetas de palabras con las de imágenes?
¿Puede el estudiante utilizar las tarjetas de palabras para hacer oraciones simples y leerlas?
Despegando hacia la lectura Lesson Plans ¿Qué forma puedes ver?/Las formas a nuestro alrededor © 2015 EC Licensing Pty Ltd.

Despegando hacia la lectura Lesson Plans ¿Qué forma puedes ver?/Las formas a nuestro alrededor © 2015 EC Licensing Pty Ltd.

© 2015 EC Licensing Pty Ltd. Este trabajo está protegido por la ley de derechos de autor de
los EE. UU., y en virtud de las convenciones internacionales de derechos de autor, se aplica
en las jurisdicciones en las que se publica.
Además de ciertos derechos, establecidos en la ley aplicable de los derechos de propiedad
intelectual, que autorizan la copia de partes de esta obra, el comprador puede hacer copias
de aquellas secciones de la obra que muestren la nota al pie “© 2015 EC Licensing Pty Ltd”
siempre y cuando: (a) la cantidad de copias realizadas no supere la cantidad razonablemente
requerida por el comprador para sus fines de enseñanza; (b) dichas copias solo se hagan
como fotocopias y no se vuelvan a copiar, almacenar o transmitir a través de ningún otro
medio; (c) las copias no se vendan, se alquilen, se presten o se ofrezcan a la venta, como
alquiler o como préstamo, y (d) cada copia realizada muestre en forma clara la nota al pie
con el aviso de derechos de autor. Todos los demás derechos reservados.
es una marca comercial de EC Licensing Pty Ltd en los EE.UU.

Desarrollado por
Eleanor Curtain Publishing
Texto: Jenny Feely
Consultora: Susan Hill
Diseñado por Derek Schneider
Impreso en China por
Colorcraft Ltd, Hong Kong
Distribuido en los EE. UU. por
Okapi Educational Publishing Inc.
Teléfono: 866-652-7436
Fax: 800-481-5499
Correo electrónico: info@myokapi.com
www.myokapi.com

Informational texts
K.RI.5 Identify the front cover, back cover, and title page of
a book.
Foundational skills
K.RF.1a Follow words from left to right, top to bottom, and
page by page.

FS A1 SPANISH What Shape Shapes around us LP.indd 1-3

• Introduce first high-frequency words

2

1/08/14 1:45 PM

3

Unique to the Early Emergent
Stage – a Vocabulary Starter is
provided for each pair of titles.
Vocabulary Starters introduce
the written form of key vocabulary through unambiguous,
labeled photographs. Suggestions for introducing and reusing
vocabulary words are provided
on each Vocabulary Starter.

• Focus on phonemic awareness
and phonics
• Build comprehension and fluency
through a range of reading
strategies.

Writing
K.W.2 Use a combination of drawing, dictating, and
writing to compose informative/explanatory texts in which
they name what they are writing about and supply some
information about the topic.
Speaking and listening
K.SL.1a Follow agreed-upon rules for discussions.
Language
K.L.5a Sort common objects into categories to gain a sense
of the concepts the categories represent.

www.flying-start-to-literacy.com

Lesson Plan Cards include
Before, During, and After
Reading guidance for each
book. Delivers in Spanish all
teacher talk and instructions
to the students. Synthesizing
activities reinforce the key
concepts of each pair.

Puedo ver el círculo.

Formas

Key vocabulary: círculo corazó
óvalo rectángulo triángulo

They reflect the vocabulary needs o
years of school (key vocabulary) and
students’ everyday lives and interest
support the curriculum, including sc
This card can be:

• read as a book;
• opened up into a chart;
• folded to reveal single images one

Despegando hacia la lectura Vocabul

Vocabulary Starter

Vocabulary
Starter

FS A1 SPANISH Shape VS.indd 1-7

Levels A–B (1–2)*

$2081 / $1985
You Save $96

Despegando hacia la lectura Early Emergent Reading Stage
Additional Packages
Early Emergent Student Titles
Includes: 48 Student Books (1 copy each of 48 titles)

Item #

Your Price

OK DHEE-AOS

$268

Early Emergent Lesson Plan Set
Includes: 24 Lesson Plan Cards (1 copy each of 24 cards)

OK DHEE-AOLP

$180

Early Emergent Vocabulary Starter Set
Includes: 24 Vocabulary Starter Cards (1 copy each of 24 cards)

OK DHEE-AOVS

$180

2018-19 New Titles Set
Includes: 72 Student Books (6 copies each of 12 titles, 6 Vocabulary Starters, and 6 Lesson Plan Cards)

OK DHEE18-ADD

$495

Replacements and other packages may be available. Contact your Okapi representative for more details.
*Levels indicated by letters are Okapi’s unique measurements, comparable to the Guided Reading levels of Fountas and Pinnell.
Numerical levels in parentheses align with DRA.
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Order today! 866.652.7436 or fax 800.481.5499

The Vocabulary Starter Formas supp
the vocabulary used in the Despegand
hacia la lectura Emergent stage book
¿Qué forma puedes ver? and Las forma
a nuestro alrededor.

• oral language
• reading
• writing

Early Emergent Reading Stage Boxed Classroom Set
Includes:
• 288 Student Books (6 copies each of 48 titles)
• 24 Lesson Plan Cards (1 for each pair of titles)
• 24 Vocabulary Starters (1 for each pair of titles)
• 144 Take-Home Books (6 copies each of 24 titles)
• 2 Storage Boxes
OK DHEE1

Vocabulary Starter

Despegando hacia la lectura Vocabul
the development of:

13

12

Formas

• to introduce new vocabulary;
• as a word bank – displayed opene
as a writing resource;
• as a stimulus for discussion, (e.g. ¿
• to support students by linking spo
vocabulary to clear photographs;
• to build confidence using the voca

Grades K–5 • Levels A–V (1–50)

Despegando hacia la lectura

Early Emergent Reading Stage 12-Packs
Twelve-packs include: 6 copies each of 2 titles | Lesson Plan Card | Vocabulary Starter

Guided Reading Level B (2)*

Guided Reading Level A (1)*

Mi cuerpo / ¡Aquí estoy!
El cuerpo Vocabulary Starter
OK DHEE125-12

$79 per Package

¿Qué forma puedes ver? /
Las formas a nuestro alrededor
Formas Vocabulary Starter
OK DHEE127-12

En mi bicicleta / ¿Puedes llegar hasta
aquí? Posición Vocabulary Starter
OK DHEE131-12
NEW

En la casa del abuelo / Pasteles para
vender En la escuela Vocabulary Starter
OK DHEE133-12
NEW

Miro las frutas / Comer fruta
Frutas Vocabulary Starter
OK DHEE129-12

¿Qué hay en la playa? / Un día en la playa
En la playa Vocabulary Starter
OK DHEE137-12

La caja de disfraces / Ir de compras
Ropa Vocabulary Starter
OK DHEE135-12

¿Cómo está el tiempo hoy? / Me gusta el
tiempo que hace / El estado del tiempo
Vocabulary Starter
OK DHEE143-12

Mascotas en casa / Mi mascota
Mascotas Vocabulary Starter
OK DHEE101-12

Escondite / Mi cumpleaños
Mi familia Vocabulary Starter
OK DHEE103-12

Te miro / Animales de la granja
Animales de granja Vocabulary Starter
OK DHEE113-12

Mírame jugar / El patio de juegos
Patio de juegos Vocabulary Starter
OK DHEE115-12

Yo / Perros Hacer cosas
Vocabulary Starter
OK DHEE105-12

En mi vecindario / Las personas que me
ayudan / Las personas que nos ayuda
Vocabulary Starter
OK DHEE139-12

En la tienda / Cosas que me gustan
Compras Vocabulary Starter
OK DHEE117-12

En el jardín / ¡Vaya! Mira eso
Animales en miniatura Vocabulary Starter
OK DHEE107-12

Mis juguetes / Ir por todas partes
Transporte Vocabulary Starter
OK DHEE109-12

¡Ven a ver! / Peces
Colores Vocabulary Starter
OK DHEE119-12

Mi familia y yo / ¿Puedes hacer esto?
Me gusta … Vocabulary Starter
OK DHEE121-12

¿Dónde están los animales? / Animales
en el zoológico Animales del zoológico
Vocabulary Starter
OK DHEE111-12

Las crías de los animales / ¿Puedes ver
la cría? / Los animales jóvenes
Vocabulary Starter
OK DHEE141-12

¿Qué hiciste? / Ir a lugares Lugares
a los que voy Vocabulary Starter
OK DHEE123-12

Hacemos sopa / El huerto
Las verduras Vocabulary Starter
OK DHEE147-12

NEW

NEW

NEW

Un día en el zoológico / Mira mi perro
Las emociones Vocabulary Starter
OK DHEE145-12

NEW

despegando-hacia-la-lectura.com
Visit our online store or find your rep at myokapi.com
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Emergent Reading Stage

Guided Reading Levels C–D (3–6)*
Paired, Connected Texts at
This Stage:

Muchos animales tienen patas.
Esta cebra tiene patas.

Pero algunos animales
no tienen patas.

• Revisit key vocabulary
• Revisit and extend high-frequency
words
• Build comprehension and fluency
through a range of reading strategies.
2

Hojas para fotocopiar
Partes del cuerpo de los animales
Usa el banco de palabras para enumerar las partes del cuerpo que tiene cada animal.
Agrega a cada lista otra parte del cuerpo que no esté en el banco de palabras.

Banco de palabras

3

Lesson Plans

Tarjeta de actividades
Creación de un animal sorprendente
Crea un animal con las partes del cuerpo que desees (por ejemplo: nariz
de elefante, tentáculos de pulpo, dientes de cocodrilo, alas de mariposa).

Emergent
reading stage

1. ¿Qué partes de animales elegirás para tu creación animal?

Level C (4)

Lesson Plan Cards include Before,
During, and After Reading guidance
for each book. Delivers in Spanish
all teacher talk and instructions to
the students. Synthesizing activities
reinforce the key concepts of each pair.

2. ¿Cómo se verá tu animal?

nariz

patas

ojos

Insecto

rodillas

pie

cara

A continuación, dibuja a tu animal asombroso. Dale un nombre a este
animal. Rotula las partes de su cuerpo.
Este libro compara y hace una
Cuando la tortuga se queda atascada en
correlación entre los animales que un hoyo, el mono la ayuda a salir. Pero
tienen diferentes partes del cuerpo. luego el mono se queda atascado también.
Running words: 101
Running words: 100
Text type: Report
Text type: Narrative

Vocabulary
High-frequency words

¿Puede el estudiante leer y escribir vocabulario de contenido del texto?
¿Puede el estudiante utilizar sus conocimientos sobre los animales para
escribir una lista de partes del cuerpo?
Despegando hacia la lectura Lesson Plans Sorprendentes partes de animales / La tortuga está atascada © 2015 EC Licensing Pty Ltd.

© 2015 EC Licensing Pty Ltd. Este trabajo está protegido por la ley de derechos de autor de
los EE. UU., y en virtud de las convenciones internacionales de derechos de autor, se aplica
en las jurisdicciones en las que se publica.
Además de ciertos derechos, establecidos en la ley aplicable de los derechos de propiedad
intelectual, que autorizan la copia de partes de esta obra, el comprador puede hacer copias
de aquellas secciones de la obra que muestren la nota al pie “© 2015 EC Licensing Pty Ltd”
siempre y cuando: (a) la cantidad de copias realizadas no supere la cantidad razonablemente
requerida por el comprador para sus fines de enseñanza; (b) dichas copias solo se hagan
como fotocopias y no se vuelvan a copiar, almacenar o transmitir a través de ningún otro
medio; (c) las copias no se vendan, se alquilen, se presten o se ofrezcan a la venta, como
alquiler o como préstamo, y (d) cada copia realizada muestre en forma clara la nota al pie
con el aviso de derechos de autor. Todos los demás derechos reservados.
es una marca comercial de EC Licensing Pty Ltd en los EE.UU.

• Identifying the /m/ sound as in mano, mono, muchos and

Phonics

the /n/ sound as in tienen, nariz, no

• Identifying the /n/ sound in the initial, middle,
and final positions

Text features
Sorprendentes partes de animales
La tortuga está atascada

• Photographic summary
• Illustrations support and extend the story

Reading strategies

• Locating known and unknown words
• Using pictures to solve unknown words

Common Core State Standards

Despegando hacia la lectura Lesson Plans Sorprendentes partes de animales / La tortuga está atascada © 2015 EC Licensing Pty Ltd.

Evaluación

Key vocabulary

a algunos con del dentro dijo el entonces abajo animales babosa cara cavar cebra elefante
esta este gusta hacer la mi mis muchos
gran manos mono nido ojos pata patas perro pez
no pero puedes puedo qué sacaré sacó
pie rodillas saltaré tigre tortuga
salir tiene tienen un voy yo

Elefante

Desarrollado por
Eleanor Curtain Publishing
Texto: Kerri Shanahan
Consultora: Susan Hill
Diseñado por Derek Schneider
Impreso en China por
Colorcraft Ltd, Hong Kong
Distribuido en los EE. UU. por
Okapi Educational Publishing Inc.
Teléfono: 866-652-7436
Fax: 800-481-5499
Correo electrónico: info@myokapi.com
www.myokapi.com
www.flying-start-to-literacy.com

Reading literature
K.RL.4 Ask and answer questions about unknown words
in a text.
Informational texts
K.RI.9 With prompting and support, identify basic
similarities in and differences between two texts on the
same topic.
Foundational skills
K.RF.3a Demonstrate basic knowledge of one-to-one
letter–sound correspondences by producing the primary
or many of the most frequent sound for each consonant.

Writing
K.W.2 Use a combination of drawing, dictating, and
writing to compose informative/explanatory texts in which
they name what they are writing about and supply some
information about the topic.
Speaking and listening
K.SL.3 Ask and answer questions in order to seek help, get
information, or clarify something that is not understood.
Language
K.L.2a Capitalize the first word in a sentence and the
pronoun I.

FS C4 SPANISH Amazing Animal Parts LP.indd 1-3
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Emergent Reading Stage Boxed Classroom Set
Levels C–D (3–6)*
Includes:
• 240 Student Books (6 copies each of 40 titles)
• 20 Lesson Plan Cards (1 for each pair of titles)
• 120 Take-Home Books (6 copies each of 20 titles)
• 2 Storage Boxes

OK DHEM2

$1578 / $1495
You Save $83

Despegando hacia la lectura Emergent Reading Stage
Additional Packages
Emergent Student Titles
Includes: 40 Student Books (1 copy each of 40 titles)

Item #

Your Price

OK DHEM-AOS

$224

Emergent Lesson Plan Set
Includes: 20 Lesson Plan Cards (1 copy each of 20 cards)

OK DHEM-AOLP

$150

Replacements and other packages may be available. Contact your Okapi representative for more details.
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Emergent Reading Stage 12-Packs
Guided Reading Levels C–D (3–6)*
$72.50 per Package

Twelve-packs include: 6 copies each of 2 titles • Lesson Plan Card
Guided Reading Level C (3)*

Mi caballo /
La carrera de autos
OK DHEM225-12

La frutería /
Las bananas son lo mejor
OK DHEM227-12

Ganadores /
El conejo y el zorro
OK DHEM201-12

En el bosque /
Encontrar alimento
OK DHEM203-12

Los hermanos mayores /
El gato y el ratón
OK DHEM205-12

La gran caja / El pirata Sam
OK DHEM207-12

Llegó la niebla /
Perdidos en la niebla
OK DHEM209-12

En la granja del abuelo /
Una nueva granja
para Vaca
OK DHEM211-12

Guided Reading Level C (4)*

Buscar animales /
¿Dónde está Rana?
OK DHEM229-12

Sorprendentes partes
de animales /
La tortuga está atascada
OK DHEM231-12

Guided Reading Level D (6)*

Mira mi ropa /
¿Dónde está mi madre?
OK DHEM233-12

¿Qué comen los murciélagos? /
El almuerzo del gran
murciélago
OK DHEM235-12

Nidos de hormigas /
¿Dónde está mi nido?
OK DHEM213-12

Muchas patas /
Las mejores patas
OK DHEM215-12

Mi diario de campamento /
Un mono en el campamento
OK DHEM217-12

Tortugas /
Un hogar para la tortuga
OK DHEM237-12

Hagamos el baile del mono
/ La danza del monito
OK DHEM239-12

¿Qué soy? / Rena crece
OK DHEM219-12

Arañas / Una buena trampa
OK DHEM221-12

En movimiento /
El auto del abuelo
OK DHEM223-12

*Levels indicated by letters are Okapi’s unique measurements, comparable to the Guided Reading levels of Fountas and Pinnell.
Numerical levels in parentheses align with DRA.

despegando-hacia-la-lectura.com
Visit our online store or find your rep at myokapi.com
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Early Reading Stage

Guided Reading Levels E–F (8–10)*
Paired, Connected Texts at
This Stage:
• Revisit key vocabulary
• Revisit and extend high-frequency
words
• Build comprehension and fluency
through a range of reading
strategies.
4

Hojas para fotocopiar
Completa las oraciones

_________ me gusta comer gusanos.

Ave tenía hambre,
pero estaba harto de comer gusanos.

Lesson Plans

Tarjeta de actividades
Haz un cartel

Lesson Plan Cards include Before,
During, and After Reading guidance
for each book. Delivers in Spanish
all teacher talk and instructions to
the students. Synthesizing activities
reinforce the key concepts of each pair.
Escribe la palabra correcta en cada oración.

5

Necesitarás: una hoja grande de papel, marcadores

Early
reading stage

Qué hacer:
Escribe y dibuja para mostrar todos los datos asombrosos que conoces sobre
las orugas.

Level F (10)

–No voy a comer gusanos hoy –
dijo Ave.
Orugas asombrosas brinda
información sobre cómo algunas
orugas se defienden de los
depredadores.
Running words: 159
Text type: Report

No me gusta _______ gusanos.

No ______ gusta comer gusanos.

No me ________ comer gusanos.

En Orugas para el almuerzo, Ave está cansada de comer gusanos
y decide comer orugas. Sin embargo, después de descubrir que
algunas orugas tienen feo sabor, que otras pican o asustan, Ave
decide que los gusanos son mejores después de todo.
Running words: 132
Text type: Narrative

High-frequency words

Key vocabulary

New: escaparse no pueden
comer/comen alimentan
mantienen alejados

animales feo negra oruga/s ojos verde esconden roja
a salvo serpiente pinchos saliva picar/pican sabor sabe mal
hoja pica

Phonics

• Breaking words into syllables
• Identifying silent “h”

Text features

• Summary chart
• Labeled photographs
• Simple and compound sentences

Orugas asombrosas
Orugas para el almuerzo

• Cross-checking using syntax: Does that sound right?
• Rereading to comprehend text

Reading strategies

Common Core State Standards

Despegando hacia la lectura Lesson Plans Orugas asombrosas / Orugas para el almuerzo © 2015 EC Licensing Pty Ltd.
© 2015 EC Licensing Pty Ltd. Este trabajo está protegido por la ley de derechos de autor de
los EE. UU., y en virtud de las convenciones internacionales de derechos de autor, se aplica
en las jurisdicciones en las que se publica.

Evaluación
¿Puede el estudiante completar adecuadamente cada oración?
¿Puede el estudiante escribir cada palabra frecuente correctamente?
Despegando hacia la lectura Lesson Plans Orugas asombrosas / Orugas para el almuerzo © 2015 EC Licensing Pty Ltd.

Además de ciertos derechos, establecidos en la ley aplicable de los derechos de propiedad
intelectual, que autorizan la copia de partes de esta obra, el comprador puede hacer copias
de aquellas secciones de la obra que muestren la nota al pie “© 2015 EC Licensing Pty Ltd”
siempre y cuando: (a) la cantidad de copias realizadas no supere la cantidad razonablemente
requerida por el comprador para sus fines de enseñanza; (b) dichas copias solo se hagan
como fotocopias y no se vuelvan a copiar, almacenar o transmitir a través de ningún otro
medio; (c) las copias no se vendan, se alquilen, se presten o se ofrezcan a la venta, como
alquiler o como préstamo, y (d) cada copia realizada muestre en forma clara la nota al pie
con el aviso de derechos de autor. Todos los demás derechos reservados.
es una marca comercial de EC Licensing Pty Ltd en los EE.UU.

Desarrollado por
Eleanor Curtain Publishing
Texto: Jenny Feely
Consultora: Susan Hill
Diseñado por Derek Schneider
Impreso en China por
Colorcraft Ltd, Hong Kong
Distribuido en los EE. UU. por
Okapi Educational Publishing Inc.
Teléfono: 866-652-7436
Fax: 800-481-5499
Correo electrónico: info@myokapi.com
www.myokapi.com

Reading literature
1.RL.3 Describe characters, settings, and major events in a
story, using key details.
Informational texts
1.RI.6 Distinguish between information provided by pictures
or other illustrations and information provided by the words
in a text.
Foundational skills
1.RF.3b Decode regularly spelled one-syllable words.

Writing
1.W.2 Write informative/explanatory texts in which they name
a topic, supply some facts about the topic, and provide some
sense of closure.
Speaking and listening
1.SL.1b Build on others’ talk in conversations by responding
to the comments of others through multiple exchanges.
Language
1.L.1g Use frequently occurring conjunctions.

2

3
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Early Reading Stage Boxed Classroom Set
Levels E–F (8–10)*
Includes:
• 240 Student Books (6 copies each of 40 titles)
• 20 Lesson Plan Cards (1 for each pair of titles)
• 120 Take-Home Books (6 copies each of 20 titles)
• 2 Storage Boxes

OK DHEA3

$1578 / $1495
You Save $83

Despegando hacia la lectura Early Reading Stage
Additional Packages
Early Student Titles
Includes: 40 Student Books (1 copy each of 40 titles)

Item #

Your Price

OK DHEA-AOS

$224

Early Lesson Plan Set
Includes: 20 Lesson Plan Cards (1 copy each of 20 cards)

OK DHEA-AOLP

$150

Replacements and other packages may be available. Contact your Okapi representative for more details.
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Early Reading Stage 12-Packs
Guided Reading Level E–F (8–10)*
$72.50 per Package

Twelve-packs include: 6 copies each of 2 titles • Lesson Plan Card
Guided Reading Level E (8)*

Insectos /
¿Dónde están las uvas?
OK DHEA301-12

Calamar / Gran Calamar y
Pequeño Calamar
OK DHEA303-12

El gran concurso de pasteles
/ Un pastel para Mimoso
OK DHEA325-12

Superperros /
¡Metiche nos salvó!
OK DHEA327-12

El ciruelo / Mi árbol
OK DHEA305-12

Cuando sale el sol /
Cuando se pone el sol
OK DHEA307-12

Nuestro lugar / ¿Dónde
podemos jugar?
OK DHEA309-12

Cómo cuidar de tus ranas /
El nuevo estanque de Rana
OK DHEA311-12

Charlie y los cocodrilos /
¡No me comas!
OK DHEA329-12

Grandes casas, animales
pequeños / ¡Tina se va
de casa!
OK DHEA331-12

Guided Reading Level F (10)*

Rescate de murciélagos /
Sara y los murciélagos
OK DHEA313-12

Enséñame cómo hacerlo /
Pequeño Cachorro
OK DHEA315-12

Mantenerse a salvo en la
playa / El rescate de Sara
en la playa
OK DHEA333-12

Orugas asombrosas /
Orugas para el almuerzo
OK DHEA335-12

El equipo para saltar
a la cuerda /
La carrera divertida
OK DHEA317-12

Animales que necesitan lodo
/ ¡Lodo, lodo, lodo!
OK DHEA319-12

Mantenerse a salvo /
Buscar el almuerzo
OK DHEA321-12

Los grandes barcos
necesitan remolcadores /
El equipo de remolcadores
OK DHEA323-12

Cuidar a los polluelos de
avestruz / Papá Avestruz y
los nuevos polluelos
OK DHEA337-12

Atracciones para todos /
En el parque de atracciones
OK DHEA339-12

*Levels indicated by letters are Okapi’s unique measurements, comparable to the Guided Reading levels of Fountas and Pinnell.
Numerical levels in parentheses align with DRA.

despegando-hacia-la-lectura.com
Visit our online store or find your rep at myokapi.com
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Transitional Reading Stage

Guided Reading Levels G–H (12–14)*
Paired, Connected Texts at
This Stage:

En el primer día
de regreso a la escuela,
la maestra nos preguntó
qué fue lo mejor que
habíamos hecho durante
el verano.

• Present the students with more
complex language structures
• Revisit and extend high-frequency
words
• Further develop comprehension
and fluency through a range of
reading strategies.

2

3

En el verano,
fui a acampar con Papá.

Hojas para fotocopiar

Dibuja y escribe acerca de tus vacaciones.

Me gustó…

Cosas positivas de esta actividad

Level G (12)

Cosas negativas de esta actividad

Despegando hacia la lectura Lesson Plans Vacaciones de verano / Acampar con Papá © 2015 EC Licensing Pty Ltd.

Además de ciertos derechos, establecidos en la ley aplicable de los derechos de propiedad
intelectual, que autorizan la copia de partes de esta obra, el comprador puede hacer copias
de aquellas secciones de la obra que muestren la nota al pie “© 2015 EC Licensing Pty Ltd”
siempre y cuando: (a) la cantidad de copias realizadas no supere la cantidad razonablemente
requerida por el comprador para sus fines de enseñanza; (b) dichas copias solo se hagan
como fotocopias y no se vuelvan a copiar, almacenar o transmitir a través de ningún otro
medio; (c) las copias no se vendan, se alquilen, se presten o se ofrezcan a la venta, como
alquiler o como préstamo, y (d) cada copia realizada muestre en forma clara la nota al pie
con el aviso de derechos de autor. Todos los demás derechos reservados.
es una marca comercial de EC Licensing Pty Ltd en los EE.UU.

En Acampar con Papá, se narra
la historia del primer viaje de
campamento de un niño, durante el
que se divierte mucho, a pesar de que
no quiere admitir esto a su padre.
Running words: 303
Text type: Narrative

High-frequency words

Key vocabulary

Phonics

• Identifiying the /k/ sound, spelled with “c” + “a”, “o”, or “u”;
or “qu” + “e” or “i” as in escuela, esquiar

• Spelling rule: Regla ortográfica de “m antes de p”
Text features
Vacaciones de verano
Acampar con Papá

Reading strategies

• Personal opinions
• Compare and contrast: “I liked ... But I didn’t like …”
• First-person narrative; Dialogue
• Cross-checking using syntax: Does that sound right?
• Connecting events/ideas in the story

Common Core State Standards

Despegando hacia la lectura Lesson Plans Vacaciones de verano / Acampar con Papá © 2015 EC Licensing Pty Ltd.
© 2015 EC Licensing Pty Ltd. Este trabajo está protegido por la ley de derechos de autor de
los EE. UU., y en virtud de las convenciones internacionales de derechos de autor, se aplica
en las jurisdicciones en las que se publica.

En Vacaciones de verano, se comparte
una conversación del salón de clase
acerca de los aspectos positivos y
negativos de unas vacaciones de
verano recientes.
Running words: 244
Text type: Personal narrative–
opinion

New: otra vez preguntó de regreso mejor fogata campamento acampar cocinamos fuego pescar
volvimos porque primer primera
pez pescado lago línea de pesca fósforo noches parantes
solo bastante armar colocó coloqué llovió escuela esquí esquiar cielo dormir humo nieve verano
puso pusimos enseñó quería
estrellas maestra tienda cima encima intentarlo

porque…

¿Puede el estudiante escribir una opinión simple sobre una experiencia de vacaciones?
¿Puede el estudiante proporcionar razones que respalden su punto de vista?

Cargamos las cosas en el auto
y nos fuimos al campamento.

Transitional
reading stage

Completa el cuadro.

Actividad de las vacaciones:

pero no me gustó…

Evaluación

Yo no quería ir a acampar,
pero Papá dijo que sería divertido.

A favor y en contra

Lesson Plan Cards include Before,
During, and After Reading guidance
for each book. Delivers in Spanish
all teacher talk and instructions to
the students. Synthesizing activities
reinforce the key concepts of each pair.
Fui a...

Lesson Plans

Tarjeta de actividades

Mis vacaciones

Desarrollado por
Eleanor Curtain Publishing
Texto: Jenny Feely
Consultora: Susan Hill
Diseñado por Derek Schneider
Impreso en China por
Colorcraft Ltd, Hong Kong
Distribuido en los EE. UU. por
Okapi Educational Publishing Inc.
Teléfono: 866-652-7436
Fax: 800-481-5499
Correo electrónico: info@myokapi.com
www.myokapi.com

Reading literature
1.RL.9 Compare and contrast the adventures and
experiences of characters in stories.
Informational texts
1.RI.2 Identify the main topic and retell key details of a text.
Foundational skills
1.RF.3a Know the spelling-sound correspondences for
common consonant digraphs.

Writing
1.W.3 Write narratives in which they recount two or more
appropriately sequenced events, include some details
regarding what happened, use temporal words to signal
event order, and provide some sense of closure.
Speaking and listening
1.SL.4 Describe people, places, things, and events with
relevant details, expressing ideas and feelings clearly.
Language
1.L.2d Use conventional spelling for words with common
spelling patterns and for frequently occurring irregular words.

2

3
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Transitional Reading Stage Boxed Classroom Set
Levels G–H (12–14)*
Includes:
• 240 Student Books (6 copies each of 40 titles)
• 20 Lesson Plan Cards (1 for each pair of titles)
• 120 Take-Home Books (6 copies each of 20 titles)
• 2 Storage Boxes

OK DHTR4

$1578 / $1495
You Save $83

Despegando hacia la lectura Transitional Reading Stage
Additional Packages

Item #

Your Price

Transitional Student Titles
Includes: 40 Student Books (1 copy each of 40 titles)

OK DHTR-AOS

$224

Transitional Lesson Plan Set
Includes: 20 Lesson Plan Cards (1 copy each of 20 cards)

OK DHTR-AOLP

$150

Replacements and other packages may be available. Contact your Okapi representative for more details.
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Transitional Reading Stage 12-Packs
Guided Reading Levels G–H (12–14)*
$72.50 per Package

Twelve-packs include: 6 copies each of 2 titles • Lesson Plan Card
Guided Reading Level G (12)*

¿Qué hay para desayunar? /
El desayuno del Rey
OK DHTR401-12

El club de patinaje /
Ele va a patinar
OK DHTR403-12

Caza de insectos /
Deshacerse de los insectos
OK DHTR425-12

Una rana en un estanque /
Demasiado frío
para Rana
OK DHTR427-12

Caminatas /
Maya y el príncipe
OK DHTR405-12

Colas inteligentes /
La cola del mono
OK DHTR407-12

Enredaderas y trepadoras /
Cultivo de sandías
OK DHTR409-12

Hacer amigos /
La grulla azul
OK DHTR411-12

Vacaciones de verano /
Acampar con papá
OK DHTR429-12

Mantarrayas / La mantarraya
que quería volar
OK DHTR431-12

Guided Reading Level H (14)*

Comedores de insectos /
Tengo hambre
OK DHTR413-12

Animales en cuevas /
Hay oro en esa cueva
OK DHTR415-12

Puentes fantásticos /
Juan el explorador y la
ciudad oculta
OK DHTR433-12

Cuidar a un mono bebé /
El rescate de las ardillas bebé
OK DHTR435-12

El naufragio del Maitland /
La gran carrera de vapores
de ruedas
OK DHTR417-12

Las nutrias marinas y el
bosque de algas / La suerte
de las nutrias marinas
OK DHTR419-12

Lluvia monzónica /
El ave sabia
OK DHTR421-12

No más basura /
La Roca de Killeen
OK DHTR423-12

Álbum del huracán /
¿Dónde está Coco?
OK DHTR437-12

¿Qué necesitan las plantas? /
El gran concurso de
cultivo de calabazas
OK DHTR439-12

*Levels indicated by letters are Okapi’s unique measurements, comparable to the Guided Reading levels of Fountas and Pinnell.
Numerical levels in parentheses align with DRA.

despegando-hacia-la-lectura.com
Visit our online store or find your rep at myokapi.com
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Early Fluent Reading Stage

Guided Reading Levels I–J (16–18)*
Paired, Connected Texts at
This Stage:

Luego subimos a un autobús y fuimos
a un campamento para refugiados.
Este es un lugar para personas que
tuvieron que dejar sus hogares.
En el campamento, algunos de los niños

• Support sustained reading with the
introduction of chapter books

encontraron a sus familias, pero ahí no
había nadie de mi familia.

• Increase the conceptual load

En el campamento para refugiados,
dormía bajo una tienda de plástico.

• Increase the complexity of language
structures

Hacía algunos trabajos para obtener dinero.
Con el dinero podía comprar alimentos
en los mercados que la gente había instalado
en el campamento.

• Continue to develop comprehension
and fluency through a range of
reading strategies.

Hojas para fotocopiar

Incluso iba a la escuela en el campamento.

1. En una hoja de papel grande, dibuja una tabla de

✂

Sentirse solo

de elefantes. Ayuda a su nueva manada
cuidando a los elefantes más pequeños.

Level I (16)

Sentir que perteneces

2. Recorta las imágenes, símbolos, palabras y frases que están a
continuación y pégalas en tu tabla bajo el encabezado apropiado.
3. Agrega tus propias palabras, símbolos o imágenes.
4. Habla de tu tabla con un amigo.

as

ustado

fe l iz

guerra

paz

Además de ciertos derechos, establecidos en la ley aplicable de los derechos de propiedad
intelectual, que autorizan la copia de partes de esta obra, el comprador puede hacer copias
de aquellas secciones de la obra que muestren la nota al pie “© 2015 EC Licensing Pty Ltd”
siempre y cuando: (a) la cantidad de copias realizadas no supere la cantidad razonablemente
requerida por el comprador para sus fines de enseñanza; (b) dichas copias solo se hagan
como fotocopias y no se vuelvan a copiar, almacenar o transmitir a través de ningún otro
medio; (c) las copias no se vendan, se alquilen, se presten o se ofrezcan a la venta, como
alquiler o como préstamo, y (d) cada copia realizada muestre en forma clara la nota al pie
con el aviso de derechos de autor. Todos los demás derechos reservados.
es una marca comercial de EC Licensing Pty Ltd en los EE.UU.

cerca de la manada.
En La nueva vida de Nadif se relata
la historia de un niño somalí que
pierde a su familia en una guerra
y comienza una nueva vida en los
E.E.U.U.
Running words: 665
Text type: Personal narrative

La manada de Gasari es una narración sobre una
elefanta cuya manada es capturada por los seres
humanos. Gasari se queda completamente sola.
Un día, ella salva la vida de un joven elefante y la
familia del pequeño la recibe en una nueva manada.
Running words: 413
Text type: Narrative

Content vocabulary

África aldea amigo/s amistosos armas asesinada asustado
biblioteca bombas campamento ciudad cocodrilos combate
combatían computadora descubría destruyeron elefante escuela
inglés explorando familia fútbol Gasari leones mercado miedo
paja para refugiados pertenecían pueblo río selva sobrevivir
Somalia temía tiendas valiente vida

Phonics

• Identifying the /x/ sound as in paja, lejos, juntos, dijeron, dijimos,
gente, refugiados
• Identifying two vowels that form an “hiato”

Text features
La nueva vida de Nadif

• Photographs support and extend the text

La manada de Gasari

• Illustrations support the story
• Line breaks between paragraphs

Reading strategies

• Comparing and contrasting
• Making inferences about a character

Common Core State Standards

Despegando hacia la lectura Lesson Plans La nueva vida de Nadif / La manada de Gasari © 2015 EC Licensing Pty Ltd.
© 2015 EC Licensing Pty Ltd. Este trabajo está protegido por la ley de derechos de autor de
los EE. UU., y en virtud de las convenciones internacionales de derechos de autor, se aplica
en las jurisdicciones en las que se publica.

Los ayuda a que se mantengan

Early Fluent
reading stage

dos columnas con los encabezados:

Lesson Plan Cards include Before,
✂
During, and After Reading guidance
for each book. Delivers in Spanish
all teacher talk and instructions to seguro
the students. Synthesizing activities
ist
tr e
reinforce the key concepts of each pair.
Despegando hacia la lectura Lesson Plans La nueva vida de Nadif / La manada de Gasari © 2015 EC Licensing Pty Ltd.

Ahora ella es parte de una nueva manada

Sentirse solo o sentir que
perteneces a algo...

Recorta las siguientes imágenes y escribe algo sobre cada fotografía.
Luego pégalas en una tira de papel en el orden correcto.

¿El estudiante puede escribir sobre los episodios de un libro?
¿Puede establecer la secuencia de eventos a partir de un relato?

Lesson Plans

Tarjeta de actividades

Vuelve sobre los pasos de Nadif

Evaluación

11

10

Desarrollado por
Eleanor Curtain Publishing
Texto: Kerrie Shanahan y Lyn Reggett
Consultora: Susan Hill y Jenny Feely
Diseñado por Derek Schneider
Impreso en China por
Colorcraft Ltd, Hong Kong
Distribuido en los EE. UU. por
Okapi Educational Publishing Inc.
Teléfono: 866-652-7436
Fax: 800-481-5499
Correo electrónico: info@myokapi.com
www.myokapi.com

Reading literature
2.RL.2 Recount stories, including fables and folktales from
diverse cultures, and determine their central message, lesson,
or moral.
Informational texts
2.RI.6 Identify the main purpose of a text, including what the
author wants to answer, explain, or describe.
Foundational skills
2.RF.4c Use context to confirm or self-correct word
recognition and understanding, rereading as necessary.

Writing
2.W.5 With guidance and support from adults and peers,
focus on a topic and strengthen writing as needed by revising
and editing.
Speaking and listening
2.SL.2 Recount or describe key ideas or details from a text read
aloud or information presented orally or through other media.
Language
2.L.1e Use adjectives and adverbs, and choose between them
depending on what is to be modified.
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Early Fluent Reading Stage Boxed Classroom Set
Levels I–J (16–18)*
Includes:
• 240 Student Books (6 copies each of 40 titles)
• 20 Lesson Plan Cards (1 for each pair of titles)
• 120 Take-Home Books (6 copies each of 20 titles)
• 2 Storage Boxes

OK DHEF5

$1674 / $1595
You Save $79

Despegando hacia la lectura Early Fluent Reading Stage
Additional Packages
Early Fluent Student Titles
Includes: 40 Student Books (1 copy each of 40 titles)

Item #

Your Price

OK DHEF-AOS

$238

Early Fluent Lesson Plan Set
Includes: 20 Lesson Plan Cards (1 copy each of 20 cards)

OK DHEF-AOLP

$150

Replacements and other packages may be available. Contact your Okapi representative for more details.
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Early Fluent Reading Stage 12-Packs
Guided Reading Levels I–J (16–18)*
$77 per Package

Twelve-packs include: 6 copies each of 2 titles • Lesson Plan Card
Guided Reading Level I (16)*

Los olores de los animales /
Ángel hace limpieza
OK DHEF501-12

Motocicletas / Un nuevo
trabajo para Tomás
OK DHEF525-12

Plantas pegajosas y
peligrosas / Cuidando
a Chispa
OK DHEF503-12

Cuando los leones cazan /
El baile de Rory
OK DHEF527-12

Serpientes asombrosas /
Las olimpíadas
de serpientes
OK DHEF505-12

¡Ay! Me duele / ¡No
tiene gracia, Carlitos!
OK DHEF529-12

Vivir cerca de un volcán /
¡Alerta volcánica!
OK DHEF507-12

Flamencos /
Rubí en el medio
OK DHEF531-12

La nueva vida de Nadif /
La manada de Gasari
OK DHEF509-12

Mensaje enviado /
Salvamos a papá
OK DHEF511-12

Guided Reading Level J (18)*

Mi diario de fútbol /
Los Leones Valientes
OK DHEF513-12

Al rescate / Supersam
OK DHEF533-12

Comida divertida para
preparar y comer / El
nuevo cocinero de la Reina
OK DHEF515-12

Sobrevivir en el bosque
helado / Cómo Alce
aprendió a nadar
OK DHEF535-12

En lo profundo del mar /
Una aventura en lo
profundo del mar
OK DHEF517-12

¡Puedes marcar la
diferencia! / ¡Salvemos
a las nutrias marinas!
OK DHEF537-12

La limpieza de nuestro
pantano / Los polluelos
de cisne
OK DHEF519-12

Elefantes del desierto /
Hermano elefante
OK DHEF539-12

Natación en aguas
heladas / El gorro de pesca
de la suerte
OK DHEF521-12

Robots de hoy, robots
del mañana /
Robots fuera de control
OK DHEF523-12

*Levels indicated by letters are Okapi’s unique measurements, comparable to the Guided Reading levels of Fountas and Pinnell.
Numerical levels in parentheses align with DRA.

despegando-hacia-la-lectura.com
Visit our online store or find your rep at myokapi.com
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Fluent Reading Stage

Guided Reading Levels K–M (20–28)*
Capítulo 1

Paired, Connected Texts at
This Stage:

Almacenar semillas
y frutos secos

• Support sustained reading with
chapter books

Algunos animales recolectan y almacenan
semillas y frutos secos para comer. Las
semillas y los frutos secos se pueden almacenar
durante mucho tiempo. Proporcionan
alimento a los animales durante el invierno.

• Increase the conceptual load
• Increase the complexity of language
structures
• Continue to develop comprehension
and fluency through a range of
reading strategies.

6

7

Narrador:

Mientras Pippa

recolectaba y almacenaba

Lesson Plan Cards include Before,
During, and After Reading guidance
for each book. Delivers in Spanish
all teacher talk and instructions to
the students. Synthesizing activities
reinforce the key concepts of each pair.

Necesitarás: cartulina, marcadores, una perforadora, una percha de
alambre y cuerda.

Usa el libro Animales que almacenan alimentos para completar el cuadro de datos.

Qué hacer:

¿Dónde o cómo
almacena los
alimentos este
animal?

¿Qué otra
información
interesante aprendiste
acerca de este
animal?

alguien con quien jugar.

Móvil de animales

Recolectar, almacenar y comer alimentos

¿Qué alimentos
recolecta este
animal?

Lesson Plans

Tarjeta de actividades

Hojas para fotocopiar

frutos secos, Sid se dispuso a buscar a

1. Recorta cuatro tarjetas de cartulina.

2. En la parte delantera de cada tarjeta,
haz un dibujo de un animal del libro
Historia de dos ardillas.

Sid:

Fluent
reading stage

4. Haz un orificio en cada tarjeta.
Usa la cuerda para atar las tarjetas
a la percha y construir tu móvil.

carpintero
bellotero

Animales que almacenan alimentos es
un informe acerca de animales que
recolectan alimentos cuando hay
abundancia de ellos y los almacenan
para tener qué comer cuando los
alimentos frescos son escasos.
Running words: 688
Text type: Report

Pica:

Running words: 809
Text type: Play

Phonics

and the hard sound of “g” – /X/ as in inteligente
• Identifying the diphthong “ia” and the hiatus “ía”

Reading strategies

• Using meaning cues to decode
• Recognizing and using text features (play)

No estoy jugando, Sid.

Necesito el heno durante el invierno,

• Identifying the soft sound of “g” – /g/ as in madriguera;

• Contents page; chapters
• Headings; sub-headings; diagrams; labels

Yo prefiero jugar también,

para que se seque y se convierta en heno.
cuando no hay hierba para comer.

Text features
Animales que almacenan
alimentos
Historia de dos ardillas

Pica:

pero tengo que trabajar o no
tendré qué comer durante el invierno.

Estoy poniendo mi hierba al sol

Content vocabulary

hormigas
melíferas

Pero eso es aburrido.

divertido jugar en esa pila de hierba.

Historia de dos ardillas es una obra de teatro sobre un
grupo de animales que se preparan para el invierno y
recolectan y almacenan alimentos. Sid la ardilla ocupa
su tiempo jugando y no recolecta alimentos, pero
cuando llega el invierno, Sid se encuentra en problemas.

bellota/s carpintero/s bellotero/s corteza castor/es abejas madriguera/s cavar enterrar/entierran
recolectaba recolectando recolectar/recolectan presa/s otoño hierba heno miel melíferas hojas
hongos néctar hormiguero/s frutos secos picas plantas pudra/pudran podrida semillas ardilla/s
estómagos almacenar/almacena/almacenan/almacenaron almacenadas/almacenados verano
sobrevivir invierno

pica

¡Pica, Pica! Soy yo, Sid.

¿Puedo jugar contigo? Parece

Level L (24)

3. En la parte trasera de cada tarjeta,
escribe el nombre del animal y los
alimentos que almacena.

Sid:

Prefiero jugar, en vez de
trabajar.

• Contents page, listing the acts in the play
• Pictorial cast of characters

Common Core State Standards
Despegando hacia la lectura Lesson Plans Animales que almacenan alimentos / Historia de dos ardillas © 2015 EC Licensing Pty Ltd.

Evaluación
¿Puede el estudiante encontrar información relevante en un texto?
¿Puede el estudiante completar el cuadro de datos?

© 2015 EC Licensing Pty Ltd. Este trabajo está protegido por la ley de derechos de autor de
los EE. UU., y en virtud de las convenciones internacionales de derechos de autor, se aplica
en las jurisdicciones en las que se publica.
Además de ciertos derechos, establecidos en la ley aplicable de los derechos de propiedad
intelectual, que autorizan la copia de partes de esta obra, el comprador puede hacer copias
de aquellas secciones de la obra que muestren la nota al pie “© 2015 EC Licensing Pty Ltd”
siempre y cuando: (a) la cantidad de copias realizadas no supere la cantidad razonablemente
requerida por el comprador para sus fines de enseñanza; (b) dichas copias solo se hagan
como fotocopias y no se vuelvan a copiar, almacenar o transmitir a través de ningún otro
medio; (c) las copias no se vendan, se alquilen, se presten o se ofrezcan a la venta, como
alquiler o como préstamo, y (d) cada copia realizada muestre en forma clara la nota al pie
con el aviso de derechos de autor. Todos los demás derechos reservados.

Despegando hacia la lectura Lesson Plans Animales que almacenan alimentos / Historia de dos ardillas © 2015 EC Licensing Pty Ltd.

es una marca comercial de EC Licensing Pty Ltd en los EE.UU.

Desarrollado por
Eleanor Curtain Publishing
Texto: Kerrie Shanahan y Lyn Reggett
Consultora: Susan Hill y Jenny Feely
Diseñado por Derek Schneider
Impreso en China por
Colorcraft Ltd, Hong Kong
Distribuido en los EE. UU. por
Okapi Educational Publishing Inc.
Teléfono: 866-652-7436
Fax: 800-481-5499
Correo electrónico: info@myokapi.com
www.myokapi.com
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Reading literature
2.RL.1 Ask and answer such questions as who, what, where,
when, why, and how to demonstrate understanding of key
details in a text.
Informational texts
2.RI.7 Explain how specific images contribute to and clarify
a text.
Foundational skills
2.RF.3c Decode regularly spelled two-syllable words with
long vowels.

Writing
2.W.2 Write informative/explanatory texts in which they
introduce a topic, use facts and definitions to develop points,
and provide a concluding statement or section.
Speaking and listening
2.SL.1c Ask for clarification and further explanation as
needed about the topics and texts under discussion.
Language
2.L.1e Use adjectives and adverbs, and choose between them
depending on what is to be modified.
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Fluent Reading Stage Boxed Classroom Set
Levels K–M (20–28)*
Includes:
• 288 Student Books (6 copies each of 48 titles)
• 24 Lesson Plan Cards (1 for each pair of titles)
• 144 Take-Home Books (6 copies each of 24 titles)
• 2 Storage Boxes

OK DHFL6

$2155 / $2050
You Save $105

Despegando hacia la lectura Fluent Reading Stage
Additional Packages

Item #

Your Price

Fluent Student Titles
Includes: 48 Student Books (1 copy each of 48 titles)

OK DHFL-AOS

$307

Fluent Lesson Plan Set
Includes: 24 Lesson Plan Cards (1 copy each of 24 cards)

OK DHFL-AOLP

$180

Replacements and other packages may be available. Contact your Okapi representative for more details.
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Fluent Reading Stage 12-Packs
Guided Reading Levels K–M (20–28)*
Twelve-packs include: 6 copies each of 2 titles • Lesson Plan Card
Guided Reading Level K (20)*

$82 per Package

Guided Reading Level L (24)*

Guided Reading Level M (28)*

El funcionamiento del
cuerpo / El viaje
misterioso
OK DHFL617-12

Los osos polares y el hielo
del mar Ártico / La aventura
de Atka en el hielo
OK DHFL641-12

Protejamos los océanos
/ El Reino de Floralia
OK DHFL635-12

Construido a mano /
El Dr. Zardos y
la Piedra Mental
OK DHFL619-12

Colibríes / El beso de
un ala de colibrí
OK DHFL643-12

Las características físicas
adecuadas / Arturo
presta ayuda
OK DHFL613-12

Mi casa lejana /
La última farera
OK DHFL637-12

Vivir en el espacio /
El campamento espacial
OK DHFL621-12

La gran carrera del
ferrocarril / La leyenda
de Jimmy Drake
OK DHFL645-12

El primer vuelo /
La aventura en globo
OK DHFL615-12

Diseñados para la
velocidad / El príncipe
durmiente
OK DHFL639-12

Diario del maratón /
El hombre del maratón
OK DHFL623-12

Escarcha / El pequeño
encendedor de
ahumadores
OK DHFL647-12

Animales que almacenan Suricatas trabajando /
alimentos / Historia de Anuar la suricata brillante
dos ardillas
OK DHFL633-12
OK DHFL609-12

Jardines asombrosos /
El jardín del gigante
OK DHFL601-12

Conceptos básicos de
baloncesto / Alicia con
la cabeza en alto
OK DHFL625-12

Osos polares / Un oso
llamado Problemas
OK DHFL603-12

Animales que tratan de
impresionar / El tutú
ajustado
OK DHFL627-12

Soy inventor / El vehículo
veloz de Gloria
OK DHFL611-12

Cuidar las charcas de
marea / El pequeño
cangrejo listo
OK DHFL605-12

Sobrevivir a la inundación
/ La gran inundación de
Valle Polvoriento
OK DHFL629-12

Hormigas guerreras /
Hormigas asesinas
OK DHFL607-12

Un largo día en el río /
La cocodrilo y la chorlito
OK DHFL631-12

*Levels indicated by letters are Okapi’s unique measurements, comparable to the Guided Reading levels of Fountas and Pinnell.
Numerical levels in parentheses align with DRA.

despegando-hacia-la-lectura.com
Visit our online store or find your rep at myokapi.com
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Fluent Plus Reading Stage

Guided Reading Levels N–P (30–38)*
Paired, Connected Texts at
This Stage:

Introducción
Las salamandras son animales asombrosos.
Se parecen a las lagartijas pero no lo son.
Han vivido en la Tierra desde el tiempo de

• Support sustained reading with
chapter books

esqueleto antiguo de salamandra

los dinosaurios y aún se ven igual que
como se veían entonces.

• Increase the conceptual load with less
familiar content

salamandra veteada
Existen muchos tipos diferentes de

• Increase the use of specialized and
technical language

salamandras. Algunas son más pequeñas
que tu dedo meñique y otras, más grandes
que una persona. Unas viven en cuevas,
otras en árboles y otras en el agua.

• Provide support (through the
illustrations) for the settings of the
fiction titles

Han desarrollado formas inteligentes de
supervivencia, entre las que se incluyen
buscar alimento, mantenerse a salvo
y reproducirse.
4

5

• Increase the range of text and
language features.
Hojas para fotocopiar
¿Te gustaría tener una salamandra de mascota?
Piensa en cómo sería tener una salamandra de mascota. ¿Qué tendría de positivo? ¿Qué
tendría de negativo? ¿Qué te parecería interesante al respecto? Utiliza esta tabla PNI
(positivo, negativo e interesante) para organizar tus ideas. Comparte tu tabla con un
compañero. Explica por qué has incluido cada punto.
Negativo

Utiliza lo que sabes para crear el hogar perfecto para una salamandra
mascota. Piensa en las cosas que necesitaría en su casa para sobrevivir
y ser feliz. Dibuja y etiqueta a tu salamandra y todo lo que necesitaría en
el vivero que se encuentra a continuación.

¿Puede el estudiante utilizar sus conocimientos sobre un tema para formarse una opinión?
¿Puede el estudiante justificar su punto de vista?

Despegando hacia la lectura Lesson Plans Salamandras asombrosas / Salamandra sorpresa © 2015 EC Licensing Pty Ltd.

–Es hermoso –susurró, mientras acariciaba
con suavidad la cabeza de Goldie.
Le dije que cuando Goldie fuera mayor, lo

–¡No sabía que tenías un perro! ¿Cómo se

llevaría a exhibiciones, y que seguro ganaría

llama? –me preguntó.

muchos premios.

Ilustrado por Ian Forss

–Goldie. Es un labrador de pura raza.
¿Quieres acariciarlo?

Running words: 1,601
Text type: Narrative

anfibios branquias carnívoras especies glándulas larvas metamorfosis mucosidad nocturnos
oxígeno depredador depredadores presa pulmones salamandra/s sistema nervioso veneno vivero

Phonics

• Identifying the pronunciation of the syllables “ge,” “gue,”
“güe”
• Identifying the diphthongs with the vowel groups ie, ia, io, ue,
ua, uo

Text structures and features
Salamandras asombrosas

• Contents page, introduction, conclusion, glossary
• Fact files, photographs with captions, diagrams with labels

Salamandra sorpresa

• First-person narrative with dialogue
• Contents page, chapter headings

Reading strategies

• Using diagrams to confirm information in the text
• Self-correcting to maintain the meaning of the text

Common Core State Standards

Desarrollado por
Eleanor Curtain Publishing

www.flying-start-to-literacy.com

es una marca comercial de EC Licensing Pty Ltd en los EE.UU.

una caja de plástico que llevaba.

Content vocabulary

Texto: Kerrie Shanahan y Lyn Reggett
Consultora: Susan Hill y Jenny Feely
Diseñado por Derek Schneider
Impreso en China por
Colorcraft Ltd, Hong Kong
Distribuido en los EE. UU. por
Okapi Educational Publishing Inc.
Teléfono: 866-652-7436
Fax: 800-481-5499
Correo electrónico: info@myokapi.com
www.myokapi.com

Además de ciertos derechos, establecidos en la ley aplicable de los derechos de propiedad
intelectual, que autorizan la copia de partes de esta obra, el comprador puede hacer copias
de aquellas secciones de la obra que muestren la nota al pie “© 2015 EC Licensing Pty Ltd”
siempre y cuando: (a) la cantidad de copias realizadas no supere la cantidad razonablemente
requerida por el comprador para sus fines de enseñanza; (b) dichas copias solo se hagan
como fotocopias y no se vuelvan a copiar, almacenar o transmitir a través de ningún otro
medio; (c) las copias no se vendan, se alquilen, se presten o se ofrezcan a la venta, como
alquiler o como préstamo, y (d) cada copia realizada muestre en forma clara la nota al pie
con el aviso de derechos de autor. Todos los demás derechos reservados.

Escrito por Jennifer Beck

Salamandras asombrosas es un informe En Salamandra sorpresa, una niña cree que su perro
donde se describen características de es la mejor mascota y se pone celosa cuando se
las salamandras como su hábitat, su demuestra interés en una “fea salamandra”. Pero un
alimentación, cómo se mantienen a acto valiente le permite darse cuenta de que todas
salvo y cómo crecen y cambian.
las mascotas son preciosas.

Despegando hacia la lectura Lesson Plans Salamandras asombrosas / Salamandra sorpresa © 2015 EC Licensing Pty Ltd.

© 2015 EC Licensing Pty Ltd. Este trabajo está protegido por la ley de derechos de autor de
los EE. UU., y en virtud de las convenciones internacionales de derechos de autor, se aplica
en las jurisdicciones en las que se publica.

mientras dejaba con cuidado sobre el suelo

donde vive. Es una compañera de mi clase,

vio a Goldie. Estaba realmente entusiasmada.

Level N (30)

Running words: 1,168
Text type: Report

–¡Me encantaría! –dijo Isabella, y se inclinó

Isabella cuando salía del edificio de apartamentos

Deberían haber visto la cara de Isabella cuando

Salamandra
sorpresa

Fluent Plus
reading stage

Escrito por Kerrie Shanahan

Interesante

Evaluación

Salamandras
asombrosas

El hogar de una salamandra

En el camino a la escuela, me encontré con

pero nunca nos vemos fuera de la escuela.

Lesson Plans

Tarjeta de actividades

Lesson Plan Cards include Before,
During, and After Reading guidance
for each book. Delivers in Spanish
all teacher talk and instructions to
the students. Synthesizing activities
reinforce the key concepts of each pair.
Positivo

Archivo
de datos
Los científicos han
descubierto fósiles de
salamandra de hace
160 millones de años.

Reading literature
3.RL.1 Ask and answer questions to demonstrate
understanding of a text, referring explicitly to the text as the
basis for the answers.
Informational texts
3.RI.4 Determine the meaning of general academic and
domain specific words and phrases in a text relevant to Grade
3 topic or subject matter.
Foundational skills
3.RF.3a Identify and know the meaning of the most common
prefixes and derivational suffixes.

Writing
3.W.1a Introduce the topic or text they are writing about,
state an opinion, and create an organizational structure that
lists reasons.
Speaking and listening
3.SL.6 Speak in complete sentences when appropriate to
task and situation in order to provide requested detail or
clarification.
Language
3.L.1c Use abstract nouns.

FS N30 SPANISH Amazing Salamanders LP.indd 1-3
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Fluent Plus Reading Stage Boxed Classroom Set
Levels N–P (30–38)*
Includes:
• 144 Student Books (6 copies each of 24 titles)
• 12 Lesson Plan Cards (1 for each pair of titles)
• 72 Take-Home Books (6 copies each of 12 titles)
• 1 Storage Box

OK DHFP7

$1157 / $1095
You Save $62

Despegando hacia la lectura Fluent Plus Reading Stage
Additional Packages
Fluent Plus Student Titles
Includes: 24 Student Books (1 copy each of 24 titles)

Item #

Your Price

OK DHFP-AOS

$166

Fluent Plus Lesson Plan Set
Includes: 12 Lesson Plan Cards (1 copy each of 12 cards)

OK DHFP-AOLP

$90

Replacements and other packages may be available. Contact your Okapi representative for more details.
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Fluent Plus Reading Stage 12-Packs
Guided Reading Levels N–P (30–38)*
Twelve-packs include: 6 copies each of 2 titles • Lesson Plan Card

$88 per Package

Guided Reading Level N (30)*

Salamandras asombrosas /
Salamandra sorpresa
OK DHFP701-12

Locura por el maíz /
El gran invento de maíz
OK DHFP703-12

Rescate de alimentos:
Aprovechar mejor la comida /
El rey del despilfarro
OK DHFP705-12

Salvar a los lobos salvajes /
El secreto del lobo
OK DHFP707-12

El problema del agua /
Ming salva al pueblo
OK DHFP713-12

Las estaciones en el bosque
de algas / La cueva de
Los Truenos
OK DHFP715-12

Debemos proteger los bosques
vírgenes / Los árboles de Dan
OK DHFP721-12

Bajo el hielo / La profesora
Valdor y el láser gigante
OK DHFP723-12

Guided Reading Level O (34)*

Veneno mortal: ¿mata o cura?
/ La princesa obstinada
OK DHFP709-12

Montando olas /
¡Caída espectacular!
OK DHFP711-12

Guided Reading Level P (38)*

Increíbles casas subterráneas /
Las cuevas naturales
OK DHFP717-12

Incendios forestales /
Una elección difícil
OK DHFP719-12

*Levels indicated by letters are Okapi’s unique measurements, comparable to the Guided Reading levels of Fountas and Pinnell.
Numerical levels in parentheses align with DRA.

despegando-hacia-la-lectura.com
Visit our online store or find your rep at myokapi.com
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Despegando hacia la lectura

™

Advanced Fluent Reading Stage, Q–V
Guided Reading Levels Q–V (40–50)*
CONCEPT SETS

Paired, Connected Texts at This
Stage:
• Motivate readers with rich content
• Support active engagement in reading
• Integrate reading, writing, listening,
and speaking
• Stimulate critical thinking through
reading closely.

Texts at this Stage:

Paired Text
Lesson Plan

• Provide essential questions to
promote purposeful reading

Informational

Narrative

• Promote recognizing different points
of view
• Include a variety of short,
authentic texts
• Encourage collaborative
conversations

Persuasive

• Extend learning through
performance tasks.

Lesson Plans help you engage and support
students in critical discussions, assist them in
recognizing different points of view, and write
persuasively from their own perspectives.

Despegando hacia la lectura Advanced Fluent
Additional Packages

Item #

Your Price

Advanced Fluent, Single-Copy Student Titles

Q–S

OK DHAF8-AOS

$83

Includes: 12 Student Books (1 copy each of 12 titles)

T–V

OK DHAF9-AOS

$83

Advanced Fluent, Single-Copy Perspectivas Titles

Q–S

OK DHAF8P-AOS

$47

Includes: 6 Student Books (1 copy each of 6 titles)

T–V

OK DHAF9P-AOS

$47

Advanced Fluent, Single-Copy Lesson Plan Set

Q–S

OK DHAF8-AOLP

$45

Includes: 6 Lesson Plan Cards (1 copy each of 6 cards)

T–V

OK DHAF9-AOLP

$45

Advanced Fluent, Single-Copy Perspectivas Lesson Plan Set

Q–S

OK DHAF8P-AOLP

$45

Includes: 6 Lesson Plan Cards (1 copy each of 6 cards)

T–V

OK DHAF9P-AOLP

$45

Replacements and other packages may be available. Contact your Okapi representative for more details.
* Levels indicated by letters are Okapi’s unique measurements, comparable to the Guided Reading levels of Fountas and Pinnell.
Numerical levels in parentheses align with DRA.
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Despegando hacia la lectura

Advanced Fluent Reading Stage, Q–V 18-Packs
Guided Reading Levels Q–V (40–50)*
Eighteen-packs include: 6 copies each of 3 titles • 2 Lesson Plan Card		 $140 per Package
Levels Q–S Concept Sets
Children and Competitive Sports

Level Q

Level Q

Levels T–V Concept Sets
Making Animals Work for Us

Level Q

Level Q

¿Cómo se hace un campeón? / Como
pez en el agua / Deportes competitivos

HeroRATs: Ratas heroínas / Una ratita
inteligente / Animales que trabajan

The Cost of Hazardous Adventures

The Importance of Vaccinations

OK DHAF801-18

Level R

Level R

Los primeros visitantes / Odiseo
y el Cíclope / Aventuras arriesgadas
OK DHAF805-18

OK DHAF803-18

Level R

Level S

Nuestra Tierra active / Nace un
géiser / Vivir en lugares peligrosos

OK DHAF809-18

Level T

Level T

Protecting the Natural Wonders of the World

Level T

Level T

Animales en peligro: El orangután / La jornada Descubrir el mundo perdido / La exploración
de Ahmad / Las selvas tropicales desaparecen de las islas Galápagos / Maravillas naturales

OK DHAF901-18

OK DHAF903-18

Children and Work

The Power of Photography

Level U

Level U

Level U

Level U

Polio: Una enfermedad aterradora /
¡A bailar! / Prevenir enfermedades

La lucha por los derechos de los niños /
Un dólar por día / Los niños y el trabajo

¡La cámara no miente! / El notición /
En la mira

Renewable Energy

Living in Extreme Climates

The Ownership of Archaeological Treasures

OK DHAF807-18

Choosing to Live in Dangerous Places

Level S

Level R

Disappearing Rainforests

Level S

Level S

Energía limpia / Sobreviviente del terremoto /
El impacto del cambio climático

OK DHAF811-18

OK DHAF905-18

Level V

Level V

La vida en los climas extremos / En el
desierto / Convivir con el clima

OK DHAF909-18

OK DHAF907-18

Level V

Level V

El misterio de las pirámides / Rey por
una semana / Tesoros arqueológicos

OK DHAF911-18

Advanced Fluent Reading Stage, Q–S Classroom Set

Advanced Fluent Reading Stage, T–V Classroom Set

Levels Q–S (40)*

Levels T–V (50)*

Includes:
• 72 Paired-Text Student Books (6 copies each of 12 titles)
• 6 Paired-Text Lesson Plan Cards (1 for each pair)
• 36 Perspectivas Books (6 copies each of 6 titles)
• 6 Perspectivas Lesson Plan Cards (1 for each title)
• 1 Storage Box
OK DHAF8 $888 / $850
You Save $38

Includes:
• 72 Paired-Text Student Books (6 copies each of 12 titles)
• 6 Paired-Text Lesson Plan Cards (1 for each pair)
• 36 Perspectivas Books (6 copies each of 6 titles)
• 6 Perspectivas Lesson Plan Cards (1 for each title)
• 1 Storage Box
OK DHAF9 $888 / $850
You Save $38

despegando-hacia-la-lectura.com
Visit our online store or find your rep at myokapi.com
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TM

Teacher Resources Available at Your Fingertips

Accessing
your teacher
support

All of the Despegando hacia la lectura support can be accessed from
http://despegando-hacia-la-lectura.com/teacher-resources/
Once you’ve opened the page for the resource type you want, select the relevant
reading stage to open the downloadable fi les.

Teacher Support
Scope and Sequence charts to identify reading
strategies and new high-frequency and content
words in each title
Phonics and Phonemic Awareness charts to show
the systematic and explicit sequence, by title, at
each of the reading stages
Reading Across the Curriculum sheets detail the text
type, text features, curriculum links, and key concepts

Assessment materials

Scan the QR code
with your smart
phone to go directly
to the Teacher
Resources page!

Records of Reading Behavior for one of each of the
paired texts at each reading stage.
Assessment Checklists inform instruction and gauge
student mastery of reading behaviors
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Grades K–5 • Levels A–V (1–50)
High-frequency
words

Key
vocabulary

Reading
strategies

Text
Features

Scope and
Sequence

Despegando hacia la lectura
Curriculum
Links

Key
Concepts

Reading Across
the Curriculum
Phonics and Phonemic Awareness

Accessing your assessment materials…
Use the assessment materials continually to inform your
instruction and examine reading strategy mastery.

Beginning
Often uses
to use the
the strategy
strategy
Observed
Sometimes
Has mastered
behavior of
uses the
the strategy
student
strategy

Reading
strategy

Records of Reading Behavior
Record
Record of
of Reading
Reading Behaviors
Behaviors analysis
analysis sheet
sheet

Record of Reading Behaviors
Un nuevo trabajo para Tomás

Guided reading level I (16)

Un
Un nuevo
nuevo trabajo
trabajo para
para Tomás
Tomás

Read the title to the student. Ask the student to tell you what the book is about.
Name:

Page

Analysis of errors
and self-corrections

Count

Text

Information
Informationsources
sourcesused
usedE

Date:
Date:

Information used

SC

Error
SC
Fluency
FluencyMSV
MSV

Reads
Readssmoothly
smoothlyatatan
anappropriate
appropriaterate
rate
Uses
Usesappropriate
appropriatephrasing
phrasing
Reads
Readsexpressively
expressively
Attends
Attendsto
topunctuation
punctuation

Errors
Errors—
—What
Whatdid
didthe
thestudent
studentuse?
use?

Todo el mundo en el circo tenía un trabajo.
4

Guided
Guidedreading
readinglevel
levelII(16)
(16)

Date:

Name:
Name:

Bobo era el payaso. Omar era el hombre

Meaning
Meaning
Structure
Structure
Y el trabajo de Tomás era llevar los carteles del
Visual
Visualcues
cues
forzudo. Y Elisa volaba alto en el aire, en el
trapecio.

circo de un pueblo a otro en su motocicleta. A
5

Self-corrections
—
Self-corrections
—
Comprehension
Comprehension
Record
of Reading Behaviors
analysis sheet
What
use?
Whatdid
didthe
thestudent
student
Un
nuevouse?
trabajo para Tomás
Guided reading
level I (16)
After
Afterthe
thestudent
studenthas
hasfinished
finishedreading,
reading,have
havehim/her
him/her
Meaning
Date: the book. If appropriate, prompt the student
Meaning Name:
talk
about
talk about the book. If appropriate, prompt the student
motocicleta. Subía rampas, se paraba de manos
Structure
Structure
Fluency
y daba vueltas
con su motocicleta.
Y, todossources
los
Information
used
by
byusing
usingthe
thequestions
questionsbelow.
below.
Visual
cues
días, mejoraba
un poco
más.
Reads smoothly at an appropriate rate
Errors — What did the student use?
Visual
cues
Uses appropriate phrasing
Meaning
¿Cuál era
eraeleltrabajo
trabajooriginal
originalde
deTomás
Tomásen
enelelcirco?
circo?
Reads¿Cuál
expressively
Structure Total
Attends
to punctuation
¿Cuál
es
Accuracy
¿Cuál
essu
sunuevo
nuevotrabajo?
trabajo?(Literal)
(Literal)
Accuracyrate
rate Visual cues
Self-corrections —
¿Por
qué
Tomás
no
estaba
feliz?
¿Por
qué
dejó
Comprehension
¿Por qué Tomás no estaba feliz? ¿Por qué dejóelel
Level
of
What did the
student
use?
Level
of
After thecirco?
student has
finished reading, have him/her
circo?(Inferential)
(Inferential)
Errors
%
difficulty
Errors
% Meaning
difficulty
talk about the book. If appropriate, prompt the student
los
circos,
Structure
by using Todos
the
questions
below.
Todos
los
circos,¿tienen
¿tienenun
unacto
actocon
conmotocicletas?
motocicletas?
11
99
cues
99 VisualEasy
Easy
(Critical)
¿Cuál (Critical)
era el trabajo original de Tomás en el circo?
22
98
¿Cuál es su nuevo trabajo? ((Literal
(Literal))
98Accuracy rate
¿Por qué Tomás no estaba feliz? ¿Por qué dejó el
Level of
33
97
97
Planning
circo? (Inferential)
Tomás le encantaba conducir su motocicleta y

adoraba su trabajo. Pero quería un trabajo en la
gran carpa, al igual que sus amigos.

Todos los días, Tomás hacía acrobacias en su
6

100 words

44

96
961

Errors

%

difficulty

99

Easy

2

98

55
66

95
953
4
94
94

77
88

93
936
7
92
92

99
10
10

91
919
10
90
90

Instructional
97
Instructional

Planning

Todos los circos, ¿tienen un acto con motocicletas?

(Critical)
Focus
Focus

Despegando hacia la lectura Un nuevo trabajo para Tomás Guided reading level I (16) © 2015 EC Licensing Pty Ltd

11
11++

96

5

95

Instructional

94

11 +

SC

1

What
Whatthe
thestudent
studentneeds
needsto
tolearn
learn
next
next

planning section
for responsive
teaching

What the student needs to learn
Problem-solving
Problem-solving
next
strategies
strategies
Problem-solving
Focus

Fluency
Fluency

92

Assessment Checklists

Fluency

91
90
89 or less

Comprehension
Hard

89
89or
orless
less Hard
Hardratio
Self-correction
E + SC

Planning

strategies

93

8

higher level
questioning

=1:

Comprehension
Comprehension

Phonics

Phonics
Phonics

Vocabulary

despegando-hacia-la-lectura.com

Self-correction
Self-correctionratio
ratio

Vocabulary
Vocabulary
EE++SC
SC= 1 :
= 1 : Despegando hacia la lectura Un nuevo trabajo para Tomás Guided reading level I (16) © 2015 EC Licensing Pty Ltd
SC
SC
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Packages and Pricing
Despegando Shared Reading

Early Reading Stage

Tarjeta de actividades

Un enfoque de lectura compartida

Lesson Plan

El oso goloso y yo
Necesitas: crayones

Levels A & B
Un enfoque de lectura compartida

Includes:
• 18 Big Books

Despegando hacia la lectura

Set:
Living Things

Shared Book

THIS FILE IS NOT ARTWORK - Please use this file for position only

Early Emergent
reading stage

Haz dibujos en los cuadros.

Levels E–F (8–10)*

Despegando hacia la lectura

Vocabulary
Starter

Student Version

This delightful rhyming story is about a bear who travels around the
woods finding food to eat. One day, el oso goloso smells something new
and delicious. He follows the smell to a family campsite. Yum, yum! The
campers scurry away! Munch, munch! It’s a pizza for el oso goloso!

El oso corre.

Yo corro.

Vocabulary
Oral vocabulary
caminar comer espantar fascinar frotarse huir lamer observar olfatear
saborear trepar trotar zambullirse

High-frequency words
a al con de el en la le lo muy no que se y

Key concepts
• We use different actions to do things, e.g. eat, run, sleep, swim.
• When camping, be prepared for the unexpected.

El oso come.

Yo como.

Despegando hacia la lectura Lesson Plans El oso goloso © 2017 EC Licensing Pty Ltd.

© 2017 EC Licensing Pty Ltd. Este trabajo está protegido por la ley de derechos de autor de
los EE. UU., y en virtud de las convenciones internacionales de derechos de autor, se aplica
en las jurisdicciones en las que se publica.
Además de ciertos derechos, establecidos en la ley aplicable de los derechos de propiedad
intelectual, que autorizan la copia de partes de esta obra, el comprador puede hacer copias
de aquellas secciones de la obra que muestren la nota al pie “© 2017 EC Licensing Pty Ltd”
siempre y cuando: (a) la cantidad de copias realizadas no supere la cantidad razonablemente
requerida por el comprador para sus fines de enseñanza; (b) dichas copias solo se hagan
como fotocopias y no se vuelvan a copiar, almacenar o transmitir a través de ningún otro
medio; (c) las copias no se vendan, se alquilen, se presten o se ofrezcan a la venta, como
alquiler o como préstamo, y (d) cada copia realizada muestre en forma clara la nota al pie
con el aviso de derechos de autor. Todos los demás derechos reservados.
es una marca comercial de EC Licensing Pty Ltd en los EE.UU.

• 18 Lesson Plan Cards
(1 for each title)

Desarrollado por
Eleanor Curtain Publishing

okapi

educational publishing

Texto: Kerrie Shanahan
Consultora: Susan Hill & Lyn Reggett
Diseñado por Derek Schneider
Impreso en China por
Colorcraft Ltd, Hong Kong
Distribuido en los EE. UU. por
Okapi Educational Publishing Inc.
Teléfono: 866-652-7436
Fax: 800-481-5499
Correo electrónico: info@myokapi.com
www.myokapi.com

Links with State Standards
Reading literature
K.RL.1 With prompting and support, ask and answer
questions about key details in a text.
Foundational skills
K.RF.3a Demonstrate basic knowledge of one-to-one
letter-sound correspondences by producing the primary
sound or many of the most frequent sounds for each
consonant.

Writing
K.W.3 Use a combination of drawing, dictating, and
writing to narrate a single event or several loosely linked
events, tell about the events in the order in which they
occurred, and provide a reaction to what happened.
Speaking and listening
K.SL.1a Follow agreed-upon rules for discussions.
Language
K.L.1b Use frequently occurring nouns and verbs.

www.flying-start-to-literacy.com

FS SPANISH LT LP Pizza for Bear.indd 1-2

9/13/16 1:16 PM

• 20 Lesson Plan Cards
(1 for each pair of titles)

• 108 Small Books
(6 each of 18 titles)

• 120 Take-Home Books
(6 copies each of 20 titles)
• 2 Storage Boxes

• 12 Reading Pens
• 3 Program Guides
Boxed Classroom Set Price:

Includes:
• 240 Student Books
(6 copies each of 40 titles)

OK DLC1-3

$1829
/ $1450
You
Save
$379

Early Emergent Reading Stage

Boxed Classroom Set Price:

Levels G–H (12–14)*
Includes:
• 240 Student Books
(6 copies each of 40 titles)

Includes:
• 288 Student Books
(6 copies each of 48 titles)

• 20 Lesson Plan Cards
(1 for each pair of titles)

• 24 Lesson Plan Cards
(1 for each pair of titles)

• 120 Take-Home Books
(6 copies each of 20 titles)

• 24 Vocabulary Starters
(1 for each pair of titles)
• 144 Take-Home Books ( 6 copies each of 24 titles)

• 2 Storage Boxes

• 2 Storage Boxes

Boxed Classroom Set Price:
OK DHEE1

OK DHTR4

$1578 / $1495
You Save $83

$2081
/ $1985
You Save
$96

Emergent Reading Stage

Early Fluent Reading Stage

Levels C–D (3–6)*

Levels I–J (16–18)*

Includes:
• 240 Student Books
(6 copies each of 40 titles)

Includes:
• 240 Student Books
(6 copies each of 40 titles)

• 20 Lesson Plan Cards
(1 for each pair of titles)

• 20 Lesson Plan Cards
(1 for each pair of titles)

• 120 Take-Home Books
(6 copies each of 20 titles)
• 2 Storage Boxes

• 120 Take-Home Books
(6 copies each of 20 titles)

Boxed Classroom Set Price:

$1578 / $1495
You Save $83

Transitional Reading Stage

Levels A–B (1–2)*

Boxed Classroom Set Price:

OK DHEA3

• 2 Storage Boxes
OK DHEM2

$1578 / $1495
You Save $83

Boxed Classroom Set Price:

OK DHEF5

$1674 / $1595
You Save $79

* Levels indicated by letters are Okapi’s unique measurements, comparable to the Guided Reading levels of Fountas and Pinnell.
Numerical levels in parentheses align with DRA.
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Fluent Reading Stage

Advanced Fluent Reading Stage, Q–S

Levels K–M (20–28)*

Levels Q–S (40)*

Includes:
• 288 Student Books
(6 copies each of 48 titles)

Includes:
• 72 Paired-Text Student Books
(6 copies each of 12 titles)

• 24 Lesson Plan Cards
(1 for each pair of titles)

• 6 Paired-Text Lesson Plan Cards
(1 for each pair)

• 144 Take-Home Books
(6 copies each of 24 titles)

• 36 Perspectivas Books (6 copies each of 6 titles)
• 6 Perspectivas Lesson Plan Cards (1 for each title)

• 2 Storage Boxes
Boxed Classroom Set Price:

• 1 Storage Box

$2155 / $2050

OK DHFL6

Boxed Classroom Set Price:

You Save $105

OK DHAF8

$888 / $850
You Save $38

Fluent Plus Reading Stage

Advanced Fluent Reading Stage, T–V

Levels N–P (30–38)*

Levels T–V (50)*

Includes:
• 144 Student Books
(6 copies each of 24 titles)

Includes:
• 72 Paired-Text Student Books
(6 copies each of 12 titles)

• 12 Lesson Plan Cards
(1 for each pair of titles)

• 6 Paired-Text Lesson Plan Cards
(1 for each pair)

• 72 Take-Home Books
(6 copies each of 12 titles)

• 36 Perspectivas Books (6 copies each of 6 titles)
• 6 Perspectivas Lesson Plan Cards (1 for each title)

• 1 Storage Box
Boxed Classroom Set Price:

$1157 / $1095
You Save $62

OK DHFP7

• 1 Storage Box
Boxed Classroom Set Price:

OK DHAF9

$888 / $850
You Save $38

Complete Resource
All Nine Reading Stages
Levels A–V (1–50)*
Includes:
• 1824 Paired Texts Student Books (6 copies each of 304 titles)
• 72 Perspectivas Texts (6 copies each of 12 titles)
• 152 Paired Texts Lesson Plan Cards (1 for each pair of titles)
• 12 Perspectivas Lesson Plan Cards
• 840 Take-Home Books (6 copies each of 140 titles)
• 24 Vocabulary Starters
• 18 Storage Boxes
Price WITHOUT Shared Reading:

OK DHAV-NOSR

$13,569 / $12,595
You Save $974

Price WITH Shared Reading:

OK DHA-V

$15,399 / $14,350
You Save $1049

*Levels indicated by letters are Okapi’s unique measurements, comparable to the Guided Reading levels of Fountas and Pinnell.
Numerical levels in parentheses align with DRA.

despegando-hacia-la-lectura.com
Visit our online store or find your rep at myokapi.com
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Dual Literacy Collections

Grades K–5 • Levels A–V (1–50)

Dual Literacy Instructional Packages
Flying Start to Literacy™ and Despegando hacia la lectura™ are fully aligned English and Spanish early literacy programs
pairing fiction and informational texts. Built on best instructional practice—and matching each other title-for-title—they can
be combined for dual language instruction that’s dynamic and robust.
The programs pair fiction and informational texts, connected conceptually and by vocabulary, to accelerate the
systematic development of reading strategies and skills in young students. Flying Start and Despegando scaffold
both English and Spanish learners toward reading proficiencies in their primary and secondary languages.

Flying Start to Literacy and Despegando hacia la lectura support the systematic development of reading strategies and skills in young students. It focuses on the
interrelated textual elements that scaffold early literacy success, through each
of its seven stages of reading development:
• key vocabulary acquisition

• high-frequency words

• text complexity

• text types

• phonics and phonemic awareness

• fluency

• the links between reading and writing.
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Dual Literacy Collections

Now Extended through Grades 4 and 5!
Okapi’s Dual Literacy Packages now include Concept Sets: paired texts for Grades 4 & 5 guided reading,
along with Perspectives and Perspectivas—collections of additional short texts to extend the big idea that
unites each pair and to introduce readers to multiple points of view.

NEW!

Paired Texts
• Informational Texts present the big ideas
around a topic. They include a range of
features including primary sources that
support the text.
• Narrative Texts reflect the big ideas through
their characters and plots.
• Lesson Plans for the pair encourage higher-level
thinking and provide opportunities for students
to write in response both to the text and to their
collaborative conversations.

Issue: Disappearing Rainforests
Paired Texts Lesson Plan:
Sequence
• Exploring Vocabulary
• Establishing Strategy Focus
• Reading with Teacher Support
• Working with a Partner

• Vocabulary Reflection
• Strategy Reflection

ENT CO L LA B ORATI ON

STUD EN T I N Q UI RY

• Talk About the Book

STUD

• Quick Writing

Extend students’ thinking with additional views
of the issues introduced in paired texts with

Perspectives and Perspectivas
PERSPECTIVAS Lesson Plan:
Sequence
• Inquiry
• Independent Partner Work
• Thinking and Talking Circles
• Reading Closely
• Writing a Persuasive Argument

• Perspctives and Perspectivas contain short texts in a
magazine-style format and include posters, arguments,
discussions, letters, and visual images.
• Perspctives and Perspectivas Lesson Plans help you
engage and support students in critical discussions,
assist them in recognizing different points of view,
and then to write about it.

Visit our online store or find your rep at myokapi.com
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Dual Literacy Collections

Grades K–3

Dual Literacy Instructional Packages
Complete Shared Reading

Early Emergent Reading Stage
Levels A–B (1–2)*

Includes:
• 36 Big Books (1 each of 36 titles)
• 216 Small Books (6 each of 36 titles)
• 36 Lesson Plan Cards (1 for each title)
• 36 Vocabulary Starters (1 for each title)
• 24 Reading Pens (12 each of Spanish and English Pens)
• 6 Program Overview Guides
• 6 Storage Boxes
OK DLSR1-3

$3658 / $2900
You Save $758

Includes:
• 576 Student Books (6 copies each of 96 titles)
• 48 Lesson Plan Cards (1 for each pair of titles)
• 48 Vocabulary Starters
(1 for each pair of titles)
• 288 Take-Home Books
(6 copies each of 48 titles)
• 4 Storage Boxes
Boxed Classroom Set Price

OK DLEE1

$4162 / $3970
You Save $192

Emergent Reading Stage

Early Reading Stage

Levels C–D (3–6)*

Levels E–F (8–10)*

Includes:
• 480 Student Books
(6 copies of 80 titles)
• 40 Lesson Plan Cards
(1 for each pair of titles)
• 240 Take-Home Books
(6 copies each of 40 titles)
• 4 Storage Boxes

Includes:
• 480 Student Books
(6 copies each of 80 titles)
• 40 Lesson Plan Cards
(1 for each pair of titles)
• 240 Take-Home Books
(6 copies each of 40 titles)
• 4 Storage Boxes

Boxed Classroom Set Price

OK DLEM2

$3036 / $2880
You Save $156

Boxed Classroom Set Price

Transitional Reading Stage

Early Fluent Reading Stage

Levels G–H (12–14)*

Levels I–J (16–18)*

Includes:
• 480 Student Books
(6 copies each of 80 titles)
• 40 Lesson Plan Cards
(1 for each pair of titles)
• 240 Take-Home Books
(6 copies each of 40 titles)
• 4 Storage Boxes

Includes:
• 480 Student Books
(6 copies each of 80 titles)
• 40 Lesson Plan Cards
(1 for each pair of titles)
• 240 Take-Home Books
(6 copies each of 40 titles)
• 4 Storage Boxes

Boxed Classroom Set Price

OK DLTR4

$3036 / $2880

Boxed Classroom Set Price

You Save $156
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OK DLEA3

$3036 / $2880
You Save $156

OK DLEF5

$3203 / $3020
You Save $183

Grades K–3

Fluent Reading Stage

Fluent Plus Reading Stage

Levels K–M (20–28)*

Levels N–P (30–38)*

Includes:
• 576 Student Books
(6 copies each of 96 titles)
• 48 Lesson Plan Cards
(1 for each pair of titles)
• 288 Take-Home Books
(6 copies each of 48 titles)
• 4 Storage Boxes

Includes:
• 288 Student Books
(6 copies each of 48 titles)
• 24 Lesson Plan Cards
(1 for each pair of titles)
• 144 Take-Home Books
(6 copies each of 24 titles)
• 2 Storage Boxes

Boxed Classroom Set Price

Dual Literacy Collections

OK DLFL6

$4138 / $3900
You Save $238

Boxed Classroom Set Price

OK DLFP7

$2207 / $2090
You Save $117

Advanced Fluent Reading Stage, T–V

Advanced Fluent Reading Stage, Q–S

Levels Q–S (40)*

Levels Q–S (40)*

Includes:
• 144 Paired-Text Student Books
(6 copies each of 24 titles)
• 12 Paired-Text Lesson Plan Cards
(1 for each pair)
• 72 Perspectives/Perspectivas Books
(6 copies each of 12 titles)
• 12 Perspectives/Perspectivas Lesson
Plan Cards (1 for each title)
• 2 Storage Boxes

Includes:
• 144 Paired-Text Student Books
(6 copies each of 24 titles)
• 12 Paired-Text Lesson Plan Cards
(1 for each pair)
• 72 Perspectives/Perspectivas Books
(6 copies each of 12 titles)
• 12 Perspectives/Perspectivas Lesson
Plan Cards (1 for each title)
• 2 Storage Boxes
OK DLAF8

OK DLAF9

$1700

$1700

Complete Program
All Nine Reading Stages
Levels A–V (1-50)*
Includes:
• 3648 Paired-Text Student Books (6 copies each of 608 titles)
• 144 Perspectives/Perspectivas Texts (6 copies each of 24 titles)
• 304 Paired-Text Lesson Plan Cards (1 for each pair)
• 24 Perspectives/Perspectivas Lesson Plan Cards (1 for each title)
• 1680 Take-Home Books (6 copies each of 280 titles)
• 48 Vocabulary Starters
• 36 Storage Boxes
Price WITHOUT Shared Reading:

OK DLAV-NOSR $27,192 / $25,190
You Save $2002

Price WITH Shared Reading:

OK DLA-V

$30,852 / $28,700
You Save $2152

despegando-hacia-la-lectura.com
Visit our online store or find your rep at myokapi.com
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New Heights

Grades 2–7+

New Heights™

Program Overview
21st Century Audio Support for Striving Readers!
• Introductory Get Set! Stage with eight-page books for early readers and listeners
• All other titles have been extended and reformatted into 12-page books with open and welcoming new page layouts
• Each Reading Pen is programmed for all 160 New Heights books
• New titles with contemporary appeal to interest every reader have been added to each stage
• Activities and assessment now provided completely online or on easy-to-use CD

The Leader in Audio-Assisted Reading –
Reimagined for a New Generation!
Increase reading confidence and competency with New Heights’ dynamic approach
to audio-assisted, repeated readings.

Beneﬁts for students:
• reading practice is made enjoyable
and meaningful

“Audio-assisted reading programs that incorporate repeated
readings create an instructional synergy that provides the
conditions for students to experience reading success.”

• struggling readers are given an
immediate sense of accomplishment
• readers of any ability level can have
positive experiences with text.
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See the Video!
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—Professor Tim Rasinski,
Kent State University

Grades 2–7+

New Heights

Reading Pen
Listen to recorded texts anytime, anywhere.
Our unique Reading Pen is portable and adaptable for any environment—
no bulky equipment needed!
Touch the tip of the pen to a book’s cover, then to any page and hear that
page read aloud.
• Pre-loaded with recordings of all 160 New Heights titles
• Identifies and reads the text of any New Heights book, regardless of stage
• Records student’s own reading, providing valuable feedback for both
teacher and student

See the Reading Pen
in action!

Each New Heights Stage includes:
• 20 high-interest titles, providing a balance of fiction and
informational texts

• 1 Activities and Assessment CD

• 2 eight-page Assessment Titles

• 1 Storage Box

• 1 Program Guide

• 4 Reading Pens with full-text recordings of all books
(except for assessment titles)

new-heights-reading.com
Visit our online store or find your rep at myokapi.com
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New Heights

Grades 2–7+

New Heights™
Instruction

New Heights is easy to implement and proven to get results. With New Heights’ support, your
striving readers will be motivated and engaged by repeated readings, leading to rapid gains in
their comprehension and ability to master texts of grade-level complexity.

With a half hour of
daily reading practice,
most students on
average achieved
12 months’ progress
in just 10 weeks’ time.

Use New Heights to:
• provide explicit instruction through
teacher-led orientations and
conferencing
• scaffold students’ vocabulary
acquisition
• improve word recognition, rate,
phrasing and expression
• extend comprehension through a
variety of post-reading activities.
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New Heights

Grades 2–7+

Develop reading skills and increase comprehension with
New Heights’ combination of explicit instruction and
independent practice
1

Student selects title

2

Teacher provides orientation

3

Student listens & follows along with audio

4

Student repeats process until audio support is no longer needed

5

Teacher and student conference to determine progress

6

Student engages in independent activities selected according to need

7

Student repeats process until fluency level is attained

“New Heights engaging audio
books provide our students with
the support they need to develop
reading skills and comprehension
to ensure their success. Our students
give New Heights an A+.”
—Cathy Ambridge
Klein, Texas

New Heights supports college and career-readiness goals by:
• helping students become active rather than passive listeners
• encouraging students’ responses to texts, both orally and in writing
• motivating the most challenged readers toward more complex text.

new-heights-reading.com
Visit our online store or find your rep at myokapi.com
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New Heights

Grades 2–7+

New Heights™

Program Components
High-Interest Titles

New Heights has been proven
to signiﬁcantly increase reading
enjoyment, conﬁdence, and
competency by:
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See Pen Demo!

Assessment Titles
Assessment titles – 2 at each stage –
provide quick progress checks.
Board
Game

Amazing
Weather

Board Game Activity

¬¬
Spin the numbered spinner.
¬¬
The highest number starts.
¬¬
You need to spin the exact
number to move onto the
END square.

START

1

Writing

Blast off

2

Read all about
the records for
weather.

of the
3 One
hottest
places on Earth
is Death Valley in
California. Miss a
turn.

Amazing
Weather

22 Some
snowflakes
are bigger than a
dinner plate! Spin
again. Go forward
that number.

4

18

END

23

5

17

30

24

6

20

21

Other planets
have amazing
weather, too

Blast off

Fill in the grid to show amazing weather in different places. Use details from the text
to add to the grid.

Place
The largest
19 snowflakes
ever seen fell in
Montana. Spin
again. Go back
that number.

Writing Activity

Name: .............................................................................................................................. Date:..............................................

Amazing Weather

Extra Details

Death Valley, California

Minus 120 degrees

It rains
16 about 350
days a year on
a mountain in
Hawaii. Go on
to 20.

29

15

Some
28 hailstones
are as big as
tennis balls. Spin
again. If you spin
a 3 or a 4, go on
to 29.

27

A mountain
13 in Hawaii
is the rainiest

12

14

place on Earth.
Go forward four
spaces.

Activities

Colder than the inside
of a freezer

Rainiest place on Earth
Amazing
Weather

The biggest
25 hailstone
ever found fell in
Bangladesh. Go
back four spaces.

Text-Sequencing Activity

Antarctica
7 is the
coldest place on
Earth. Name two
numbers. If you
spin one of them,
go on to 11.

26

8

It’s colder
10 than the
inside of a freezer.
Go back four
spaces.

© 2015 Rainbow Reading Programme Ltd. Distributed exclusively under licence in the USA by Okapi Educational Publishing, Inc. (www.myokapi.com)

9

Blast off

Name: .............................................................................................................................. Date:..............................................
Montana

Words can
be found
in these
directions:

Some places are very hot. Some places are very cold.
One of the hottest places on Earth is Death Valley
in California.

11

Word Search Activity

Amazing
Weather

Blast off

Venus

The temperature there can be 130 degrees. Antarctica
is the coldest place on Earth. The temperature there can
drop to minus 120 degrees.
REMEMBER
That’s much colder than the inside of a freezer. The
largest snowflakes ever seen fell in Montana. They were
15 inches wide.
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Every space should be filled. Extra details may show how
cold or hot or rainy or big.
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can only
beneed more space.
Write on the back of this page
if you
used in one
word.
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That’s bigger than a dinner plate! Other planets have
amazing weather, too. The temperature on the planet
Venus is nearly 900 degrees.
Words
to find:

t

n

f

i

t

o

g

o

r

about
ever
not
to

and
for
place
very

i

r

d

s

be
found
seen
year

e
h
y
big
have
than

n

e

o

e

t

n

can
is
there

Activities to reinforce learning are now
delivered digitally on CD, or by
downloading at new-heights-reading.com

a
n
d
days
much
they

Use the letters that are left to make the word that tells what the temperature is like
in Antarctica. ...............................................................................................................................................................................
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Text Sequencing

See Online Activities!

Word Search

Each New Heights set includes:
• 20 high-interest titles, a balance of fiction and
informational texts
• 2 eight-page Assessment Titles
• 4 Reading Pens with full-text recordings
• 1 Activities and Assessment CD
• 1 Program Guide
• 1 Storage Box
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Program Guide

Watch the Program
Overview video!

Order today! 866.652.7436 or fax 800.481.5499

New Heights

Grades 2–7+

Get Set! Stage

Blast Off Stage

Set One

Student Interest Level
Grade 2

Student Interest Level
Grade 2+

Student Interest Level
Grades 2–3

Set Two

Set Three

Set Four

Student Interest Level
Grade 3+

Student Interest Level
Grade 4+

Student Interest Level
Grade 5+

Set Five

Set Six

Student Interest Level
Grade 6+

Student Interest Level
Grade 7+

new-heights-reading.com
Visit our online store or find your rep at myokapi.com
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New Heights

Grades 2–7+

New Heights™

Packages and Pricing
New Heights … audio-assisted, repeated readings
to fuel comprehension and accelerate mastery
of grade-level texts.
To achieve grade-level competency in
reading, students have to comprehend
what they read.
New Heights’ high-interest reading choices, combined with the unique Reading
Pen, make repeated readings meaningful and enjoyable for all students, and
easy to manage for teacher and student.

				

Complete Package 					
All 8 Sets
Set

Words per Book

Reading Ability Level of Students

Student Interest Level

OK NHGS-6

$2,792

Item #

List Price

Your Price

Get Set!

100–150

Late K – Early First

Grade 2

OK NHGS

$499

$349

Blast Off

130–175

Mid – First

Grade 2+

OK NHBO

$499

$349

One

150–300

Late First

Grades 2–3

OK NH1

$499

$349

Two

200–400

Second

Grade 3+

OK NH2

$499

$349

Three

400–550

Third

Grade 4+

OK NH3

$499

$349

Four

500–700

Fourth

Grade 5+

OK NH4

$499

$349

Five

650–900

Fifth

Grade 6+

OK NH5

$499

$349

Six

900–1200

Sixth

Grade 7+

OK NH6

$499

$349
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New Heights

Grades 2–7+

New Heights

Teacher Resources Available at Your Fingertips

Accessing
your teacher
support

New Heights online resource page

new-heights-reading.com

Read and Listen to a Sample from Each
Stage
Click the appropriate level to be directed
to an audio sample from every set.

Reading Pen Demo
Learn how to use the New Heights Reading Pen
in this easy-to-follow demonstration video.
Click the play button to
see the demonstration

Click the New Heights
Reading Pen button

Conferencing and Post-Reading
Activities for Each Book
These five follow-up activities are included for each
title: Word Search, Writing, Text Sequencing, Cloze,
and a Board Game.
Scroll down and click on any title for its
associated activities and conferencing plan
new-heights-reading.com

Bicycles Then,
Bicycles Now

Stage 2

Cloze Activity

Bicycles Then,
Bicycles Now

Bicycles Then,
Bicycles Now

.
.........................
.........................
.........................
.........................

Name: .........................

they
than they were when
more comfortable
bicycles are much
the years.
Introduction: Today
have changed over
Find out how bicycles

Text-Sequencing Activity

Bicycles Then,

2 Now
Bicycles
Stage

Date:..............................................

were first invented.

Errors

M S

from wood. It had

Board Game Activity

Orientation
and
¬¬
Spin the Conferencing Plan
numbered spinner.

Stage 2

Stage 2

START

1

¬¬
The highest number starts.
Bicycles are
¬¬
You need to spin the exact more
Comprehension questions
comfortable
number
to
move
the
now
they
1. What wasonto
the first bicycle madethan
of? they
END square.
were when

Orientation

2

2. What was different about the
were
invented. or
High-wheeler
penny-farthing bicycle?

Book summary

Read the following summary to the
made
student.
3. What did John Dunlop invent?
19
first bicycle was
wheels
20
two
21
Today
bicycles
are much more comfortable than
22 Bicycles had
one legwas made from wood. It hadwere
4. Why are the bicycles of today
they
solid rubber
first__bicycle
when they were first invented. Find
much faster than
_______
The
the bicycles of long ago?
tires on steelbicycles
bar over the years. out how
have changed
__ a bar. Riders sat
of the
rimmed wheels.
bicycle sat with one leg each side
two wheels _______
5. How might the bicycles of the
__Riders
a bar.
and
future be differentThey were bumpy
_______
Introduction
from the bicycles of today?
to ride. Go back
__ the bar and pushed
Foster interest and activate the student’s
background
the bicycle along with their feet.
to 21.
each side _______
pushedble,
knowledge. Be concise – focus on
Answers to the Comprehension
andcomforta
motivating and involving
questions
the student. Encourage prediction
__ . It was not very
1. The first bicycle was made of
by using the text
wood.
and illustrations on the cover of the
along with their _______
book. Discuss new Some
2. The large front wheel was chosen
18
vocabulary and remind the student
to fit the length of
__ walking. Pedals
END
to use the glossary bicycles
the rider’s
legs.
23 John Dunlop
(when applicable). Also remind the
Bicycles today are much more
a little faster _______
invented a
were invented 3. He invented
was
student to ask him/
it
__
d
a tire that could be filled with air.
herself questions before, during and
_______
comfortable
tire that could be
than the old wooden
that had chains to
after the reading.
pedals went backwar
4. Answers
vary.– and they are
oneswill
were
were
filled with air. Go
make the wheels
much
next. _________
Previewthey
the pictures and discuss the terms
faster
willtoo.
vary.
on to 27.
were not very comfortable, but
usedgo around. Go 5. Answers
for different parts of the bicycle,
Pedals were invented
These__bicycles
the
such as bars, seat,
forward 3 spaces.
_______
wheel, pedal,next.
and rod. Ask the student to tell you
Supporting English Language
were invented
pushed rods that
about the changes they see in the
a little faster than walking. Pedals
photographs as
and _________ and
Learners
bicycle developed
over time.
rods
bicycles a little faster
andthepushed
The following are suggestions for
_________ riding
17
optional lessons to take
The pedals went backward and forward Conferencing
30
back wheel. This
with your English
language learners. See the overview 24
_________ around
chart
in the Program Guide for a summary
of the text features of
Soon, pedals that that turned the back wheel.
this book.
Check how well the student
.
_________ before.
When you are conferencing, the student reads
reads all or part of
__ forward were invented
Purpose
the book to you. Then:
_______
d
instead of backwar
Interpreting information accurately
• praise, pause, and prompt appropriately;
_________ made
to make
before.
than
comparisons
check
for accuracy (by counting mistakes)
riding bicycles a little faster•• check
the front wheel around.
and fluency;
Pedals made being
for understanding by using one or
Cranks _________
more of the
Introduce the concept and practice
and
following
methods:
backward
__ , bicycles were
16
went around instead of−asking
29 Now, most
the comprehension questions provided
By identifying
Four years _______ Soon, pedals that
bicycles
similarities
25 Tires filled
look and differences, the
and any
a
with air were
others that seem
a big difference.
necessary;
studentmuch
theto
is able
same
invented,
make comparisons and show an more
were
chains−asking
High-wheeler was
comfortable
the student to retell the story in
understanding
as they did
manythings can change and
of how
eeler _________ forward were invented. Cranks and
for the rider. Spin
develop
−asking questions about and discussing their own words;
years ago. Spin
over time.
aspcts of the
raced. The High-wh
Dunlop
again. If you spin
__ wheel
story,John
such as the
Then,
again. Go back
theme, plot, main ideas, sequence
_______
large
a 3 or a 6, go on
and characters;
Once the
bicycles were very bumpy to ride.
that
student
but
number.is familiar with the book,
__ of bicycle. The
−encouraging the
through together, reviewing the vocabulary read it to 28.
to confirm the predictions they
different _______
relating to
riders’ alegs.
bicycle parts. Ensure that the student
could be filled with air.made during the student
of the
orientation.
that
tire
length
is familiar with
invented
__
these labels and their definitions.
_______
Decide what the student does
.”
was chosen to fit
next 15
28
Next recommend that the student:
__ “penny farthings
Give the student a blank sheet27
26
the
of paper and get
much
look
were also _______
they
• practices
but
them
some
gears,
to
more
rule
bicycles
a
on
line
have
the
down
same
__
the
book, with or without
middle. Label one
bicycles
were
_______
Now,ofmost
the audio;
side “Bicycles Then” and the other
changes
“Bicycles Now.”
__ sorts
completes
made
Through discussion and
one of thefrom
activities
They• are
Over the years, _______

Bicycles Then The

Changes

.

_________ to bicycles
Accuracy Chart
Words Entered
More than 11 correct

Visit our online store or find your rep at myokapi.com

10 or 11 correct
Fewer than 10 correct

(Exact word replacement

Score

only)

Level
Independent
Instructional

Errors

provided that is related to
questioning, get the student
the book;
to record as many similarities and
same as they did many years ago.
differences as
they can about the first and last bicycles
withmore
another book from the same level;
much
or
shown in
are•• ispractices
assessed for promotion to the next
the book. Explain how to record information
level.
in note
lighter and stronger materials. They
form.
right)
– and
S = Syntax (sounds
sense)
14 The Highthan the old wooden bicycles were
comfortable

M = Meaning (makes
Seen
Heard
Comments:

Unseen

they are much faster too.

wheeler was
a different sort of
bicycle, also called
a “penny farthing.”
Miss a turn.

13

12
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11 Cranks
turned the
front wheel around.
Name 2 numbers.

If you spin one of
those numbers,
go on to 16.

Frustration
© 2015 Rainbow Reading

3

Ensure that you have read about
using the plan in the
Program Guide.

© 2015 Rainbow Reading Programme Ltd. Distributed
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4 The first

bicycle was
made from wood.
It was not very
comfortable. Go
back 3 spaces.

5

6

7

8 When

pedals were
invented, they
made riding
bicycles faster.
Spin again. Go
forward that
number.

10
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Explorations Intervention

Grades 3–8+

Explorations
The Intervention Solution
TM

Tier 2 and ELL Intervention delivered in
grab-and-go Topic Units

Set 1

Levels K, L, M
(20–28)*

Set 2

Levels N, O, P
(30–38)*
Explorations: The Intervention
Solution provides:
• Key Content using STEM and
Social Studies Topics
• Short, complete informational
texts with appealing content
motivate students and increase
academic vocabulary
development
• Full-length Books for extended
and independent reading
• Five Sets range in readability
levels from 2nd to 5th grade
(Guided Reading Levels K–Y)
• Conveniently Packaged Topic
Units within each set contain
all resources needed for
grab-and-go convenience.

Set 3

Levels Q, R, S
(40–44)*

Set 4

Levels T, U, V
(44–60)*

Set 5

Levels W, X, Y
(60–70)*

Topic Units

Comprehension Strategies

Science & Us
Amazing Plants
The Sea
Bugs & Minibeasts
Moving People & Things
Animals in the Wild

• Making Connections
• Monitoring and Clarifying
• Predicting and Inferring
• Questioning
• Summarizing
• Visualizing

Weather & Climate
The Past
Working Together
Animal Lifetimes & Cycles
Protecting Our World
Caring for Animals

• Making Connections
• Monitoring and Clarifying
• Predicting and Inferring
• Questioning
• Summarizing
• Visualizing

Rights & Responsibilities
Technology
Health & Safety
Survival
Talented Animals
Using Tools

• Making Connections
• Monitoring and Clarifying
• Predicting and Inferring
• Questioning
• Summarizing
• Visualizing

Communication
Survival & Adaptation
Dangerous & Challenging Places
Endangered Species & Habitats
Cities
People Making a Difference

• Making Connections
• Monitoring and Clarifying
• Predicting and Inferring
• Questioning
• Summarizing
• Visualizing

Sending Messages
Ecosystems
Our Changing Climate
Our Place in Space
Animals & People
Investigating the Past

• Making Connections
• Monitoring and Clarifying
• Predicting and Inferring
• Questioning
• Summarizing
• Visualizing

*Levels indicated by letters are Okapi’s unique measurements, comparable to the Guided Reading Levels of Fountas and Pinnell.
Lexile Levels for full-length independent reading selections are available upon request.
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Grades 3–8+

Explorations Intervention

Research-based
Intervention using
STEM and Social
Studies Content
Key Comprehension
Strategies are revisited
in each set.

A research-based Learning
and Teaching Cycle that
provides materials and
structured routine for:
• Scaffolded support that enables
students to read increasingly
complex texts
• Extending content knowledge
with leveled texts for
independent reading

Extend
and
support

Assess to
inform
instruction

Learning and
Teaching Cycle

Plan for
effective
instruction

• Extension activities to support
content and vocabulary
development.

Deliver
targeted
intervention

explorations-intervention.com
Visit our online store or find your rep at myokapi.com
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Explorations Intervention

Grades 3–8+

Explorations
The Intervention Solution
TM

Assess to Inform Instruction
Assessment Pack—Each
—Each of the 5 Sets in the
program contains an Assessment Pack to support
teachers with the placement of students and
also to track progress during the teaching and
learning cycle.

Regular opportunities for student discussion and
reflection allow teachers to observe students’
understanding of content, concepts, and strategies.
Student self-assessment
is embedded throughout
the program.

Plan for Effective Instruction
The comprehensive resources of the program make it easy for the interventionist to plan for instruction according
to the needs of the students in each group.

The assessment and teaching resources allow the teacher to:
• Differentiate instruction by choosing a Set based on the reading ability of
the students
• Select a Topic Unit with content that will motivate students to read and learn
more about a particular STEM or social studies topic
• Plan for instruction using Getting Started, The Intervention Resource.
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Grades 3–8+

2
3
Deliver Targeted
Intervention
Visualizing
Supported practice

Lesson Plan menu

Strategy

Revisit the strategy: Visualizing

Learning goals

Module 5 Visualizing

Explorations Strategies for Comprehension

Definition of strategy: Visualizing

Set the focus for reading. Say: Read the next section to find out what the pyramids reveal
about Egyptian pharaohs.
Have the students read this section to themselves.
Practice using the Visualizing strategy
Say: Think about what you have read.
Ask: What did you visualize about what was inside the pyramids? What evidence do you have for
these images?
With their partners, have the students discuss and add to their Graphic Organizers.

• Use the words from the text to help us visualize. We also use the
punctuation, phrases, headings, and visual information from the text
to help us visualize.

Lesson Plan menu

Strategy

Learning goals

Explorations Strategies for Comprehension

Module 5 Visualizing

Learning goals: Visualizing
We are learning to visualize as we read to help us understand the text.
We will be successful when we can:
• Use our senses to help us understand the text;
• Ask ourselves the question: What do we see, hear, taste, smell, and touch
as we read?;
• Think and talk about how the words, phrases, visual information, headings,
and punctuation in the text help us create a picture in our minds as we read.

Before the lesson, revisit the self-assessment tasks completed at the end of the Model
and Supported practice lessons and refer to any notes you made in response to
students’ self-assessments.
Revisit the comprehension strategy with your students. Refer to the definition of the
strategy on the digital version or on the front of the Independent practice card.
Revisit the learning goals for this strategy. Refer to the learning goals on the digital
version or on the front of the Independent practice card. Check that all students
understand the goals of this lesson.
Say: Today, we are going to continue learning about visualizing as we read. You will be practicing
by yourselves.
Give each student an appropriately leveled Independent practice card.
If any students have difficulty working independently, support them by using
the following Lesson Plans. If a further level of support is needed, work with
the students using the digital versions of these Lesson Plans.

creation A creation is something that has been made.
It often refers to something artistic. For example, if you
made a clay pot, a painting, or a statue, it would be a
creation.

A pot is a creation.

empire An empire is a group of states or countries
ruled by one person who is often called an Emperor or
Empress. An empire is usually very powerful and has
many people under its rule.
fragments If something is in fragments, it is in
small pieces. For example, if a glass smashes on the
floor, small pieces, or fragments, of glass will spread
everywhere.

a map of the Roman Empire

mausoleum A mausoleum is a large, usually grand
building that contains a tomb (a place where a dead
person is buried) or tombs.

Learning goals

Know your vocabular y

Read the text

Discuss and reflect

Vocabular y activity

Module 5 Visualizing Lesson Plan 2

Explorations Strategies for Comprehension

Discuss and reflect

Read
Learning
goals

What have we learned about what the pyramids of ancient Egypt reveal?
Let’s think about the different things that were inside the pyramids and
why they were there.
What have we learned about investigating the past?
Let’s think about how life was different in the past.
What have we learned about the Visualizing strategy?
Let’s go back to the Learning goals.

Working by yourself

world heritage site Our heritage is what we think is
important and valuable, and what we want people to see
in the future. A world heritage site is an area or place
that is protected so that people in the future can enjoy
seeing it.

When I am visualizing, I:
★ Create images in my mind about
what I see, hear, taste, smell, and
touch as I read.

The first Emperor’s terracotta warriors

Text type: Report
Reading level: S
Concept: Investigating the past

The first Emperor’s
terracotta warriors

Text type: Report
Reading level: W
Concept: Investigating the past

What to do:

1 Open your card, read the
title, and look at the visual
information.

The first Emperor’s terracotta warriors
Archeologists estimate that the terracotta soldiers
represent the actual number of guards in the
Emperor’s army and believe that the soldiers vary in
height, uniform, and hairstyle depending on their rank.

In 221 B.C., more than 2,200 years ago, the
ruler Qin (pronounced chin) founded China’s
first empire and declared himself its first
Emperor. When he died, he was buried in a
grand mausoleum, which contained everything he
would need in the afterlife. The ancient Chinese
believed that objects buried with a person could
be taken to the afterlife.

fragments

2 Read the text in order.
After you have read each part
of the text, ask yourself the
questions in the box and then
fill in your Graphic Organizer.

The discovery revealed the remarkable techniques of
ancient Chinese craftspeople. Hollow heads, torsos,
and arms were made of coiled clay, joined together,
and set on solid legs. By coiling the clay around
and around, they were able to create different-sized
warriors. Facial and dress details were carved, a beard
or armor was attached, and then the statue was fired
in a kiln.

In 1974, some farmers uncovered fragments of
terracotta statues. These human-sized statues
turned out to be terracotta warriors buried in
the first Emperor’s mausoleum. Since then,
archeologists have uncovered an army of about
2,000 terracotta warriors and believe there are
more than 6,000 still to be recovered. The
discovery of this army has provided much
information about life in China during the first
Emperor’s reign.

Direct the students to the text introduction on the front of their cards. Either read
the introduction to the students or have them read to themselves.
Say: The first Emperor’s terracotta warriors is a report about human-sized statues of
warriors that were buried with China’s first Emperor. What do you already know about warriors?
Ask the students to open the cards and to read the title and look at the visual
information.

The amazing terracotta warriors are on display at the
mausoleum, which is preserved as a world heritage
site. Visitors can marvel at the sight of this army and
wonder about life in ancient China.

The army signifies the great power and wealth of
the first Emperor, who had ordered the creation
of these terracotta warriors to guard his body in
the afterlife. Creating this army was a vast and
expensive undertaking. It required great skill
and effort by hundreds of craftspeople over many
years and yet the warriors were then buried
out of sight!

3 When you have finished, fill
in your Self-assessment sheet.
You will need the Visualizing:

a mausoleum

The first Emperor’s terracotta warriors is a
report about human-sized statues of warriors
that were buried with China’s first Emperor.
What do you already know about warriors?

• Graphic Organizer
Visualizing

• Self-assessment sheet

Graphic Organizer

Name:
Title:
What did I see?

What did I hear?

What did I taste?

Visualizing

Self-assessment

Name:

What did I smell?

I am learning to visualize to help me understand what I read.
What to do: Think about how you are doing. Check, draw, or write in the matching box next to each sentence.
Working with the teacher
Just starting Getting there

Working with a partner

Got it!

Just starting Getting there

Working by myself

What did I touch?
Got it!
Just starting Getting there

Got it!

I can use my senses to help
me understand the text.
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I can ask myself the
question: What do I see,
hear, taste, smell, and
touch as I read?

I can think and talk about
how the words, phrases,
visual information, headings,
and punctuation in the text
help me create a picture
in my mind as I read.
One thing I learned about the Visualizing strategy is
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Working by yourself

When I am visualizing, I:
★ Create images in my mind about
what I see, hear, taste, smell, and
touch as I read.

empire An empire is a group of states or countries
ruled by one person who is often called an Emperor or
Empress. An empire is usually very powerful and has
many people under its rule.

A pot is a creation.

Learning goals
I am learning to visualize as I read to help me
understand the text. I will be successful when I can:
★ Use my senses to help me understand the text;
★ Ask myself the question: What do I see, hear, taste,
smell, and touch as I read?;
★ Think and talk about how the words, phrases, visual
information, headings, and punctuation in the text help
me create a picture in my mind as I read.

fragments If something is in fragments, it is in
small pieces. For example, if a glass smashes on the
floor, small pieces, or fragments, of glass will spread
everywhere.
mausoleum A mausoleum is a large, usually grand
building that contains a tomb (a place where a dead
person is buried) or tombs.

a map of the Roman Empire

★ Use the words from the text to
help me visualize. I also use the
punctuation, phrases, headings,
and visual information from the
text to help me visualize.

The first Emperor’s terracotta warriors

world heritage site Our heritage is what we think is
important and valuable, and what we want people to see
in the future. A world heritage site is an area or place
that is protected so that people in the future can enjoy
seeing it.

What to do:

1 Open your card, read the
The first Emperor’s terracotta warriors
In 221 B.C., more than 2,200 years ago, the
ruler Qin (pronounced chin) founded China’s
first empire and declared himself its first
Emperor. When he died, he was buried in a
grand mausoleum, which contained everything he
would need in the afterlife. The ancient Chinese
believed that objects buried with a person could
be taken to the afterlife.

fragments

In 1974, some farmers uncovered fragments of
terracotta statues. These human-sized statues
turned out to be terracotta warriors buried in
the first Emperor’s mausoleum. Since then,
archeologists have uncovered an army of about
2,000 terracotta warriors and believe there are
more than 6,000 still to be recovered. The
discovery of this army has provided much
information about life in China during the first
Emperor’s reign.

Archeologists estimate that the terracotta soldiers
represent the actual number of guards in the
Emperor’s army and believe that the soldiers vary in
height, uniform, and hairstyle depending on their rank.
The discovery revealed the remarkable techniques of
ancient Chinese craftspeople. Hollow heads, torsos,
and arms were made of coiled clay, joined together,
and set on solid legs. By coiling the clay around
and around, they were able to create different-sized
warriors. Facial and dress details were carved, a beard
or armor was attached, and then the statue was fired
in a kiln.
The amazing terracotta warriors are on display at the
mausoleum, which is preserved as a world heritage
site. Visitors can marvel at the sight of this army and
wonder about life in ancient China.

The army signifies the great power and wealth of
the first Emperor, who had ordered the creation
of these terracotta warriors to guard his body in
the afterlife. Creating this army was a vast and
expensive undertaking. It required great skill
and effort by hundreds of craftspeople over many
years and yet the warriors were then buried
out of sight!

title, and look at the visual
information.

2 Read the text in order.

After you have read each part
of the text, ask yourself the
questions in the box and then
fill in your Graphic Organizer.

3 When you have finished, fill
in your Self-assessment sheet.

You will need the Visualizing:

a mausoleum

The first Emperor’s terracotta warriors is a
report about human-sized statues of warriors
that were buried with China’s first Emperor.
What do you already know about warriors?

• Graphic Organizer
Visualizing

• Self-assessment sheet

Graphic Organizer

Name:
Title:
What did I see?

What did I hear?

What did I taste?

Visualizing

Self-assessment

Name:

What did I smell?

I am learning to visualize to help me understand what I read.
What to do: Think about how you are doing. Check, draw, or write in the matching box next to each sentence.
Working with the teacher
Just starting Getting there

Got it!

Working with a partner
Just starting Getting there

Working by myself

What did I touch?
Got it!
Just starting Getting there

Got it!

I can use my senses to help
me understand the text.
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I can ask myself the
question: What do I see,
hear, taste, smell, and
touch as I read?

Can we dig? The ethical
responsibilities of archeologists

I can think and talk about
how the words, phrases,
visual information, headings,
and punctuation in the text
help me create a picture
in my mind as I read.
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One thing I learned about the Visualizing strategy is
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Text type: Argument
Reading level: Y
Concept: Investigating the past

Direct the students to the highlighted words (creation, empire, fragments, mausoleum,
world heritage site).
Say: Think about each highlighted word. Ask yourself these questions: Do I know the meaning of
this word? Have I seen or heard this word being used? Is there any part of this word that I know?
What part of speech is this word?
Show the students the Know your vocabulary section on the back of the card.
Say: If you need to, you can use this to check your understanding of each word.

Think about each
highlighted word. If you
need to, turn to the
back of the card and
check the meanings of
the words.

The discovery revealed the remarkable techniques of
ancient Chinese craftspeople. Hollow heads, torsos,
and arms were made of coiled clay, joined together,
and set on solid legs. By coiling the clay around
and around, they were able to create different-sized
warriors. Facial and dress details were carved, a beard
or armor was attached, and then the statue was fired
in a kiln.

In 1974, some farmers uncovered fragments of
terracotta statues. These human-sized statues
turned out to be terracotta warriors buried in
the first Emperor’s mausoleum. Since then,
archeologists have uncovered an army of about
2,000 terracotta warriors and believe there are
more than 6,000 still to be recovered. The
discovery of this army has provided much
information about life in China during the first
Emperor’s reign.

2. What did you visualize about
the Emperor and his army?

4. What did you visualize
about the terracotta warriors?

Add to your Graphic Organizer.

Add to your Graphic Organizer.

Visualizing

Self-assessment: Visualizing

Self-assessment

Name:

Have the students add to their individual Self-assessment sheets.
Ask students if there was anything in the lesson they thought was difficult. Make
notes about student feedback and your own assessment for individual or group
follow-up.
Provide feedback to your students. Tell them what they have done well, what they
need to work on next, and what you saw them learning as they applied the strategy.

I am learning to visualize to help me understand what I read.
What to do: Think about how you are doing. Check, draw, or write in the matching box next to each sentence.
Working with the teacher

Just starting Getting there

Got it!

Working with a partner

Just starting Getting there

Got it!

Working by myself

Just starting Getting there

Got it!

I can use my senses to help
me understand the text.

I can ask myself the
question: What do I see,
hear, taste, smell, and
touch as I read?

I can think and talk about
how the words, phrases,
visual information, headings,
and punctuation in the text
help me create a picture
in my mind as I read.

One thing I learned about the Visualizing strategy is

Explorations Strategies for Comprehension for informational texts Module 5
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Strategy

Learning goals

Know your vocabular y

Read the text

Discuss and reflect

Vocabular y activity

Module 5 Visualizing Lesson Plan 2

Explorations Strategies for Comprehension

Vocabulary activity
Example

1. Choose one of the following words:

Vocabulary activity
With their partners, have the students choose one of the following words from the
text to complete either the digital version or the printable version of the vocabulary
activity: artifacts, chamber, lifestyles.

Explorations Strategies for Comprehension for informational texts Module 5
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Direct the students to the text introduction on the front of their cards. Either read
the introduction to the students or have them read to themselves.
Say: The ping-pong Ichthyosaurs: an amazing Canadian fossil discovery is a report
about an amazing fossil discovery in Canada. What do you already know about fossils?
Ask the students to open the cards and to read the title and look at the visual
information.

The boy is a descendant of
his father and grandfather.

fragile Something that is fragile is very easily broken.
For example, a glass is fragile because if it is dropped it
will break.
heritages People’s heritages are the things that have
been passed on to them from their families that have
lived before them. For example, part of your heritage
may be family recipes passed down to you from your
grandmother and mother.

Is animal research ethical?

When I am visualizing, I:
★ Create images in my mind about
what I see, hear, taste, smell, and
touch as I read.

Activate prior knowledge

Direct the students to the text introduction on the front of their cards. Either read
the introduction to the students or have them read to themselves.
Say: Can we dig? The ethical responsibilities of archeologists is an argument about the
responsibilities archeologists have when studying sites and artifacts from past lives. What do you
already know about the work undertaken by archeologists?
Ask the students to open the cards and to read the title and look at the visual
information.

What to do:

Can we dig?

The ethical responsibilities of archeologists

1 Open your card, read the
title, and look at the visual
information.

Can we dig?

The ethical responsibilities of archeologists

Archeologists learn about past human activities and
cultures from studying material people left behind. They do
important work that helps us understand how people lived in
the past. Wherever archeologists work, they have an ethical
responsibility to consider how their work affects the heritages
of people they are studying and how sites and artifacts can
best be preserved for future generations.

In addition, archeologists have a responsibility to help stop the looting
of artifacts for private collections or for sale. In the past, archeologists
have worked with treasure hunters at shipwreck sites. It is not ethical for
archeologists to do this as they have a responsibility to conserve artifacts
for the public interest, not to excavate for commercial gain.

2 Read the text in order.

As much as possible,
archeologists should excavate
only what is required for their
research. Many archeological
sites are fragile. If a site, or
part of a site, is destroyed,
it cannot be replaced.
Archeologists should leave
parts of sites intact for future
archeologists to investigate. They will have new questions and new
research techniques that could provide more information. Archeologists
must be ethical about how they do their work.

After you have read each part
of the text, ask yourself the
questions in the box and then
fill in your Graphic Organizer.

In the past, important sites for indigenous peoples were
excavated and any human remains and artifacts were taken to
museums or sold, with little consideration for the living
descendants. Many people would like to know about their
cultural heritage, but want anything that is found to be
reburied and protected from further disturbance. Archeologists
should be respectful of human remains and always consult
with people whose lives are affected by what they find.

© 2014 EC Licensing Pty Ltd. Published by Okapi Educational Publishing Inc.

3 When you have finished, fill
in your Self-assessment sheet.

You will need the Visualizing:

Can we dig? The ethical responsibilities
of archeologists is an argument about the
responsibilities archeologists have when
studying sites and artifacts from past lives.
What do you already know about the work
undertaken by archeologists?

• Graphic Organizer

Visualizing

• Self-assessment sheet

Graphic Organizer

Name:
Title:

What did I see?

What did I hear?

What did I taste?

Visualizing

Self-assessment

Name:

What did I smell?

I am learning to visualize to help me understand what I read.
What to do: Think about how you are doing. Check, draw, or write in the matching box next to each sentence.
Working with the teacher

Just starting Getting there

Got it!

Working with a partner

Just starting Getting there

Working by myself

What did I touch?
Got it!
Just starting Getting there

Got it!

I can use my senses to help
me understand the text.
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I can ask myself the
question: What do I see,
hear, taste, smell, and
touch as I read?

I can think and talk about
how the words, phrases,
visual information, headings,
and punctuation in the text
help me create a picture
in my mind as I read.

One thing I learned about the Visualizing strategy is
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Know your vocabulary

Visualizing
Working by yourself

Know your vocabulary
Direct the students to the highlighted words (evolution, fossil, originally, preserved, reptile).
Say: Think about each highlighted word. Ask yourself these questions: Do I know what this word
means? Have I seen or heard this word being used? Is there any part of this word that I know?
What part of speech is this word?
Show the students the Know your vocabulary section on the back of the card.
Say: If you need to, you can use this to check your understanding of each word.

Know your vocabulary
artifacts An artifact is something that was made by a
person in the past. It usually tells us something about
what life was like in the past. Artifacts include bowls,
jewelry, tools, and pots.

artifacts

descendants A descendant is a person who is from the
same family as other people who have come before them.
For example, you are a descendant of your grandfather’s
father.
ethical If something is ethical, other people’s rights,
beliefs, and feelings have been considered. For example,
people debate whether it is ethical to harm animals for
medical research.

The boy is a descendant of
his father and grandfather.

fragile Something that is fragile is very easily broken.
For example, a glass is fragile because if it is dropped it
will break.

When I am visualizing, I:
★ Create images in my mind about
what I see, hear, taste, smell, and
touch as I read.

★ Use the words from the text to
help me visualize. I also use the
punctuation, phrases, headings,
and visual information from the
text to help me visualize.

Learning goals
I am learning to visualize as I read to help me
understand the text. I will be successful when I can:
★ Use my senses to help me understand the text;
★ Ask myself the question: What do I see, hear, taste,
smell, and touch as I read?;
★ Think and talk about how the words, phrases, visual
information, headings, and punctuation in the text help
me create a picture in my mind as I read.

Direct the students to the highlighted words (artifacts, descendants, ethical, fragile,
heritages, indigenous).
Say: Think about each highlighted word. Ask yourself these questions: Do I know what this word
means? Have I seen or heard this word being used? Is there any part of this word that I know?
What part of speech is this word?
Show the students the Know your vocabulary section on the back of the card.
Say: If you need to, you can use this to check your understanding of each word.

The Lesson Plan for each Topic Unit provides a structured framework and explicit
instruction to promote the comprehension of informational text.
artifacts chamber lifestyles

2. Write the word in the Word column.

3. Write a synonym (a word or group of words that has the same meaning),
a dictionary definition, and an example of the word.
Word

Synonym

Dictionary definition

Example

heritages People’s heritages are the things that have
been passed on to them from their families that have
lived before them. For example, part of your heritage
may be family recipes passed down to you from your
grandmother and mother.

Is animal research ethical?

Can we dig?

The ethical responsibilities of archeologists

Can we dig?

The ethical responsibilities of archeologists

Archeologists learn about past human activities and
cultures from studying material people left behind. They do
important work that helps us understand how people lived in
the past. Wherever archeologists work, they have an ethical
responsibility to consider how their work affects the heritages
of people they are studying and how sites and artifacts can
best be preserved for future generations.

indigenous Indigenous people are the people who were
the first to live in a particular area – they were the
original people in a country.

What to do:

1 Open your card, read the
title, and look at the visual
information.

In addition, archeologists have a responsibility to help stop the looting
of artifacts for private collections or for sale. In the past, archeologists
have worked with treasure hunters at shipwreck sites. It is not ethical for
archeologists to do this as they have a responsibility to conserve artifacts
for the public interest, not to excavate for commercial gain.
As much as possible,
archeologists should excavate
only what is required for their
research. Many archeological
sites are fragile. If a site, or
part of a site, is destroyed,
it cannot be replaced.
Archeologists should leave
parts of sites intact for future
archeologists to investigate. They will have new questions and new
research techniques that could provide more information. Archeologists
must be ethical about how they do their work.

In the past, important sites for indigenous peoples were
excavated and any human remains and artifacts were taken to
museums or sold, with little consideration for the living
descendants. Many people would like to know about their
cultural heritage, but want anything that is found to be
reburied and protected from further disturbance. Archeologists
should be respectful of human remains and always consult
with people whose lives are affected by what they find.

2 Read the text in order.

After you have read each part
of the text, ask yourself the
questions in the box and then
fill in your Graphic Organizer.

3 When you have finished, fill
in your Self-assessment sheet.

You will need the Visualizing:

a fragile plate

Explorations Strategies for Comprehension for informational texts Module 5
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Can we dig? The ethical responsibilities
of archeologists is an argument about the
responsibilities archeologists have when
studying sites and artifacts from past lives.
What do you already know about the work
undertaken by archeologists?

• Graphic Organizer

Think about each
highlighted word. If you
need to, turn to the
back of the card and
check the meanings of
the words.

Start to fill in your
Graphic Organizer.

Say: When you have finished reading the text, fill in your Self-assessment sheet.
Explorations Strategies for Comprehension for informational texts Module 5

Explorations Strategies for Comprehension for informational texts Module 5

Title:

What did I see?

What did I hear?

Self-assessment

What did I smell?

Working with the teacher

Just starting Getting there

Got it!

Working with a partner

Just starting Getting there

Working by myself

What did I touch?
Got it!
Just starting Getting there

Got it!

I can use my senses to help
me understand the text.
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I can ask myself the
question: What do I see,
hear, taste, smell, and
touch as I read?

I can think and talk about
how the words, phrases,
visual information, headings,
and punctuation in the text
help me create a picture
in my mind as I read.
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Archeologists learn about past human activities and
cultures from studying material people left behind. They do
important work that helps us understand how people lived in
the past. Wherever archeologists work, they have an ethical
responsibility to consider how their work affects the heritages
of people they are studying and how sites and artifacts can
best be preserved for future generations.

Read the text

Say: Read the paragraphs in order. After you have read each section, ask yourself the questions
in the box and fill in your Graphic Organizer.

In addition, archeologists have a responsibility to help stop the looting
of artifacts for private collections or for sale. In the past, archeologists
have worked with treasure hunters at shipwreck sites. It is not ethical for
archeologists to do this as they have a responsibility to conserve artifacts
for the public interest, not to excavate for commercial gain.
As much as possible,
archeologists should excavate
only what is required for their
research. Many archeological
sites are fragile. If a site, or
part of a site, is destroyed,
it cannot be replaced.
Archeologists should leave
parts of sites intact for future
archeologists to investigate. They will have new questions and new
research techniques that could provide more information. Archeologists
must be ethical about how they do their work.

8

9

Some experts think that the ancient Egyptians
used a ramp to help build the pyramids. They
probably extended the ramp as they built. The
workers might have pulled or dragged huge stone
blocks to the ramp on rollers and then up the
ramp on sleds.

narrow
ventilation
shafts
pharaoh’s
burial
chamber
entrance

10

1,000,000

They probably used papyrus ropes, pulleys, and
levers to lift the blocks of stone into position. It is
remarkable that these huge structures could have
been built without modern machinery.

subterranean
chamber

5/7/13 10:57 AM

Text: Ancient Egyptians: engineers and mathematicians
Text type: Report
Reading level: W
Concept: Investigating the past
Text from: Time Detectives (Explorations series)

Working with a partner

Fantastic pharaohs

Secrets of civilization
The discovery of the tombs inside the pyramids revealed information
about the ancient Egyptian way of living. The tombs were filled with
everyday items the pharaohs used, as well as chariots and boats the
pharaohs needed for transportation. There were statues of servants to
do the pharaoh’s work in the afterlife, as well as tools and household
items that were needed. Paintings of daily life on the tomb walls showed
people farming the land, boats on the Nile River, and people playing
music and dancing. From looking inside the tombs we discovered many
facts about how people lived and worked in ancient Egypt.

Archeologists know how the pharaohs looked
from studying the pictures on the walls inside the
pyramids. The pharaohs in these pictures wore
shoes made of gold, and crowns that were 12 inches
(30 centimeters) high. Some wore white clothes
with huge jeweled collars, and some had cones of
wax on their hair and bold make-up on their eyes.
Experts believe that the kings and queens of ancient
Egypt lived opulent and lavish lifestyles.

GR6-M5_Visualizing_SPC.indd 1

Buried treasures
Items found in ancient Egyptian pyramids included:
• wooden and ivory toys
• board games
• dice carved from stone or ivory
• harps and flutes
• food
• gold, silver, and jewelry
• boats and tools
• statues of servants and animals
• clothes, wigs, perfume, and make-up
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Text: Ancient Egypt: what the pyramids reveal
Text type: Report
Reading level: V
Concept: Investigating the past
Text from: Time Detectives (Explorations series)
Text: The first Emperor’s
terracotta warriors
Text type: Report
Reading level: W
Concept: Investigating the past
Text from: Looking After Our
World (Explorations series)
The first Emperor’s terracotta warriors

In 1974, some farmers uncovered fragments of
terracotta statues. These human-sized statues
turned out to be terracotta warriors buried in
the first Emperor’s mausoleum. Since then,
archeologists have uncovered an army of about
2,000 terracotta warriors and believe there are
more than 6,000 still to be recovered. The
discovery of this army has provided much
information about life in China during the first
Emperor’s reign.

Archeologists estimate that the terracotta soldiers
represent the actual number of guards in the
Emperor’s army and believe that the soldiers vary in
height, uniform, and hairstyle depending on their rank.

Can we dig?

The ethical responsibilities of archeologists
Archeologists learn about past human activities and
cultures from studying material people left behind. They do
important work that helps us understand how people lived in
the past. Wherever archeologists work, they have an ethical
responsibility to consider how their work affects the heritages
of people they are studying and how sites and artifacts can
best be preserved for future generations.

The discovery revealed the remarkable techniques of
ancient Chinese craftspeople. Hollow heads, torsos,
and arms were made of coiled clay, joined together,
and set on solid legs. By coiling the clay around
and around, they were able to create different-sized
warriors. Facial and dress details were carved, a beard
or armor was attached, and then the statue was fired
in a kiln.
The amazing terracotta warriors are on display at the
mausoleum, which is preserved as a world heritage
site. Visitors can marvel at the sight of this army and
wonder about life in ancient China.

Definition of strategy

Learning goals

When we visualize, we:
• Create images in our minds about
what we see, hear, taste, smell, and
touch as we read;
• Use the words from the text to
help us visualize. We also use the
punctuation, phrases, headings, and
visual information from the text to
help us visualize.

We are learning to visualize as we read to
help us understand the text.
We will be successful when we can:
• Use our senses to help us understand
the text;
• Ask ourselves the question: What do
we see, hear, taste, smell, and touch as
we read?;
• Think and talk about how the words,
phrases, visual information, headings,
and punctuation in the text help us
create a picture in our minds as we
read.

In addition, archeologists have a responsibility to help stop the looting
of artifacts for private collections or for sale. In the past, archeologists
have worked with treasure hunters at shipwreck sites. It is not ethical for
archeologists to do this as they have a responsibility to conserve artifacts
for the public interest, not to excavate for commercial gain.
As much as possible,
archeologists should excavate
only what is required for their
research. Many archeological
sites are fragile. If a site, or
part of a site, is destroyed,
it cannot be replaced.
Archeologists should leave
parts of sites intact for future
archeologists to investigate. They will have new questions and new
research techniques that could provide more information. Archeologists
must be ethical about how they do their work.

In the past, important sites for indigenous peoples were
excavated and any human remains and artifacts were taken to
museums or sold, with little consideration for the living
descendants. Many people would like to know about their
cultural heritage, but want anything that is found to be
reburied and protected from further disturbance. Archeologists
should be respectful of human remains and always consult
with people whose lives are affected by what they find.

The army signifies the great power and wealth of
the first Emperor, who had ordered the creation
of these terracotta warriors to guard his body in
the afterlife. Creating this army was a vast and
expensive undertaking. It required great skill
and effort by hundreds of craftspeople over many
years and yet the warriors were then buried
out of sight!

3 Independent
practice

Text: Can we dig? The ethical
responsibilities of archeologists
Text type: Argument
Reading level: Y
Concept: Investigating the past
Text from: Time Detectives
(Explorations series)

Resources

4. What did
you visualize
about the ethical
responsibilities of
archeologists to
conserve artifacts
and sites?
Add to your
Graphic Organizer.

Self-assessment

In the past, important sites for indigenous peoples were
excavated and any human remains and artifacts were taken to
museums or sold, with little consideration for the living
descendants. Many people would like to know about their
cultural heritage, but want anything that is found to be
reburied and protected from further disturbance. Archeologists
should be respectful of human remains and always consult
with people whose lives are affected by what they find.

Self-assessment

Graphic Organizer

Name:

What did I taste?

Visualizing

Name:

I am learning to visualize to help me understand what I read.
What to do: Think about how you are doing. Check, draw, or write in the matching box next to each sentence.

One thing I learned about the Visualizing strategy is

3. Read the Learning goals again.
How are you doing so far?

Let your teacher know if you are having any problems.
If you don’t have any problems, keep reading.

Can we dig?

The ethical responsibilities of archeologists

1. What did you
visualize about the
ethical responsibilities
of archeologists?

Visualizing

• Self-assessment sheet

Mod 5 US_Visualize_IPT_3_Can we dig?.indd 1

Read the text

Say: Read the paragraphs in order. After you have read each section, ask yourself the questions in
the box and fill in your Graphic Organizer.

7

100,000

In 221 B.C., more than 2,200 years ago, the
ruler Qin (pronounced chin) founded China’s
first empire and declared himself its first
Emperor. When he died, he was buried in a
grand mausoleum, which contained everything he
would need in the afterlife. The ancient Chinese
believed that objects buried with a person could
be taken to the afterlife.

★ Use the words from the text to
help me visualize. I also use the
punctuation, phrases, headings,
and visual information from the
text to help me visualize.

Learning goals

I am learning to visualize as I read to help me
understand the text. I will be successful when I can:
★ Use my senses to help me understand the text;
★ Ask myself the question: What do I see, hear, taste,
smell, and touch as I read?;
★ Think and talk about how the words, phrases, visual
information, headings, and punctuation in the text help
me create a picture in my mind as I read.

indigenous Indigenous people are the people who were
the first to live in a particular area – they were the
original people in a country.

a fragile plate

Explorations Strategies for Comprehension for informational texts Module 5

6

Say: When you have finished reading the text, fill in your Self-assessment sheet.

Can we dig? The ethical responsibilities of archeologists

Working by yourself

descendants A descendant is a person who is from the
same family as other people who have come before them.
For example, you are a descendant of your grandfather’s
father.
ethical If something is ethical, other people’s rights,
beliefs, and feelings have been considered. For example,
people debate whether it is ethical to harm animals for
medical research.

5

10,000
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Visualizing

Know your vocabulary

artifacts An artifact is something that was made by a
person in the past. It usually tells us something about
what life was like in the past. Artifacts include bowls,
jewelry, tools, and pots.

artifacts

4

Text: The ping-pong Ichthyosaurs: an
amazing Canadian fossil discovery
Text type: Report
Reading level: S
Concept: Investigating the past
Text from: Time Detectives
(Explorations series)

Self-assessment

Mod 5 US_Visualize_IPT_2_Emperors Warriors.indd 2

The ping-pong Ichthyosaurs

3

1,000

Kings and queens ruled ancient Egypt. Egyptian
kings were called pharaohs and they built enormous
tombs for when they died – these tombs are called
pyramids. The ancient Egyptians believed that after
you died you had another life – the afterlife. The
pyramids they built had many rooms that were filled
with everything the pharaoh would need for the
afterlife. In the heart of the pyramid was a special
room lined with gold where the pharaoh was buried.
This room is known as the burial chamber.

2 Supported
practice

The amazing terracotta warriors are on display at the
mausoleum, which is preserved as a world heritage
site. Visitors can marvel at the sight of this army and
wonder about life in ancient China.

The army signifies the great power and wealth of
the first Emperor, who had ordered the creation
of these terracotta warriors to guard his body in
the afterlife. Creating this army was a vast and
expensive undertaking. It required great skill
and effort by hundreds of craftspeople over many
years and yet the warriors were then buried
out of sight!

Activate prior knowledge

2

In ancient times, Egypt was the richest and most
powerful country in the world. The ancient
Egyptian civilization lasted for about 3,500 years.
Over time, experts have studied ancient Egyptian
civilization by examining the different artifacts and
buildings that the ancient Egyptians used and made.
From studying these things, experts have been able
to piece together a picture of what life could have
been like in ancient Egypt over 4,000 years ago.

Say: Read the paragraphs in order. After you have read each section, ask yourself the questions
in the box and fill in your Graphic Organizer.

Archeologists estimate that the terracotta soldiers
represent the actual number of guards in the
Emperor’s army and believe that the soldiers vary in
height, uniform, and hairstyle depending on their rank.

In 221 B.C., more than 2,200 years ago, the
ruler Qin (pronounced chin) founded China’s
first empire and declared himself its first
Emperor. When he died, he was buried in a
grand mausoleum, which contained everything he
would need in the afterlife. The ancient Chinese
believed that objects buried with a person could
be taken to the afterlife.

Know your vocabulary

1

100

Visualizing

Ancient Egypt: what the pyramids reveal

Read the text

3. Read the Learning goals again.
How are you doing so far?
Let your teacher know if you are having any problems.
If you don’t have any problems, keep reading.

The first Emperor’s terracotta warriors

1. What did you
visualize about
the discovery of
the terracotta
warriors?

evolution Evolution is a process where living things
develop and change gradually over a long period of time.
The changes usually go from simple to more complex.

Number of workers: Anywhere from 30,000 –100,000
What they used: Levers, ramps, rollers, and pulleys

The interiors of the pyramids, which included the
burial chambers, an entrance passage, ventilation
shafts, and other rooms, were also carefully
engineered. These areas had to withstand
the incredible weight and pressure of the blocks
of stone above them. It is also known that the
ancient Egyptians invented instruments and used
mathematics to help them calculate which direction
the pyramids should face.

A sophisticated mathematical system
By studying the ancient Egyptian number system, we
know that the ancient Egyptians had ways of calculating
numbers. They could also add and subtract, but they
couldn’t multiply because their number system didn’t have
a zero. So, how can you do math without a zero? You
can use pictures to represent numbers.

GR6-M5_Visualizing_Model the Strat_IWB_A2.indd 1
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Start to fill in your
Graphic Organizer.

fossil A fossil is the remains of a dead animal or plant
that has been buried deep in the ground for at l

Great Pyramid facts
The Great Pyramid at Giza is the largest pyramid in Egypt.
When it was built: About 4,500 years ago
How long it took to build: Around 20 years
Height: At the time of construction, it was 481 feet (147 meters)
Number of stone blocks used: Approximately 2,300,000
Weight of stone blocks: Between two and four tons
(1,800–3,600 kg), but some were as much as
80 tons (72,000 kg)

Experts believe the ancient Egyptians knew how
to estimate the height of a pyramid by calculating
the length (or area) of its base with the angle of
the slope of its sides (gradient).

1 Model the
strategy

Know your vocabulary

Visualizing

Instruction features focused mini-lessons, demonstrations, and discussions to promote
problem-solving and reflective thinking.
Self-assessment...

The pyramids in Egypt are considered to be among
the wonders of the world. These pyramids are actually
enormous stone tombs built by the pharaohs for
when they died. They are incredible feats of
engineering and mathematics, and archeologists
are still unsure about how they were built.
Today, engineers can use sophisticated
mathematical equations and computers to figure
out how to construct buildings, roads, and bridges,
and to find the exact volume or area of a shape.
There is evidence that the ancient Egyptians used
similar arithmetic and mathematical equations,
including fractions, algebra, and geometry, to
figure out how to build their pyramids.

Know your vocabulary
creation A creation is something that has been made.
It often refers to something artistic. For example, if you
made a clay pot, a painting, or a statue, it would be a
creation.

Model the strategy

Ancient Egyptians: engineers and mathematicians

Learning goals

Explorations Strategies for Comprehension for informational texts Module 5

Discuss and reflect
Ask: What have we learned about what the pyramids of Ancient Egypt reveal? (content)
Focus the discussion on the different things that were inside the pyramids and why
they were there.
Ask: What have we learned about investigating the past? (concept)
Focus the discussion on how life was different in the past.
Ask: What have we learned about the Visualizing strategy? (strategy)
Refer the students to the learning goals on the digital version or on the front of these
Lesson Plans.

Lesson Plans

Visualizing
Visualizing

Activate prior knowledge

I am learning to visualize as I read to help me
understand the text. I will be successful when I can:
★ Use my senses to help me understand the text;
★ Ask myself the question: What do I see, hear, taste,
smell, and touch as I read?;
★ Think and talk about how the words, phrases, visual
information, headings, and punctuation in the text help
me create a picture in my mind as I read.

Leveled texts

The ping-pong Ichthyosaurs: an
amazing Canadian fossil discovery

★ Use the words from the text to
help me visualize. I also use the
punctuation, phrases, headings,
and visual information from the
text to help me visualize.

Mod 5 US_Visualize_IPT_2_Emperors Warriors.indd 1

Explorations: The Intervention Solution is based on the
gradual release of responsibility model of instruction.
Set the focus for reading. Say: Read the last two sections to find out about ancient Egyptian
civilization.
Have the students read this section to themselves.
Practice using the Visualizing strategy
Say: Think about what you have read.
Ask: What did you visualize as you read ? What evidence do you have for these images?
With their partners, have the students discuss and add to their Graphic Organizers.

Visualizing
Independent practice

The first Emperor’s terracotta warriors

Visualizing

Know your vocabulary

When we visualize, we:

• Create images in our minds about what we see, hear, taste, smell,
and touch as we read;

Read the text: Secrets of civilization and Buried treasure

Strategy

3

Visualizing
Independent practice

Read the text: Fantastic pharaohs

Explorations Intervention

Say: When you have finished reading the text, fill in your Self-assessment sheet.

2. What did you visualize about the
ethical responsibilities of archeologists
to indigenous peoples?
Add to your Graphic Organizer.

Mod 5 US_Visualize_IPT_3_Can we dig?.indd 2
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Modeling...Supported Practice...Independent Practice

3

1
Lesson Plan Stage 1:
Model the Strategy

Lesson Plan Stage 2:
Supported Practice

Lesson Plan Stage 3:
Independent Practice

Uses a shared-reading approach
and the teacher “thinks aloud”
to model and make explicit the
process of reading the
shared text.

The teacher shares the reading
of a new text and models aloud.
Responsibility of reading is then
transferred to the students who
work in pairs.

Students work individually
with one of the Independent
Practice texts, which are at
three levels of difficulty.

The Beneﬁts of the Gradual Release Model to Intervention and ELL Students
• Explicit modeling of talking aloud and thinking aloud, with partner talk and whole group
discussions, provides students with opportunities to develop their thinking and supports
deeper comprehension.
• Students are provided with a conceptual model before they are asked to perform independently.

explorations-intervention.com
Visit our online store or find your rep at myokapi.com
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Explorations Intervention

Grades 3–8+

Explorations
The Intervention Solution
TM

Extend and Support

Independent Reading
Six copies of a full-length book have been
included in every Topic Unit. Matching the
unit’s main concept, these titles encourage
students to build reading stamina.

Getting Started: The Intervention Resource is a comprehensive
guide for teachers on how to use the program flexibly.
It provides:
•

A range of collaborative
activities to encourage
participation and discussion,
and to support students who
may not be ready for
independent reading

•

Activities for vocabulary and
language development that
build academic language
and vocabulary

•

Pacing charts for using the
program in a variety of
situations.

Explorations: The Intervention Solution USB
provides flexible access to all of the short texts and instructional resources.
It also includes the following printable resources to support each lesson:

90

•

Graphic organizers

•

Vocabulary activities

•

Self-assessment sheets

•

Class checklist

•

Follow-up activities

Order today! 866.652.7436 or fax 800.481.5499

Grades 3–8+

Explorations Intervention

Set 1 Levels K, L, M (20–28)*
• 6 Model the Strategy Posters (1 each of 6 different posters)
• 18 Working with a Partner Cards (3 each of 6 different cards)
• 108 Working by Yourself Cards (6 copies each for Below-, At-, and Above-Level)
• 6 Lesson Plan Cards (1 each of 6 different cards)
• 36 Full-length Books (6 copies each of 6 different books)

• 1 Progress Assessment Manual with 3 Running Text Cards and
3 Locating Information Cards
• 1 Teacher Resource Book
• 1 USB for Complete Digital Delivery

OK EIS1

$584 / $499
You Save $85

Set 2 Levels N, O, P (30-38)*
• 6 Model the Strategy Posters (1 each of 6 different posters)
• 18 Working with a Partner Cards (3 each of 6 different cards)
• 108 Working by Yourself Cards (6 copies each for Below-, At-, and Above-Level)
• 6 Lesson Plan Cards (1 each of 6 different cards)
• 36 Full-length Books (6 copies each of 6 different books)

• 1 Progress Assessment Manual with 3 Running Text Cards and
3 Locating Information Cards
• 1 Teacher Resource Book
• 1 USB for Complete Digital Delivery

OK EIS2

$590 / $499

You Save $91

Set 3 Levels Q, R, S (40–44)*
• 6 Model the Strategy Posters (1 each of 6 different posters)
• 18 Working with a Partner Cards (3 each of 6 different cards)
• 108 Working by Yourself Cards (6 copies each for Below-, At-, and Above-Level)
• 6 Lesson Plan Cards (1 each of 6 different cards)
• 36 Full-length Books (6 copies each of 6 different books)

• 1 Progress Assessment Manual with 3 Running Text Cards and
3 Locating Information Cards
• 1 Teacher Resource Book
• 1 USB for Complete Digital Delivery

OK EIS3

$612 / $499
You Save $113

Set 4 Levels T, U, V (44–60)*
• 6 Model the Strategy Posters (1 each of 6 different posters)
• 18 Working with a Partner Cards (3 each of 6 different cards)
• 108 Working by Yourself Cards (6 copies each for Below-, At-, and Above-Level)
• 6 Lesson Plan Cards (1 each of 6 different cards)
• 36 Full-length Books (6 copies each of 6 different books)

• 1 Progress Assessment Manual with 3 Running Text Cards and
3 Locating Information Cards
• 1 Teacher Resource Book
• 1 USB for Complete Digital Delivery

OK EIS4

$619 / $499

You Save $120

Set 5 Levels W, X, Y (60–70)*
• 6 Model the Strategy Posters (1 each of 6 different posters)
• 18 Working with a Partner Cards (3 each of 6 different cards)
• 108 Working by Yourself Cards (6 copies each for Below-, At-, and Above-Level)
• 6 Lesson Plan Cards (1 each of 6 different cards)
• 36 Full-length Books (6 copies each of 6 different books)

• 1 Progress Assessment Manual with 3 Running Text Cards and
3 Locating Information Cards
• 1 Teacher Resource Book
• 1 USB for Complete Digital Delivery

OK EIS5

$623 / $499
You Save $124

Sets 1, 2, & 3 Package Levels K–S (20–44)*

OK EIS 1–3

$1786 / $1495

You Save $291

Sets 3, 4, & 5 Package Levels Q–Y (40–70)*

OK EIS 3–5

$1854 / $1495

You Save $359

Complete Program
Sets 1, 2, 3, 4, & 5 (30 Topic Units) Levels K–Y (20–70)*

OK EIS 1–5

$3028 / $2495
You Save $533

*Levels indicated by letters are Okapi’s unique measurements, comparable to the Guided Reading Levels of Fountas and Pinnell.
Numerical levels in parentheses align with DRA. Lexile Levels for full-length independent reading selections are available upon request.

explorations-intervention.com
Visit our online store or find your rep at myokapi.com
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Explorations

Grades K–2 • Levels A–M (1–24)

Explorations Grades K–2
®

TM

Program Overview

A Resource for Small Group Instruction with Clear
Emphasis on STEM and Social Studies
Explorations teaches children how to become critical readers, thinkers and talkers, and writers of
informational texts. It has been carefully structured and leveled to introduce concepts and features
of informational texts appropriate for each developmental stage of reading.

Immerse and engage students in rich, varied informational texts appropriate to their cognitive development with age
appropriate content. Using Explorations, students become competent readers and writers of these text types:

Recount

92

Report

Explanation

Procedure

Order today! 866.652.7436 or fax 800.481.5499

Argument

Grades K–2 • Levels A–M (1–24)

Explorations

Understanding Text Types
Each text type has its own special language conventions, features, and writing frameworks. Explorations provides
teachers with clear models of text types for whole-group and small-group instruction. Students gain a deeper
understanding of the information the author is conveying, and of the features and conventions of the text type used.
With this critical understanding in place, students pursue topics that excite them by reading about important issues,
places, people, and ideas.

Be there to guide students as
they learn to access information
through these features that
make informational texts
unique:
• tables of contents
• specialized vocabulary
• headings
• diagrams
• labels
• glossaries
• indexes

Explorations’ informational texts for small-group
instruction—96 carefully leveled titles—provide
appropriate scaffolding so that children who are
learning to read are also reading to learn.
The abundant instructional support that is delivered
digitally and through print provides teachers with the
tools they need to develop reading strategies with
every lesson. This includes clear and direct links to
college and career-readiness standards, ensuring that
learning outcomes are being met.

explorationsreading.com
Visit our online store or find your rep at myokapi.com
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Explorations

Grades K–2 • Levels A–M (1–24)

Explorations Grades K–2
®

Instruction

Lesson Plan Cards follow a consistent sequence of
Before Reading, During Reading, and After Reading,
plus Returning to the Book.
English Learner support is built into the teacher support. Vocabulary appropriate for the content is used,
and is supported through discussion prior to and during reading. All ELL suggestions are clearly identified
in shaded areas on the Lesson Plan Cards.

BEFORE READING

DURING READING

RETURNING TO THE BOOK

Writing

Support comprehension skills

Teach comprehension skills
Ask students to read the text independently. Monitor
students as they read and support them where appropriate.

Provide multiple opportunities for the students to read and
interact with the book again – with teacher support, with
a partner, and independently. Choose activities that are
appropriate for your students.

Modeled writing

Have students activate their prior knowledge.
Ask: Has anyone ever been hurt by a plant? Tell us about it.
In what other ways can plants hurt people?
How can we identify plants that can hurt us?
If possible bring in a plant that could be dangerous to
people (e.g. a rose stem or a mini-cactus) to show the
students.
Say: This is a plant that can hurt you. Can you tell me how it
might be dangerous?
Do you know of other plants that can be dangerous?

Vocabulary building
Ask students to predict words that might be in a book about
dangerous plants. List their responses.
Write the words “berries,” “flowers,” “leaves,” “spikes,”
and “thorns.”
Say: These words describe different parts of a plant. On some
plants these things can hurt you.
Read through the words. Ask the students to repeat
each word after you say it. Ask students to draw a plant
and use at least one of the words from the list to label
their drawing.

Introducing the book
Give each student a copy of the book Dangerous Plants.
Say: This book is about some plants that are dangerous to people. It
shows us the part of the plant that is dangerous and tells us why we
should stay away from it. Some of the plants in the book have spikes;
others have thorns, or dangerous leaves. Some are dangerous because
they have stinging leaves. Others have poisonous berries or flowers.

Developing fluency

As students read, introduce any new or difficult words
they may encounter. For example on page 4, say: Look at
the picture. This plant has thorns. Can you point to a thorn? The
thorns can be dangerous.

Ask the students to demonstrate fluent reading by reading
the book to the group. Give positive feedback.
Say: Your voice was smooth, not jerky. I could hear every word you
read. Well done.

If necessary, ask the students to stop reading and remind
them to use the reading strategies you are focused on. For
example, do the students crosscheck that the word sounds
right against letter cues?
Ask: Are you sure about that word? Does it make sense?
Look at the letters in the word. Does what you said match the sounds
the letters make?
Prompt students to apply appropriate comprehension
strategies such as making connections about what they
know and what new information they are reading.
Say: Good readers make connections. As you read think about what
you know about plants and what you are finding out.

• Direct students’ attention to vocabulary or aspects of the
text type that may challenge them

Support students by providing them with sentence
starters. For example: “This … is dangerous.”/
“It has ….”/“Stay away from this ….”

Write the word “cactus.” Ask students to tell the sounds they
hear in the word to a partner.
Ask: What sound does the “a” make in this word?
What other words do you know where the “a” makes the /a/ sound?
Make a list (e.g. ant, apple, cat, crab). Ask students to browse
through the book and find other words that have “a”
making the /a/ sound (and, can, has, plant).
Ask: Where can you hear the /a/ sound in these words?

Sharing and presenting

• Support students as they deal with challenges with
“Talk-through” questions on each page

Students read their “Dangerous Animals” book to a partner.
Students take turns with a partner to tell all the things
they know about dangerous plants.

Exploring words

Promote discussion by choosing questions that are
appropriate for each student. Ask them to support their
answers by referring to the photographs and the text in the
book.
What should you do if you see a plant with spikes? (Literal)
Why are some plants dangerous? (Inferential)
Are all plants dangerous? How do you know? (Interpretive)

Have students work with a partner to complete a chart with
two columns headed “Part of plant” and “How it can hurt
you.”
Students then choose a plant from their chart and make a
warning sign for it. For example: “These berries can poison
you. Stay away.” Have the students draw the plant and label
the dangerous part.

Say: Show your partner an example in the book of why the
author tells you to stay away from these plants.

Talk through the book. On each page discuss what part
of the plant can be dangerous.

Ask students to make their own books. They use the
structure of Dangerous Plants, but they can call it “Dangerous
Animals.” Have students write about three different animals.
Students illustrate their books and staple the pages together.

Phonemic awareness and phonics

Assess comprehension

• Use the cover, title, and other features of the book to
predict what the text will be about

Independent writing

Model reading the book fluently in a smooth, clear
voice. Ask students to take turns reading a page at a
time with a partner.

Word work

AFTER READING

Before Reading

Say: We have read about dangerous plants. Let’s write our own books
about dangerous animals. What animals could we include in this
book?
Make a list.
Say: I will choose one of these dangerous animals to write about.
Innovate on the book Dangerous Plants to model your writing
about a dangerous animal. For example: “This tiger is
dangerous. It has sharp teeth that can bite you. Stay away
from this tiger.”

During Reading

Support students by helping them to understand the
purpose of labels and how to use them. Point to a label.
Say: This word is a label that gives us extra information about
the photograph.
Ask: What is this label telling us?
What does the line from the label to the picture tell us?

Reviewing reading strategies
Give positive feedback on the problem-solving strategies
that the students used as they read the book. For example,
say: When you read a new word you checked that it made sense and
that it sounded right. Well done.

• Support students as they read, and encourage them to
monitor their own reading

Resources
• rose stem or a mini-cactus

Lesson Plan

Name ________________

These activities will support English Language Learners (ELL).

EXP L6 LP Dangerous Plants.indd 3-4

bank.

Level 6 (D)

s.

can hurt you.

Dangerous Plants
This book is designed to warn
readers about a number of
common plants that can be
harmful.

Dangerous Plants

ous

s.

y away

kes.

ay from this plant.

angerous

____ skin.

Vocabulary
and, are, away, can, from, has, it,
make, should, some, stay, the,
then, these, this, you, your

Text structures
and features

_______ itch.
Language structures
and features

you.

Cloze

Text type: Explanation
Running words: 115

High-frequency words

Name ________________

Fill in the missing words. Use the word bank.
Plant

Key vocabulary

Reading strategies

Reading stage
Level 6 (D)

This plant has thorns.
__________ thorns can hurt you.
Stay away _________ these thorns.

• Two to three lines of text on a page
• General statement followed by specific examples
• Labeled close-up photographs
• Index with photographic support

cactus

This plant is dangerous
because it has spikes.

• General and specific language: some, these, this
• Compound sentences: “These flowers are dangerous and

You __________ stay away
__________ the spikes.

• Conjunctions: and
• Pronouns: it, its, them
• Imperative language: “Stay away from ….”

om it.

Explorations

What part is dangerous?

rose

berries, dangerous, flowers, hurt,
itch, leaves, plants, poisonous, skin,
spikes, sting, thorns

can hurt you.”

rous

poison ivy

You should stay away from this plant.
Its leaves _______ dangerous

• Crosschecking using letters and meaning.

and can hurt _________ skin.

d bank

The leaves make _________ itch.
your

These

away

Core standards
Informational texts
1.RI.3 Describe the connection between
two individuals, events, ideas, or pieces of
information in a text.
Foundational skills
1.RF.4a Read on-level text with purpose
and understanding.
Writing
1.W.5 With guidance and support from
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• Focus
on specific learning needs
Lesson
Plan

Blackline master

__ these thorns.

Dangerous Plants

Reading stage

ous?

from

• Help students to use reading strategies when responding
to challenges in the text
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Explorations

nettle

adults, focus on a topic, respond to questions
and suggestions from peers and add details to
strengthen writing as needed.
Speaking and listening
1.SL.1c Ask questions to clear up any confusion
about the topics and texts under discussion.
Language
1.L.1f Use frequently occurring adjectives.

This plant can sting you.

from

your

These

11/20/13 12:23 PM
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and, are, away, can, from, has, it,
make, should, some, stay, the,
then, these, this, you, your

Key vocabulary

berries, dangerous, flowers, hurt,
itch, leaves, plants, poisonous, skin,
spikes, sting, thorns

• Develop understanding through the activities provided in
each book

Text structures
and features

• Two to three lines of text on a page
• General statement followed by specific examples
• Labeled close-up photographs
• Index with photographic support

Language structures
and features

• General and specific language: some, these, this
• Compound sentences: “These flowers are dangerous and

Reading strategies

Word bank
you

High-frequency words

can hurt you.”

Stay __________ from it.

should

• Focus on comprehension and reading strategies

Vocabulary

• Conjunctions: and
• Pronouns: it, its, them
• Imperative language: “Stay away from ….”

and can hurt you.

are

After Reading

Text type: Explanation
Running words: 115

• Reinforce understanding with the whole text, sentence,
and word-level suggestions provided

Its leaves are dangerous

from

Dangerous Plants
This book is designed to warn
readers about a number of
common plants that can be
harmful.

Distributed in the USA by
Okapi Educational Publishing Inc.
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away

• Crosschecking using letters and meaning.

• Encourage students to support answers with evidence
from the text

Core standards

Informational texts
1.RI.3 Describe the connection between
two individuals, events, ideas, or pieces of
information in a text.
Foundational skills
1.RF.4a Read on-level text with purpose
and understanding.
Writing
1.W.5 With guidance and support from

adults, focus on a topic, respond to questions
and suggestions from peers and add details to
strengthen writing as needed.
Speaking and listening
1.SL.1c Ask questions to clear up any confusion
about the topics and texts under discussion.
Language
1.L.1f Use frequently occurring adjectives.
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College and Career Readiness Standards on every Lesson Plan Card offer assurance that
instructional goals are being met.
Writing connections are included for all texts and are specific to the topic or text type the students
are studying. Modeled writing is followed by independent writing.
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Explorations

Digital Big Books at each stage provide a wealth
of options for extension and enrichment.
Interactive Activities
• Reading activities focus on comprehension,
vocabulary, and letters and sounds
• Writing activities focus on how texts work,
responding to text, and spelling
• Speaking and listening activities encourage
students to respond to the text

Vocabulary Activities
• High levels of interactivity
• Open-ended activities
• Self-explanatory—clear instructions appear on
each screen

Teacher Resources
Explorations’ instructional path:
• guides the teaching of specific text types,
with quick keys provided for the easy
navigation of questions
• prepares students for assessments by
teaching them how to create, and support
with evidence, their responses to texts

• Printable resources include teacher notes, blackline
masters and follow-up activities
• Blackline masters of selected screens provide
independent learning activities
• Follow-up activities address different thinking styles

• includes assessments that focus on
students’ comprehension of each title.

explorationsreading.com
Visit our online store or find your rep at myokapi.com
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Explorations Grades K–2
®

Program Components
Student Books
Explorations informational texts for small group instruction
provide appropriate scaffolding so that children who are
learning to read are also reading to learn.
Books leveled for the four developmental stages
at K-2 provide:
• A full spectrum of text features–such as supportive
photographs, maps, graphs, charts, tables, and diagrams
–to assist students as they learn to read informational texts
• Accurate, interesting, well-researched texts that inform
and extend children’s knowledge as they read to learn
• A range of levels at each developmental reading stage
to provide for differentiation in small groups
• Avenues for extending research and clear models for
writing and to extend children’s knowledge as they read
to learn

BEFORE READING

DURING READING

RETURNING TO THE BOOK

Writing

Support comprehension skills

Teach comprehension skills
Ask students to read the text independently. Monitor
students as they read and support them where appropriate.

Provide multiple opportunities for the students to read and
interact with the book again – with teacher support, with
a partner, and independently. Choose activities that are
appropriate for your students.

Modeled writing

Have students activate their prior knowledge.
Ask: How do animals in zoos get their food?
What do animals that don’t have people to look after them do to get
food?
Discuss students’ experiences of visiting zoos.
Ask: Who has been to a zoo?
What animals did you see there?
How do the animals get their food at a zoo?
Talk about animals in the wild.
Say: Animals that live in the wild do not have a zoo keeper to give
them their food. How do animals in the wild get their food?

Vocabulary building
Say: The book you are going to read will give you information about
the foods that certain animals eat. The animals in the book are
butterflies, giraffes, gorillas, lions, pandas, and snakes.
Write the names of these animals. Ask students to predict
words that might be in this book. List their responses.
Write the names of the following animals: butterflies,
giraffes, gorillas, lions, pandas, snakes. Talk with the
students about each animal and the food that they eat.

Introducing the book
Give each student a copy of the book Food For Animals.
Say: This book is a report that tells us how animals get food in the
wild. It then contrasts this with how the same type of animal gets its
food in zoos.
Ask students to browse through the book.
Talk through the book. For example on pages 4 and 5,
say: Butterflies eat nectar. This is the butterfly in the wild and
this is the butterfly at a zoo. What is similar? What is different?

If necessary, ask the students to stop reading and remind
them to use the reading strategies you are focused on. For
example, do the students recognize and use the pattern of
the book? If the students need support, say: Remember this
book has a pattern. The left page is about what food the animal eats
in the wild. The right page is about what the animal eats in the zoo.
Prompt the students to apply appropriate comprehension
strategies such as asking questions about the information
they are reading.
Say: Good readers ask questions as they read. What do you want to
know about the food these animals eat?

AFTER READING

Developing fluency
Ask the students to record themselves reading the book
using an audio recording device. Play back the recording to
the students. Have students assess their own reading.
Ask: Was you voice smooth?
Could you understand each word that you read?
How could you make your reading more fluent?
Model reading the book fluently.
Say: I read that book with a clear, smooth voice. Could you hear
each word I read? Was I easy to understand?
Ask students to take turns with a partner to read a page
at a time.

Word work
Phonemic awareness and phonics

Assess comprehension
Promote discussion by choosing questions that are
appropriate for each student. Ask them to support their
answers by referring to the photographs and the text in the
book.
What do pandas eat in the wild? What do they eat in zoos? (Literal)
What does “in the wild” mean? (Inferential)
Is it better for animals to live in the wild or in a zoo? Why?
(Interpretive)
Students take turns asking their partner to find a
particular animal. For example students ask, “Can you
find what the giraffe eats in the wild?”

Give positive feedback on the problem-solving strategies
that the students used as they read the book. For example,
say: Well done. Knowing the pattern of a book can help your reading.

Write the word “eat.”
Ask: What sounds can you hear in this word?
What letters make the long /e/ sound?
Students work with a partner to search through the book to
find other words with the “ea”’ vowel digraph (leaves, meat).
They then look through familiar books to find other words
that have the “ea” vowel digraph making the long /e/ sound.
Create a group list.

Explore the structure of a compare and contrast report with
the students. Compare and contrast texts are a simple form
of a report. Reports organize and present factual information
in a short and precise way. The purpose of a report can be to
classify and describe; to compare and contrast; and to record
feelings and observations. Use a chart to deconstruct the
book Food For Animals to reveal its structure:
Opening statement
Fact 1
Fact 2
Fact 3
Fact 4

But ….
But ….
But ….
But ….

Say: Now I am going to choose an animal and compare how it eats in
the wild to how it eats in a zoo. I will write about a seal.
Model your writing using the pattern of the book. For
example: “Seals eat fish. In the wild, seals catch the fish. At
the zoo, the zoo keeper feeds fish to the seals.”
Ask: What other animals could we write about in this way?
Make a list.

Lesson Plan Cards

Independent writing
Students compare and contrast the way an animal not
featured in the book (e.g. a lion) gets food in the wild or in
captivity. They choose an animal from the group list or use
their own ideas. Students illustrate their writing.
Support students by providing them with a chart to
help them organize their ideas. For example:

Exploring words

What the animal eats

Ask students to search through the book and make a list
of the animals in the book (butterflies, giraffes, gorillas,
lions, pandas, snakes). The students then sort the animals
into groups according to the number of syllables they
have in their name. For example: butterfly – three syllables.
Ask students to add the names of other animals to the
appropriate list.

Food in the wild

Food in the zoo

Sharing and presenting

Blackline master

True or false

Invite a student to choose an animal from the book and
act out what the animal
does
when or
it eats.
The other
Write
true
false.
Use the
students try to guess what animal is being acted out.
Students take turns to act out an animal from the book.

Butterflies eat nectar
from flowers.

Students share their writing with a partner. Have them ask
and answer questions to clarify details about their partner’s
writing.

Name ________________

Students talk to a partner about what they have learnt

about animals in the zoo compared to the wild.
book
Food For Animals to help you.
Ask: How are things the same? How are things different? Have
students answer using complete sentences and to speak in a
clear, audible voice.

Reading stage
Level 8 (E)

•audio recording device

Gorillas eat meat.
These activities will support English Language Learners (ELL).

Explorations
Reading stage
Level 8 (E)

____________________

Food For Animals
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This book compares the ways
animals find food in the wild with
how they get food at the zoo.

Giraffes eat plants.

____________________

____________________

Food For Animals

____________________

____________________
Text type: Report/Compare and
contrast
Running words: 223

Vocabulary
High-frequency words
all, and, are, at, by, can, day, eat,
find, food, for, from, have, in, into,
is, it, long, of, put, so, that, the,
they, this, too, up, where

Text structures
and features

____________________

____________________

Pandas eat meat.

Reading strategies

• Recognizing and using the pattern of the book.

____________________
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Informational texts
1.RI.9 Identify basic similarities in and
differences between two texts on the same
topic.
Foundational skills
1.RF.2a Distinguish long from short vowel
sounds in spoken single-syllable words.
Writing
1.W.5 With guidance and support from
adults, focus on a topic, respond to questions

Vocabulary

High-frequency words

all, and, are, at, by, can, day, eat,
find, food, for, from, have, in, into,
is, it, long, of, put, so, that, the,
they, this, too, up, where

Key vocabulary

bamboo, butterflies, eggs, forests,
fruit, giraffes, gorillas, hay,
leaves, lions, meat, mice, nectar,
nuts, pandas, plants, rice, snakes
vegetables, wild, zoo keepers, zoos

Text structures
and features

• Two to six lines of text on a page
• Line breaks support fluency
• Compare and contrast structure
• Orientation
• Double-page spread highlights the animals
• Index

Language structures
and features

• Compare/contrast phrases: at the zoo, in the wild
• Passive voice: “… are given … by the zoo keeper.”
• Prepositions: at, by, in, into, up
• Plural nouns: butterflies, gorillas, zoo keepers, zoos

Reading strategies

• Recognizing and using the pattern of the book.

Common Core Standards

Common Core Standards

4 EC Licensing Pty Ltd.

Text type: Report/Compare and
contrast
Running words: 223

Features of these cards include:

Lions eat plants.

• Two to six lines of text on a page
• Line breaks support fluency
• Compare and contrast structure
• Orientation
• Double-page spread highlights the animals
• Index
• Compare/contrast phrases: at the zoo, in the wild
• Passive voice: “… are given … by the zoo keeper.”
• Prepositions: at, by, in, into, up
• Plural nouns: butterflies, gorillas, zoo keepers, zoos

Food For Animals

This book compares the ways
animals find food in the wild with
how they get food at the zoo.

____________________

Key vocabulary
bamboo, butterflies, eggs, forests,
fruit, giraffes, gorillas, hay,
leaves, lions, meat, mice, nectar,
nuts, pandas, plants, rice, snakes
vegetables, wild, zoo keepers, zoos

Language structures
and features

Food For Animals
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Lesson Plan

Name ________________

Explorations Lesson Plan Cards guide teachers through every
Lesson Plan
step of the Before, During, and After Reading sequence to
develop ﬂexible reading strategies for navigating informational texts.
With one Lesson Plan Card for every student title, ample opportunities
exist for looking closely at text features, revisiting
the text for deeper comprehension, and discovering the
connections for student writing.

Explorations

Resources

e book Food For Animals to help you.

of this work, the purchaser
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Support students by explaining what the pattern of the
book is.

Reviewing reading strategies
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Grades K–2 • Levels A–M (1–24)
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and suggestions from peers and add details to
strengthen writing as needed.
Speaking and listening
1.SL.1c Ask questions to clear up any confusion
about the topics and texts under discussion.
Language
1.L.5a Sort words into categories to gain a
sense of the concepts the categories represent.

Distributed in the USA by
Okapi Educational Publishing Inc.
Phone: 866-652-7436
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• Links to college and career-readiness standards that ensure
instruction is aligned with expected outcomes
Informational texts
1.RI.9 Identify basic similarities in and
differences between two texts on the same
topic.
Foundational skills
1.RF.2a Distinguish long from short vowel
sounds in spoken single-syllable words.
Writing
1.W.5 With guidance and support from
adults, focus on a topic, respond to questions

and suggestions from peers and add details to
strengthen writing as needed.
Speaking and listening
1.SL.1c Ask questions to clear up any confusion
about the topics and texts under discussion.
Language
1.L.5a Sort words into categories to gain a
sense of the concepts the categories represent.

• Highlighted support for English Language Learners
11/20/13 12:41 PM

• Opportunities to engage in close reading by returning
to the book for text-dependent tasks and questions

11/20/13 12:41 PM
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Digital Big Books
At each stage, engage your class with modeling of a
featured title that focuses on the challenging elements
of informational text types.
• Provide context for developing reading
strategies, comprehension, vocabulary,
phonemes and fluency
• Strategically illustrated with photographs
that closely match the text
• Timed activities to build fluency,
printable teacher resources, and more

Shown: Transitional
Reading Stage

You Save $75
You Save $72

For information
about

Grades K–2 Package

Stage-Level
Packages

Guided Reading Levels A–M* (1–24)
Includes:
• 4 Interactive Whiteboard-Digital Big Books (Grades K–2)
• 576 Leveled Student Books (6 copies each of 96 titles)
• 96 laminated Lesson Plan Cards
• 4 Storage Boxes

see pages
96–103.

OK EX2-9722

$4140 / $3970
You Save $170

* Levels indicated by letters are Okapi’s unique measurements, comparable to the Guided Reading levels of Fountas and Pinnell.
Numerical levels in parentheses align with DRA.

explorationsreading.com
Visit our online store or find your rep at myokapi.com
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Explorations

®

Emergent Reading Stage
Introducing beginning readers to informational text types
Features of text at this stage:
• simple sentence structures
• high-frequency words and content
vocabulary
• introduction to text types
• repeated sentence patterns and
consistent text placement
• photos support the text throughout.
Program features at this stage:
• 20 Leveled Readers, 20 Lesson Plan
Cards, 1 IWB-Digital Big Book
• science/social studies titles with
familiar contexts
• college and career-readiness
standard in student-friendly
language sets purpose for reading
in each book
• assessment built into every title.

Emergent Reading Stage Boxed Classroom Set
Levels A–D (1–5)*
Includes:
• 120 Student Books (6 copies each of 20 titles)
• 20 Lesson Plan Cards (1 copy each of 20 cards)
• 1 Digital Big Book: In My Family
• 1 Storage Box

You Save $75
OK EXEM9120

$822
/ $790
You
Save
$72
You Save $32

Explorations Emergent Stage Packages
Item #

Your Price

OK 9117

$80

Emergent Student Books
Includes: 20 Books (1 copy each of 20 titles)

OK EXEM-AOS

$99

Emergent Lesson Plan Set
Includes: 20 Lesson Plan Cards (1 copy each of 20 cards)

OK EXEM-AOLP

$110

In My Family: Digital Big Book for IWB

For Lexile Levels, click on the Correlations tab at our web site, or contact your Okapi representative for further details.
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Emergent Reading Stage 6-Packs
Guided Reading Levels A–D (1–5)*
Six-packs include: • 6 copies of title • Lesson Plan Card		

$34 per Package

Guided Reading Level A (1)*
Flowers
My Toys
Playing Outside
Stripes

OK EXEM9013-6
OK EXEM9014-6
OK EXEM9015-6
OK EXEM9016-6

At the Aquarium
In My Family
Soft and Hard
We Go Shopping

OK EXEM9017-6
OK EXEM9018-6
OK EXEM9019-6
OK EXEM9020-6

Big Brother
Leaves
Water Moves
Tails

OK EXEM9021-6
OK EXEM9022-6
OK EXEM9023-6
OK EXEM9024-6

Favorite Places
Pets
Using Rocks
When I Was Sick

OK EXEM9025-6
OK EXEM9026-6
OK EXEM9027-6
OK EXEM9028-6

Hurry Up!
Ice and Snow
One Step, Two Steps
Our Favorite Food

OK EXEM9029-6
OK EXEM9030-6
OK EXEM9031-6
OK EXEM9032-6

Guided Reading Level B (2)*

[iwb]

Guided Reading Level C (3)*

Guided Reading Level C (4)*

Guided Reading Level D (5)*

* Levels indicated by letters are Okapi’s unique measurements, comparable to the Guided Reading levels of Fountas and Pinnell.
Numerical levels in parentheses align with DRA.

explorationsreading.com
Visit our online store or find your rep at myokapi.com
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Explorations

®

Early Reading Stage
Continue the learning of informational text types
Features of text at this stage:
• more complex sentence structures
• labels, table of contents and
headings are introduced
• comprehensive range of text types
• photographs and diagrams support
the text
• appropriate content vocabulary.
Program features at this stage:
• 24 Leveled Readers, 24 Lesson Plan
Cards, 1 IWB-Digital Big Book
• science/social studies titles with
mostly familiar contexts
• college and career-readiness
standard in student-friendly
language sets purpose for reading
in each book
• assessment built into every title.

Early Reading Stage Boxed Classroom Set
Levels D–G (6–11)*
Includes:
• 144 Student Books (6 copies each of 24 titles)
• 24 Lesson Plan Cards (1 copy each of 24 cards)
• 1 Digital Big Book: Stay Away!
• 1 Storage Box

You Save $75
OK EXEA9121

$1006
/ $965
You Save
$72
You Save $41

Explorations Early Stage Packages
Item #

Your Price

OK 9119

$80

Early Student Books
Includes: 24 Books (1 copy each of 24 titles)

OK EXEA-AOS

$126

Early Lesson Plan Set
Includes: 24 Lesson Plan Cards (1 copy each of 24 cards)

OK EXEA-AOLP

$132

Stay Away!: Digital Big Book for IWB

For Lexile Levels, click on the Correlations tab at our web site, or contact your Okapi representative for further details.
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Early Reading Stage 6-Packs
Guided Reading Levels D–G (6–11)*
Six-packs include: • 6 copies of title • Lesson Plan Card
$36 per Package
Guided Reading Level D (6)*

[iwb]

Dangerous Plants
Dog School
Rough and Smooth
Stay Away!

OK EXEA9033-6
OK EXEA9034-6
OK EXEA9035-6
OK EXEA9036-6

On the Playground
Our Market
Seeds on the Move
Wings

OK EXEA9037-6
OK EXEA9038-6
OK EXEA9039-6
OK EXEA9040-6

After School
Food for Animals
Wheels
After the Storm

OK EXEA9041-6
OK EXEA9042-6
OK EXEA9043-6
OK EXEA9044-6

Guided Reading Level E (7)*

Guided Reading Level E (8)*

Guided Reading Level F (9)*
A Present for
Our Teacher
A Storm Is Coming
Eyes
Kitchen Garden

OK EXEA9045-6
OK EXEA9046-6
OK EXEA9047-6
OK EXEA9048-6

Amazing Plants
Old Cans and Cars
Saving Up
Using Color

OK EXEA9049-6
OK EXEA9050-6
OK EXEA9051-6
OK EXEA9052-6

Animal Close-ups
Deserts
Classroom Animals
Kites

OK EXEA9053-6
OK EXEA9054-6
OK EXEA9055-6
OK EXEA9056-6

Guided Reading Level F (10)*

Guided Reading Level G (11)*

* Levels indicated by letters are Okapi’s unique measurements, comparable to the Guided Reading levels of Fountas and Pinnell.
Numerical levels in parentheses align with DRA.

explorationsreading.com
Visit our online store or find your rep at myokapi.com
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Explorations

Grades K–2 • Levels A–M (1–24)

Explorations

®

Transitional Reading Stage
Develop strategic writers of informational texts
Features of text at this stage:
• visually dynamic with photographs
that support the text
• wide range of text types
• increase in difficulty of content
vocabulary.
Program features at this stage:
• 24 Leveled Readers, 24 Lesson Plan
Cards, 1 IWB-Digital Big Book
• content addresses science,
technology, and social studies topics
• college and career-readiness
standard in student-friendly
language sets purpose for reading
in each book
• assessment built into every title.

Transitional Reading Stage Boxed Classroom Set
Levels G–J (12–17)*
Includes:
• 144 Student Books (6 copies each of 24 titles)
• 24 Lesson Plan Cards (1 copy each of 24 cards)
• 1 Digital Big Book: The Land Around Us
• 1 Storage Box

You Save $75
OK EXTR9122

$1042
/ $999
You Save
$72
You Save $43

Explorations Transitional Stage Packages
Item #

Your Price

OK 9316

$80

Transitional Student Books
Includes: 24 Books (1 copy each of 24 titles)

OK EXTR-AOS

$132

Transitional Lesson Plan Set
Includes: 24 Lesson Plan Cards (1 copy each of 24 cards)

OK EXTR-AOLP

$132

The Land Around Us: Digital Big Book for IWB

For Lexile Levels, click on the Correlations tab at our web site, or contact your Okapi representative for further details.
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Explorations

Grades K–2 • Levels A–M (1–24)

Explorations

®

Transitional Reading Stage 6-Packs
Guided Reading Levels G–J (12–17)*
Six-packs include: • 6 copies of title • Lesson Plan Card
$38 per Package
Guided Reading Level G (12)*

[iwb]

The Land Around Us
Life Cycles
Shadows and Shade
On the Weekend

OK EXTR9213-6
OK EXTR9214-6
OK EXTR9215-6
OK EXTR9216-6

The Children’s Farm
Going Swimming
Pushing and Pulling
The Tree House

OK EXTR9217-6
OK EXTR9218-6
OK EXTR9219-6
OK EXTR9220-6

Guided Reading Level H (13)*

Guided Reading Level H (14)*
Mushrooms and
Toadstools
The River
At Lunchtime
A Day at the Market

OK EXTR9221-6
OK EXTR9222-6
OK EXTR9223-6
OK EXTR9224-6

Special Places at School
Mighty Mountains
Magnets
Amazing Sea Lizards

OK EXTR9225-6
OK EXTR9226-6
OK EXTR9227-6
OK EXTR9228-6

Looking in Mirrors
Shark Attack!
In the Treetops
Coral Reef Diary

OK EXTR9229-6
OK EXTR9230-6
OK EXTR9231-6
OK EXTR9232-6

Tunnels
What Am I?
Silkworms
We Made a Dragon

OK EXTR9233-6
OK EXTR9234-6
OK EXTR9235-6
OK EXTR9236-6

Guided Reading Level I (15)*

Guided Reading Level I (16)*

Guided Reading Level J (17)*

* Levels indicated by letters are Okapi’s unique measurements, comparable to the Guided Reading levels of Fountas and Pinnell.
Numerical levels in parentheses align with DRA.

explorationsreading.com
Visit our online store or find your rep at myokapi.com
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Explorations

Grades K–2 • Levels A–M (1–24)

Explorations

®

Extending Reading Stage
Extend students’ reading, thinking and speaking
Features of text at this stage:
• longer texts with appropriate
content vocabulary
• increasingly complex, multiplesentence paragraphs
• multiple informational text features
on each spread.
Program features at this stage:
• 28 Leveled Readers, 28 Lesson Plan
Cards, 1 IWB-Digital Big Book
• high-interest science, social studies
and technology topics
• college and career-readiness
standard in student-friendly
language sets purpose for reading
in each book
• assessment built into every title.

Extending Reading Stage Boxed Classroom Set
Levels J–M (18–24)*
Includes:
• 168 Student Books (6 copies each of 28 titles)
• 28 Lesson Plan Cards (1 each of 28 cards)
• 1 Digital Big Book: How Spiders Catch Their Food
• 1 Storage Box

You Save $75
OK EXEX9123

$1271
/ $1215
You Save
$72
You Save $56

Explorations Extending Stage Packages
Item #

Your Price

OK 9320

$80

Extending Student Books
Includes: 28 Books (1 copy each of 28 titles)

OK EXEX-AOS

$167

Extending Lesson Plan Set
Includes: 28 Lesson Plan Cards (1 copy each of 28 cards)

OK EXEX-AOLP

$154

How Spiders Catch Their Food: Digital Big Book for IWB

For Lexile Levels, click on the Correlations tab at our web site, or contact your Okapi representative for further details.
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Explorations

Grades K–2 • Levels A–M (1–24)

Explorations

®

Extending Reading Stage 6-Packs
Guided Reading Levels J–M (18–24)*
Six-packs include: • 6 copies of title • Lesson Plan Card
$40 per Package
Guided Reading Level J (18)*
Let’s Party
Killer Plants
Frog Alert
Star Gazing

OK EXEX9237-6
OK EXEX9238-6
OK EXEX9239-6
OK EXEX9240-6

Now I Am Eight
How Do Plants Grow Here?
Making Work Easy
How Spiders Catch Their Food

OK EXEX9241-6
OK EXEX9242-6
OK EXEX9243-6
OK EXEX9244-6

Frog Bog
The Port
Looking After Eggs
Saving the Rainforests

OK EXEX9245-6
OK EXEX9246-6
OK EXEX9247-6
OK EXEX9248-6

Bridges
Moving Home
Amazing Lifetimes
Saving the Oceans

OK EXEX9249-6
OK EXEX9250-6
OK EXEX9251-6
OK EXEX9252-6

Fixing Things
Robots
Animal Champions
Weather

OK EXEX9253-6
OK EXEX9254-6
OK EXEX9255-6
OK EXEX9256-6

Things People Make
Monster Machines
Erosion
Summer in Antarctica

OK EXEX9257-6
OK EXEX9258-6
OK EXEX9259-6
OK EXEX9260-6

By Land, Sea and Air
Some Things Keep Changing
Animals of the African Grasslands
Side by Side

OK EXEX9261-6
OK EXEX9262-6
OK EXEX9263-6
OK EXEX9264-6

Guided Reading Level K (19)*

[iwb]

Guided Reading Level K (20)*

Guided Reading Level L (21)*

Guided Reading Level L (22)*

Guided Reading Level M (23)*

Guided Reading Level M (24)*

* Levels indicated by letters are Okapi’s unique measurements, comparable to the Guided Reading levels of Fountas and Pinnell.
Numerical levels in parentheses align with DRA.

explorationsreading.com
Visit our online store or find your rep at myokapi.com
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Bookroom Collections

Grades K–5 • Levels A–V (1–50)

Leveled Bookroom Collections
Guided Reading Levels A–V (1–50)*

NEW
AND EXPANDED!

Excite and Engage Your K–5 Students with Narrative
and Informational Texts

Okapi’s Leveled Bookroom Collections are
customized to meet your needs…
Experience the “Power of the Pair” with collections that match each narrative title with an informational text sharing the same high
frequency words, content vocabulary, and big idea.

With Okapi’s Leveled Bookroom
Collections, you can:

Choose the Leveled Bookroom Collection that’s right for you.

• Support content-area learning with
reading instruction that parallels
your broader curriculum

Okapi’s Leveled Bookroom Collections are pre-selected with books drawn from
award-winning programs like Flying Start to Literacy™, Explorations, and our
new WorldWise resource for content-area learning.

• Expand the scope of your small
group instruction with countless
choices loaded with kid-appeal

For dual- and Spanish-language instruction, your collection can also include
Despegando hacia la lectura™.

• Improve achievement with sound
teaching support conveniently
provided for each title.

Take your instruction to new heights with numerous online resources available
from these programs’ websites.
Easy-to-follow, laminated lesson plan cards support each book (or pair) with
guidelines for small group instruction built on best practice.
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Grades K–5 • Levels A–V (1–50)

Bookroom Collections

…and are painless to set up in your resource
library. It’s as easy as 1, 2, 3.
STEP

Open the box labeled “Packing
List Enclosed” to ﬁnd your inventory
checklist.

STEP

Put together your display and
unpack your grab-and-go bags of
books and lesson plans.

STEP

Integrate your new Okapi
Bookroom Collection with the
rest of your Guided Reading
resource library!

1
2
3

Level F / 10
Narrative Text

Blackline master

Level R / 40
Informational Text

Lesson Plans

Activity card
Make a poster

Finish the sentences
Write the correct word in each sentence.

I ________ not like to eat worms.

You will need: a large sheet of paper, markers

Early
reading stage

What to do:
Write and draw to show all of the amazing facts you know about caterpillars.

Level F (10)

Amazing Caterpillars provides
information about how some
caterpillars defend themselves
from predators.
Running words: 127
Text type: Report

I do not like _______ eat worms.

I do ________ like to eat worms.

Key vocabulary
animals bad black caterpillars eyes green hide leaf red safe
snake spikes spit/s sting/s taste/s yuk yum

Phonics

• Breaking words into syllables
• Identifying words with the /y/ sound

I do not _________ to eat worms.
Text features
Amazing Caterpillars

Level F / 10
Informational Text

In Caterpillars For Lunch, Bird is tired of eating worms
so he decides to eat caterpillars instead. However, after
the caterpillars taste bad, sting him, or scare him away,
Bird decides that worms are better after all.
Running words: 139
Text type: Narrative

High-frequency words
New: away cannot eat keep

Caterpillars For Lunch

Reading strategies

• Summary chart
• Labeled photographs
• Simple and compound sentences

• Cross-checking using syntax: Does that sound right?
• Rereading to comprehend text

Common Core State Standards

Flying Start to Literacy Lesson Plans Amazing Caterpillars / Caterpillars For Lunch © 2014 EC Licensing Pty Ltd.

Assessment
Can the student accurately complete each sentence?
Can the student spell each high-frequency word correctly?
Flying Start to Literacy Lesson Plans Amazing Caterpillars / Caterpillars For Lunch © 2014 EC Licensing Pty Ltd.

© 2014 EC Licensing Pty Ltd. This work is protected by copyright law, and
under international copyright conventions, applicable in the jurisdictions
in which it is published. The trademark “Flying Start to Literacy” and Star
device is a registered trademark of EC Licensing Pty Ltd in the US.

Developed by Eleanor Curtain Publishing

In addition to certain rights under applicable copyright law to copy parts
of this work, the purchaser may make copies of those sections of this work
displaying the footnote: “© 2014 EC Licensing Pty Ltd”, provided that:
(a) the number of copies made does not exceed the number reasonably
required by the purchaser for its teaching purposes; (b) those copies are
only made by means of photocopying and are not further copied or stored
or transmitted by any means; (c) those copies are not sold, hired, lent or
offered for sale, hire or loan; and (d) every copy made clearly shows the
footnote copyright notice.

Text: Jenny Feely
Consultant: Susan Hill
Designed by Derek Schneider
Printed in China through
Colorcraft Ltd, Hong Kong
Distributed in the USA by
Okapi Educational Publishing Inc.
Phone: 866-652-7436
Fax: 800-481-5499
Email: info@myokapi.com
www.myokapi.com

All other rights reserved.

www.flying-start-to-literacy.com

Reading literature
1.RL.3 Describe characters, settings, and major events in a
story, using key details.
Informational texts
1.RI.6 Distinguish between information provided by pictures
or other illustrations and information provided by the words
in a text.
Foundational skills
1.RF.3b Decode regularly spelled one-syllable words.

Writing
1.W.2 Write informative/explanatory texts in which they name
a topic, supply some facts about the topic, and provide some
sense of closure.
Speaking and listening
1.SL.1b Build on others’ talk in conversations by responding
to the comments of others through multiple exchanges.
Language
1.L.1g Use frequently occurring conjunctions.

FS US LP S3L10 Amazing Caterpillars for lunch.indd 1-3

29/04/14 12:47 PM

Lesson plan for Flying Start Pair

Lesson Plan for WorldWise Title

Visit our online store or find your rep at myokapi.com
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Bookroom Collections

Grades K–5 • Levels A–V (1–50)

Leveled Bookroom Collections
Collections for the Primary Grades
Paired Texts Collection for Grades K–2

Paired Spanish Texts for Grades K–2

Guided Reading Levels A–M (1–28)*

Guided Reading Levels A–M (1–28)*

Our essential Paired Texts Collection features narrative &
informational pairings from Flying Start to Literacy™—accompanied
with award-winning instructional support. This collection is an
ideal choice for introducing or expanding your use of paired
texts, because each pair in the collection features the same high
frequency words, content vocabulary, and the same big idea.

Mirroring our Paired Texts collection title-for-title—but drawn 100%
from Despegando hacia la lectura™—this collection will make it
possible to extend our award-winning paired-text concept to your
instruction in Spanish. Each pair features the same high frequency
words, content vocabulary and same big idea, but with texts
crafted with meticulous attention to the unique issues related to
phonics and phonemic awareness for Spanish language learners.

Your Paired Texts Collection includes:
•
•
•

Your Paired Spanish Texts Collection includes:

1,536 Books (6 copies each of 256 titles)
128 Lesson Plan Cards (one for each pair)
24 Vocabulary Starters
$10,129 / $9,300

OK18 BRK2-FSTL

You Save $829

•
•
•

1,536 Books (6 copies each of 256 titles)
128 Lesson Plan Cards (one for each pair)
24 Vocabulary Starters

OK18 BRK2-DHLL

$10,129 / $9,300
You Save $829

Paired Dual-Language Texts for Grades K–2
Guided Reading Levels A-M (1-28)*

Guided Reading Levels A–M (1–28)*

A perfect choice for dual-language schools, each title in English
in this collection is matched by its counterpart in Spanish. Give
a boost to your small group dual-literacy instruction with books
that reinforce strategies, comprehension, and vocabulary at each
developmental stage!
Your Paired Dual-Language Texts Collection includes:
•
•
•

3,072 Books (6 copies each of 512 titles)
256 Lesson Plan Cards (one for each pair)
48 Vocabulary Starters

OK18 BRDLK2

With 96 different informational titles from the popular Explorations
program, and 128 informational titles and 128 narrative titles from
Flying Start to Literacy—plus lesson plan cards for them all—your
bookroom shelves will be bursting with choices!
Your Mixed Fiction and Informational Texts Collection includes:
•
•
•

2,112 Books (6 copies each of 352 titles)
224 Lesson Plan Cards
24 Vocabulary Starters

OK18 BRK2

$13,843 / $12,750
You Save $1,093

$20,259 / $18,700
You Save $1,559
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Mixed Fiction and Informational Texts for
Grades K–2

Dual Language collections are matched title-for-title in English and Spanish
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Grades K–5 • Levels A–V (1–50)

Bookroom Collections

Leveled Bookroom Collections
Collections for the Intermediate Grades
Paired Texts with Perspectives for Grades 3–5
Guided Reading Levels N–V (30–50)*

Guided Reading Levels N–V (30–50)*

Our Paired Texts Collection for the intermediate grades features
narrative & informational pairings from Flying Start to Literacy™—
accompanied with award-winning instructional support. And—
at levels Q through V—this collection includes a connected
Perspectives text for each pair, allowing your students to further
explore the issues raised by the pairs’ big ideas.
Your Paired Texts with Perspectives Collection includes:
•
•

360 Books (6 copies each of 60 titles)
36 Lesson Plan Cards (one for each pair plus Perspectives)
$2,863 / $2,650
You Save $213

OK18 BR35-FSTL

Paired Spanish Texts with Perspectivas for
Grades 3-5

Mirroring our Paired Texts with Perspectives collection title-fortitle—but drawn 100% from Despegando hacia la lectura™—this
collection makes it possible to extend our award-winning pairedtext concept to your instruction in Spanish. And—at levels Q
through V—this collection includes a connected text for each pair.
Perspectivas will encourage your students to further explore the
issues raised by the pairs’ big ideas.
Your Paired Spanish Texts with Perspectivas Collection includes:
•
•

360 Books (6 copies each of 60 titles)
36 Lesson Plan Cards (one for each pair plus Perspectivas)

OK18 BR35-DHLL

$2,863 / $2,650
You Save $213

Paired Dual-Language Texts with
Perspectives/Perspectivas for Grades 3–5

Mixed Fiction and Informational Texts for
Grades 3–5

Guided Reading Levels N–V (30–50)*

Guided Reading Levels N–V (30–50)*

A perfect choice for dual-language schools, each title in English
is matched by its counterpart in Spanish. Give a boost to your
dual-literacy instruction in the intermediate grades with books
that reinforce strategies, comprehension, and vocabulary at each
developmental stage!

Your Mixed Fiction and Informational Texts Collection includes:
•
•

792 Books (6 copies each of 132 titles)
108 Lesson Plan Cards

OK18 BR35

Your Paired Dual-Language Texts Collection includes:
•
•

With 72 different informational titles from the all-new WorldWise
program, 12 Perspectives books, and 48 paired informational /
narrative titles from Flying Start to Literacy—plus lesson plans for
them all—you’ll be supporting content-area instruction in ways you
never thought possible!

720 Books (6 copies each of 120 titles)
72 Lesson Plan Cards (one for each pair plus Perspectives / Perspectivas)

OK18 BRDL35

$7,014 / $6,500
You Save $514

$5,725 / $5,250
You Save $475

Dual Language collections are matched title-for-title in English and Spanish

Visit our online store or find your rep at myokapi.com
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Bookroom Collections

Grades K–5 • Levels A–V (1–50)

Leveled Bookroom Collections
Collections for Grades K–5
Paired Texts with Perspectives for Grades K–5
Guided Reading Levels A–V (1–50)*

Guided Reading Levels A–V (1–50)*

Our Paired Texts for Grades K-2 combines with
Paired Texts with Perspectives for Grades 3-5,
offering you big savings on a wide range of
leveled, paired-text selections.

This K-5 collection extends our award-winning
paired-text concept to your instruction in Spanish.
Your Paired Texts with Perspectivas Collection includes:

Your K–5 Paired Texts with Perspectives Collection includes:
•
•
•

Paired Spanish Texts with Perspectivas for
Grades K–5

1896 Books (6 copies each of 316 titles)
164 Lesson Plan Cards (one for each pair plus Perspectives)
24 Vocabulary Starters

•
•
•

1896 Books (6 copies each of 316 titles)
164 Lesson Plan Cards (one for each pair plus Perspectivas)
24 Vocabulary Starters

OK18 BRK5-DHLL

$12,992 / $11,800

OK18 BRK5-FSTL

$12,992 / $11,800
You Save $1,192

You Save $1,192

Paired Dual-Language Texts with
Perspectives/Perspectivas for Grades K–5

Mixed Fiction and Informational Texts for
Grades K–5

Guided Reading Levels A–V (1–50)*

Guided Reading Levels A–V (1–50)*

Countless hours of student engagement and supportive instruction
await you with our largest all-English collection.
Your Mixed Fiction and Informational Texts Collection includes:
A perfect choice for dual-language schools,
each Spanish-language title in this expansive
collection is matched by its counterpart in English.

•
•
•

2,904 Books (6 copies each of 484 titles)
332 Lesson Plan Cards (one for each pair plus Perspectives)
24 Vocabulary Starters

OK18 BRK5

Your Paired Dual-Language Texts Collection includes:
•
•
•

$20,857 / $19,000
You Save $1,857

3792 Books (6 copies each of 632 titles)
328 Lesson Plan Cards (one for each pair plus
Perspectives / Perspectivas)
48 Vocabulary Starters

OK18 BRDLK5

$25,984 / $23,600
You Save $2,384
* Dual Language collections are matched title-for-title in English and Spanish
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Reading Level Chart

Flying Start to Literacy Resources
The Flying Start to Literacy Resources include 304 different paired texts, 12 Perspectives titles,
72 individual WorldWise texts, and supportive teacher materials categorized into
nine stages of reading development.

Grade

Kindergarten
Kindergarten

Guided Reading
Level

A

BR90L – 150L

B
C
D

Grade 1

E

Grade 1

F

140L – 460L

240L – 580L

H
I

Grade 2

J

Grade 3

2

Flying Start Developmental
Reading Stage

Early Emergent

Emergent
6

G

Grade 1+

Grade 3

1

70L – 370L

Grade 1

Grade 2

DRA Level

3,4

Kindergarten+

Grade 1

Lexile Range

450L – 810L

K

8
10
12
14
16
18

Early

Transitional

Early Fluent

20

L

470L – 880L

24

M

28

N

30

O

570L – 1000L

P

34

Fluent

Fluent Plus

38

Q
Grade 4

R

530L–1110L

40

Advanced Fluent

550L–1080L

50

Advanced Fluent

S
T
Grade 5

U
V

*Levels indicated by letters are Okapi’s unique measurements, comparable to the Guided Reading Levels of Fountas and Pinnell. The plus sign
(+) following the selected grade levels signifies that this is an Okapi “stretch” level for increased text complexity at the end of each grade, as
prescribed in the Common Core State Standards, Appendix A.

Visit our online store or find your rep at myokapi.com
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Order Form

To Place Your Order

Home

By Mail:

Okapi Educational Publishing, Inc.
42381 Rio Nedo, Temecula, CA 92590

By Phone:
Web:

866.652.7436
www.myokapi.com

School

Home

School

School or Institution

Date

Name

School or Institution

Address

By Fax: 800.481.5499
E-Mail: info@myokapi.com

Name

City

State

Zip

Address

Daytime Phone

City

e-mail Address

Daytime Phone

State

Zip

e-mail Address
Quantity

Item Number

Title

Price

Total

OKOKOKOKOKOKOKOKOKSubtotal

Payment Method

(If applicable, see below)
(See below)

Purchase Order Attached

Will you accept back orders?

Check/Money Order Enclosed
MASTERCARD

Shipping and Handling
TOTAL

Purchase Order Number
Credit Card

VISA

DISCOVER

Sorry, no COD orders

AMEX

Number
Expiration Date

Sales Tax

Promo Code

Security Code

Signature
Any item purchased may be returned for a refund, credit to a purchase order, or credit to
a customer account (contingent upon initial purchase payment terms).
Shipping Information
Our standard shipping and handling is based on a sliding scale per total amount spent,
as follows:
Invoice value $100 and under – a flat charge of $10.00 applies
Invoice value between $100 and $999 – 10% of invoice value is charged
Invoice value between $1000 and $9999 – 8% of invoice value is charged
Invoice value greater than $9999, and all customers in Hawaii and Alaska – please call us at
1.866.652.7436 for an estimate.
Returns Policy
We will provide a 100% refund if a product is returned, in its original form and with the original
packaging, within 30 days of shipping. After 30 days, returns are allowed only for product defects
or failures to comply with our published descriptions – call us at 1.866.652.7436 for a return
authorization. Any shortages must be identified within 30 days of shipping.
Prices are subject to change without notice. We reserve the right to substitute for any out-of-stock
items. Please allow 6–8 weeks delivery for out-of-stock items. Please include sales tax on prepaid
orders for the following state: CA 8%
Credit Card Customers: Please be sure the billing address above is an exact match with your credit
card’s billing address.
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More Okapi School Catalogs

Yes

No

School or Institution
Name
Position & Dept
Address
City

WorldWise

State

Zip

Daytime Phone

WorldWise

™

Content-based Learning

is a registered trademark of EC Licensing Pty Ltd
in the US and used under license.

is a trademark of Rainbow Reading
Programme Ltd and used under license.

WorldWise

Content-based Learning

are trademarks of EC Licensing Pty Ltd and used under license.

Order today! 866.652.7436 or fax 800.481.5499

Okapi Professional
Development—
Engaging All Students through
Good First Teaching
Are you looking for professional development that improves upon teachers’ knowledge and experience
about implementing best practices and not just how to make your “program” better? Let Okapi’s Professional
Development department show you how we can help your teachers navigate the challenges of teaching in
this standards-driven era without giving up the good teaching practices we know make a difference in our
students’ reading and writing lives.
Okapi can provide professional development in a variety of
ways, including:

Possible instructional strategies include (for both English
only and Dual-Language/Biliteracy classrooms):

• Research-based, classroom-tested short or long-term professional
development customized to your needs

• Guided Reading K–2 or 3–5

• Product implementation training – onsite and/or virtual

• Read Aloud K–2 or 3–5

• 1-day workshops
• 2-day institutes or symposiums
Contact us today at OkapiPD@myokapi.com to learn more
about the ways to ensure all of your students are engaged
through good first teaching.

• Shared Reading K–2 or 3–5
• Shared and Interactive Reading K–2 or 3–5
• Shared and Interactive Writing K–2 or 3–5
• Assessmen
• Creating a Dual-Literacy or Biliteracyl Program
• Leadership Training for Administrators

42381 Rio Nedo, Temecula, CA 92590

WorldWise

WorldWise

™

Content-based Learning

72 New Leveled Titles to
Support Your Instruction
with Key Science and
Social Studies Content!
• Fully aligned with Next Generation Science
Standards and C3 Framework
• Innovative online assessment tools
• Investigations extend the learning with
student-directed inquiry

WorldWise

Learning
• Lesson plans for Content-based
each title provide
seamless

integration across content areas
See pages 4–13 inside.
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